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The work produced during the fall 2009 quarter shifted focus from the main 
east-west corridor, namely MLK/Madison Road, to the two main north-south 
connections within the city and metopolitan region. Students of  architecture, 
urban planning, civil engineering, transportation engineering, environmental en-
gineering, and structural engineering were assigned to work on the corridors 
formed by the Interstates 71 and 75 in the uptown area. They focused 
their analysis on the neighborhoods of  Avondale, Walnut Hills, Camp Washing-
ton, Northside, South Cumminsville, and Spring Grove Village. The result of  this 
quarter’s work is a collection of  framework plans, urban design pro-
posals, and implementation strategies that address the impacts of  
the interstates, the possibilities of  improving the quality of  life for the residents 
of  these communities, and the opportunities brought by potential improvement 
projects currently being studied by the departments of  transportation and plan-
ning of  City of  Cincinnati.
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In order to better understand the issues present in the study areas around I-75 
and I-71, students were asked to produce research work that investigated causes, 
characteristics, and possible solutions on a variety of  issues. The research top-
ics were defined throught a brainstorm session lead by the faculty and involv-
ing all students. Student were then divided into teams according to the research 
topic of  their preference. 



Underutilization

Reasons for Underutilization

PARKINGFAMILYMIX OF USES BUILDING HEIGHT 
AND SETBACKSITE LAYOUT

VACANT PROPERTIES

MANUFACTURING ZONES
source: CAGISsource: CAGIS

Proximity & ResourcesVacancy of Manufacturing Jobs

It has been estimated that up to 4,500 properties in Cincinnati, Ohio, are currently vacant. These vacant properties 
are often poorly maintained, with deteriorating unsafe structures and boarded windows.  With vacancy comes 
crime, harm to the neighborhood as a whole, and less revenue for the city.

Zoning regulations often reflect past economic circumstances 
and have the potential to prevent new development.  For  
example, as an industry sector leaves an area, the city   
is left with large tracts of land zoned for industrial   
use, without any industry to move in. 

In Cincinnati, the need for redevelopment efforts is evident.  The 
deindustrialization of the last 30 years has radically changed the 
economics of the city.  A generally weak economic situation was 
pushed to the breaking point in the current recession.

Zoning

Underutilization is affected by regional location.  At different 
points of time, based on political, economic, or social needs, 
certain locations are more desirable than others, encouraging 
growth.  As needs change, land before used to maximum 
efficiency is left vacant.

Kevin Blocksidge

Geoffrey Conklin

Alexandria Hancock

Michael Mann

Alynne Neuberger

Nicholas Workman

ZONING REGULATIONS

Walnut Hills

Avondale



12,315 employees

Solutions for Underutilization
Densification

Incentives

Multilateral Cooperation of Major Organizations:

Through Stimulus Money:

source: CAGISsource: 2008 Business Courier book of Lists

Inspired by the plans of other rust-belt cities, and learning from their mistakes, Cincinnati is taking steps to ensure a dense, thriving 
future. With six Fortune 500 firms headquartered in greater Cincinnati some of which are among the top 20 employers, opportuni-
ties to bring jobs back into the city are numerous. With the cooperation of major businesses, redensification of Cincinnati is pos-
sible. 

5,441 employees

6,948 employees

7,500 employees

Effect of Revitalization

Gentrification

Incentive programs can also encourage redevelopment, some coming from the 
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, commonly known as the 
stimulus bill.  There are numerous other incentive programs and techniques 
available, some encouraging business, others rebuilding infrastructure.  

15,862 employees

outward migration

capital investment

inconvenience

aging infrastructure

low property costs

vacancy

(in) accessibility

suburbs

new developmenturban community

Through Business Incubation:
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Brownfields

Completing the Brownfield Redevelopment Puzzle:
Six phases in the process of successfully redeveloping a Brownfield

Successfully redeveloping a Brownfield site can be 
achieved through the measurement of a number of 
different dynamics, including the...

number•	  of acres redeveloped into greenspace

tons•	  of contaminated materials removed

number•	  of full time jobs created

ratio•	  of return on public and private investment

percent	•	 of acres returned to productive use

number•	  of historic buildings restored

percent•	  increase in ground water quality

It is important to consider all stakeholders throughout the 
redevelopment process, however, some stakeholders participate 
more intensely during certain phases:

Neighborhood Residents

Neighborhood Businesses

Local, State, and Federal Governments

Architects, Engineers, Planners

Property Owner

Redevelopment Group

Private Financer

Jay Boltz

Ashley Combs

Joel Gross

Kelly Hogg

Christopher Will

Donald Zellefrow

PHASE I: ASSESSMENT
Discover/uncover historic and •	
cultural assets

Determine the necessity for •	
remediation techniques 

Establish liability•	

Evaluate hazardous materials•	

Measure contamination levels•	

Commitment to serve both •	
the needs of the existing 
Community and the developer

Conduct public open •	
houses and   
workshops in  
conjuction with the  
public stakeholders

Develop a master plan•	

Design and drafting•	

Create an “end vision” to add to •	
the project’s sustainability

Earthworks moving•	

Phase development•	

Synchronize  •	
remediation and 
development efforts  
to cut costs

Market the development: •	
“get the name out there”

Final phase but not the end •	
to a successful site

Observe for potential •	
hazardous leaks

Institutional controls•	

Property owners and tenants•	

Community maintenance/•	
upkeep

Remove hazardous •	
contaminants

Use different techniques •	
depending on the category 
and quantity of contaminant

Synchronize remediation and •	
development efforts to cut 
costs

PHASE IV - PLANNING

PHASE II: FUNDING SOURCES

- Clean Ohio Fund
- EPA

Examine local, •	
state, and 
federal coffers

PHASE V - REDEVELOPMENT

PHASE VI - MANAGEMENT

PHASE III - REMEDIATION

Form public-private partnerships•	

Secure funding for project costs:•	

Stakeholder Involvement Measuring Success



source: OhioEPA.com
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Linden Pointe on the Lateral
Location: Norwood
Before: Furniture Factory/GM Lot
Started: July 2005
Use: Office Building

Park Place at Lytle
Location: Interstate 471-71 junction
Before: R.L. Polk Building
Completed: October 2004
Use: High End Residential Condos

American Can Building
Location: Northside
Before: Making Tin Cans
Started: December 2006
Use: Apartments/Commercial

Brownfield Types
Agri-Business
Asbestos Piles

Auto Salvage/Metal Recyclers
Chemicals/Dye Manufactures

Drum Recycling
Landfill/Dumps

Gas Stations
Manufactured Gas/Coal Facilities

Rail Yards
Oil Production/Distribution/Recycling

Metal Plating/Finishing
Wood Preservers

Paint Shops/Auto Body Repair
Ordnance Sites

Region 5 Brownfields

5,064 acres made ready for reuse•	
238 Assessment Grants•	
12 Job Training Grants•	
47 Revolving Loan Fund Grants•	
79 Cleanup Grants•	
3 Showcase Communities•	
6 States Grants•	
15 Tribal Agreements•	

source: GBBN.com

Case Studies in Cincinnati: Brownfield Redevelopment

Hamiton County: SWDO

source: CincinnatiBuilding.com source: RegencyCenters.com

Before After

  
BENEFITS

    

Jobs & Business

Income

Taxes

ECONOMIC
      

    

Elimination of Health/Safety Risks

Restoration of Environment Quality

Reduction in Urban Sprawl

ENVIRONMENTAL    
Quality of Life

Employment Area
Neighborhood Renewal

Housing Choices

SOCIAL

source: EPA
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Infrastructure

PHYSICAL

the stru
ctural and physical fo

rmalitie
s 

of urban space - o
r, th

e established, 

fixed stru
ctures that provide the 

framework for human movement

SOCIAL

the range of activitie
s, organizations, 

and faciliti
es supportin

g the forma-

tion, development, a
nd maintenance 

of social quality
 and relationships 

within the urban context

utilities
transportation networks

water

power
built form/structure

militant

community facilities
spatial magnets

health

housing
police & fire

parks & recreation

economic structure
rules/regulations/policies

political climate

educational system
existing businesses

churches, hospitals, etc.

land use
natural resources

topography

open space
rivers, lakes, etc.

sustainable measures

INSTITUTIONAL

the essential fra
mework of a city that 

stems fro
m the politic

al undercurrent 

of lo
cal, re

gional, national, and inter-

national policies and decisions ENVIRONMENTAL

the natural fe
atures inherent to

 the

physical re
alm which exist as vital 

inputs into a wide range of human 

and natural productive processes

the banks: economic assessment

financial investment: 
public v. private

phase
one

future
plan

park

source: http://www.hamiltoncountyohio.gov/hc/banksrfq/docs/rac_report.pdf

parking
$135,000,000

open+green space
$52,000,000

street+utility
$61,000,000

=$248

242%
estimated return

in•fra•struc•ture
[in-fruh-strhk-cher] –n.  a: the physical framework of facilities, utilities, and support systems 
through which goods and services are provided to the public   b: with regards to the urban context 
— the underlying, anatomical dynamics that are integral to a city’s functionality and vitality.

development 
impact study:

new retail
spending (000’s)

total jobs 
created

total residents

new jobs created total new payroll 
impact (000’s)

$171,856

$337
$2,868$33,706

8,036

1,746 5,021

annual city payroll 
tax income (000’s)

annual county sales 
tax revenue (000’s)

Erin Duffee

Joshua Entler

Sean Stuessel

Lucia Tang

Ryan Williams

Nathan Ziegler
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a look at cincinnati’s infrastructural cost & benefit projections

paul brown stadium

great american ballpark

research found that sports facilities, although they tend to attract large 
amounts of people, are not economically sustainable structures due to 
their short lifespan - on average, a stadium must be completely rebuilt 
every 30 years.

stadia development: funding

100% funded by 
public subsidies

$ =$776
great american ball park

$297,000,000

paul brown stadium
$52,000,000

699,895,000

569,123,000

422,642,000

343,311,000

FINANCIAL COST

PROJECTED RETURN

 
+

+ +

+

+
+ +

+ +

+

 paul brown stadium

great american 
ballpark

infrastructural asset
reality of deficit+

+

the banks

135,760,000

44,474,000
819,785,000

1,949,448,000

coney island

river downs

newport on 
the levee
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Investigating Blight

Definitions of Blight

Links to Poverty

• substantial number of deteriorated or deteriorating structures
• predominance of defective and inadequate street and/or 
sidewalk layout
• faulty lot layout in relation to size, adequacy, and accessibility
• setback, or usefulness (including nonconforming substandard 
lot sizes)
• unsanitary or unsafe conditions
• deterioration of site or other improvements
• high vacancy and/or turnover
• diversity of ownership, making assemblage for redevelopment 
unusually difficult
• tax or special assessment delinquency exceeding the fair 
market value of the land
• defective or unusual conditions to title
• existence of conditions which endanger life or property

faulty arrangement of lot layout
by the City of Cincinnati:

by the City of Norwood:

In the book the Urban Sociology Reader blight 
is considered as a result of poverty, “the social 
ills that have long been associated with 
segregated poverty” are as follows “violent 
crime, drugs, housing deterioration, family 
disruption, commercial blight, and educational 
failure” (Jan Lin, C. M. 2005. The Urban Sociology 
Reader. London: Taylor & Francis, Inc.

Common Factors
Common factors help to understand what 
the definition of blight is. With a more 
collaborative understanding of blight, 
more groups can come together to fight 
blight as one.

Common factors of blight can consist of:

• poverty
• violence
• overcrowding

• traffic congestion
• poor zoning
• lack of sanitation

The graph in the right compares poverty levels of 
Hamilton County and some surrounding counties 
in the region. In 2007 Hamilton County had about 
13 percent of its population below the poverty level.

Lane Raney

Charlie Rowe

Samantha Swaine
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Defining Blight

Common 
Factors Links to Poverty

Suburban Blight
Cincinnati Blight

Community Programs

Redevelopment

FORECLOSURE

violence
stop

Cincinnati
next exit

BL
IG
HT

Percent of Persons Below Poverty

Clermont

Montgomery

County

Franklin
Butler

Cuyahoga
Warren

Hamilto
n

18%

16%

14%

12%

10%

8%

6%

4%

2%

0%

2004

2006

2007

Brian Bodle

Zach Fein

Andrew Juengling

Chandler McCoy Simandle
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Suburban Blight Cincinnati Examples

Community Programs and Redevelopment

Foreclosures Suburban Blight

Upkeep Property Value

Step 1 (Step 4): 
Store Opens In a New Location

Step 2: 
Store Closes
and Building

Becomes Vacant

Step 3:
Parking Lot

Overgrowth and
Building Deteriorates

Virtually no blight can be 
observed in the sub-area. The 
entire sub-area has a generally 
neat and tidy appearance.

1
A small amount of blight is 
obvious to the scorer.2
Visible blight can readily be
seen throughout the sub-area. 
This area is clearly “blighted”
and needs to be addressed.

3
Excessive amounts of blight 
are one of the first things 
noticed about the sub-area.4

Keep Cincinnati Beautiful Blight Index:

• Graffiti
• Abandoned buildings
• Broken windows
• Weeds
• Litter
• Boarded windows

• Illegal dumping
• Unkempt vacant lots
• Junk cars
• Buildings with 
  structural defects

Blight Indicators:

•  concentrating building code enforcement
•  identifying and ‘cooling down’ crime hot spots
•  cleaning up streets, sidewalks, and vacant lots
•  beautifying landscapes, streetscapes, and public right of ways
•  engaging property owners and residents to create and
sustain a more livable neighborhood

Strategies:

I-75 corridor neighborhoods: Queensgate, Camp 
Washington, and part of Northside.
Past - older industrial and manufacturing districts
Today - massive and monolithic abandoned industrial sites

Vacant industrial space left behind quickly shows 
signs of distress: the lack of maintenance and security 
allows vandalism, graffiti, and litter to become a 
problem.  Large industrial buildings are often outdated, 
out-programmed, in low demand, and expensive to 
remediate.

These buildings act as centralized instigators of blight, 
affecting property values in a radius of several blocks. 
This, in turn, perpetuates the blighted conditions, 
lowering property values and leading to more vacancies 
within the surrounding community.

BE
FO

RE

A
FT

ER

Keep Cincinnati Beautiful
Goals: 
•  Enhance areas by means of beautification
•  Make communities safer, healthier, and livable
•  Motivate people to be responsible for their actions

Neighborhood Enhancement Program
Goal: Focus and integrate services and community 
redevelopment efforts to jumpstart improvements 
to the quality of life for residents and businesses.
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Approaching Blight

 

 

 
 

 
  

CAUSES AND EFFECTS

MULTI-LATERAL APPROACH

POLITICAL APPROACHES
PAST (1950’s) - URBAN RENEWAL CURRENT CITY OF CINCINNATI

Urban Redevelopment Authority:
acquires property by •	 eminent domain
demolishes•	  some or all existing structures
rebuilds with •	 minimal community input

Public participation•	  in planning  
meetings, community councils 
and neighborhood initiatives

Cooperation•	  between 
community and government

Institutional support•	  

Urban Governing Coalitions•	 :   
informal relationships between 
business and government

Economic •	 opportunities and   
empowering urban communities 
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Victoria Fromme

Travis Haehnle

Hien Lai 

Tim De Messemaeker

Ciara Seymour

Joseph Wright

neglect

decline or stagnation of development•	
depreciated property values•	
loss of tax revenues•	
negative impact on well being and vitality•	
crime concentration•	
reduced safety of building structures and •	
fire protection
decline of industrial efficiency•	
lower standards of family life and comfort•	
diminished contentment and happiness•	

encroachment 
of businesses

sanitary and 
housing codes

inappropriate 
and mixed land use

occupancy 
in violation of 

local zoningemergence of 
automobiles 

and highways

mixture of racial 
or ethnic groups

injurious 
environmental 

conditions

financial 
difficulties

ECONOMIC

SOCIAL

Cincinnati encourages community
involvement in city planning and
urban renewal efforts through the Citizen’s 
Guide for  Community Action: Addressing 
Nuisance Complaints and Neighborhood 
Blight (http://www.ci.cincinnati.oh.us/city/
downloads/city_pdf10485.pdf).
Goals:

to •	 empower citizens to utilize strategies 
that result in improved quality of life
to •	 increase city staff effectiveness and 
efficiency in code enforcement activities
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A cyclical process occurs in a sequential, never ending 
order. Thus, if blight was cyclical, a blighted property would be 
renovated and become blighted again over time. It is crucial 
to understand whether or not blight is cyclical, because 
blight may not be able to be revitalized and sustained if 
the process is cyclical — the remediation process may just 
be a waste of time and money. 

The process of blight may also be spherical: many cycles 
can be spun around the center core of blight. A healthy 

building declines, becomes blighted, and is redeveloped 
back to square one. Once the formerly blighted building is 
restored, it is prone to declination in the aging process, and 
another cycle of blight. Yet, the next cycle may include 
different stages in the process.  

The causes and effects of blight can be classified as 
individual or external. The remediation efforts were identified 
as doing nothing, demolish, or renovate, which can lead back 
to healthy building conditions. 

IS BLIGHT CYCLICAL?

INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT APPROACH

multi-modal transportation system
(GO Cincinnati Plan)

inefficient sanitary and storm sewer systems
green technologies•	
implement new   •	
regulations and controls
improve businesses   •	
working conditions
reduce environmental   •	
footprint

Existing Infrastructure Analysis

roads are failing      
serviceably and structurally

need of a reliable     •	
transit system
allow for the movement of people and resources•	
improved streetscapes/bike lanes/ sidewalks•	
enhanced commuting and business accessibility•	

infrastructure improvements

Green Roof at Chicago, IL

CONSTRUCTION APPROACH

1. add structure
2. restore structure

BLIGHTED CONSTRUCTION

?structural integrity
reliability

serviceability

reuse or renovate not able to reuse or 
renovate because 
of bad conditionstructural analysis

demolition
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Laura Krpata
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Alissa Weaver

Crime and Fear

CRIME
12

3

4 5 6

7

Crime problems can be eliminated through the principles of Situational Crime 
Prevention. This tactic aims to reduce or remove the opportunities for
crime. Opportunity plays an important role in all crimes. Crime
opportunities are highly specific, concentrated in time and
place, and depend on everyday movements of activity.
Focused opportunity reduction can produce wider
declines in crime. (Boba, Rachel L. 2005. Crime
Analysis and Crime Mapping.  Minneapolis:
Sage Publications, Inc.)

 

Situational Crime Prevention

concentration 
of crime

ACTION
(ELIMINATE

OPPORTUNITY)

LESS 
CRIME

Crime
Prevention 
Through

Environmental 
Design

Surveilance

Territorial
Reinforcement

Access 
Control



 
 

SOCIETY

CRIME     R
ISK      FE

A
R
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source: Cincinnati Police Department

Study Area Communities
1. Winton Place
2. Northside
3. South Cumminsville
4. Camp Washington
5. Avondale
6. Evanston
7. Walnut Hills

* Percentages shown are of the whole 
of crime in the Cincinnati area. Crimes 
measured are Part 1 Crimes, (homicide, 
rape, robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, 
larceny, motor vehicle theft, and arson) 
measured from January to June in 2008.

Cincinnati Crimes by 
Neighborhood*

Legend
> 5%

4 - 5%

2 - 3%

0 - 1%

The fear of crime drives gun sales, provides incentive 
for new security tactics and causes some individuals and 
businesses to relocate.  Fear of crime leads to a focus on 
battling the effects of possible crime and does not focus 
on the reason why crime is occurring.

Risk is determined by ones actions:  when they choose to              
         walk around, where they choose to walk, and whether            
                            or not they are alone.  Risk can also be raised 
                                          with the use of alcohol, drugs, or with 
    visible disability or weakness.

The three main components of Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED) are:

natural surveillance:•	  well-placed windows and effective night lighting

natural access control:•	  the separation of public and private through 
low fencing, thorny bushes under windows, and locked gates

natural territorial reinforcement:•	  social control through foliage, seating, 
and signage

Although it is difficult to implement these strategies in pre-existing urban 
areas, many studies have supported the notion that environmental 
design can deter criminals. (Newman, Oscar. 1976. Design  
Guidelines for Creating Defensible Space. Washington,   
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office.)

 

2008 Rate of Violent and Property 
Crime in Urban and Suburban Areas

3500

2500

1500
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U
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U
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per 1,000 inhabitants
Property CrimesViolent Crimes
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Social Dislocation
Alec Bleggi

Shawn Kuhn

Czaee Malpani

Andrew Neutzling

William Porteus

Emma Scarmack

Nathan Wessel

.

“Social Dislocation may 
be understood as an act 

of disruption within 
societal structures, or 

a form of segregation, 
which results in 
marginalization.”

“Due to the switch from
a goods producing to a 

service - producing
industry, historically
industrial cities have
experienced a loss of
manufacturing jobs.”

“Cities that were home
to large industries have
developed regions that

have deteriorated.”

Neighborhood Decay

Joblessness

Concentrated Poverty

Columbus, Ohio

“The transition in social 
roles created a quick rise 

in joblessness which 
triggered a concentration 

of urban poverty.”

“Spatial separation 
has strong effects on 
social connections 

and opportunities that 
may help those in lower 
socioeconomic classes.”

School Children

Charter
schools in the
Minneapolis-
Saint Paul
region reflect
a pattern of
racial
segregation.

Institutions
like schools
are important
places for
social mixing
between
segregated
groups.

Minneapolis- Saint Paul
Charter Schools by Race

“Segregation by race &
income inhibits 

economic success, inter-
group understanding, 

and even democracy in
America by severing 
networks of social 

capital. ”

“Ethnic” Business

“The spatial concentra-
tion of ethnic groups 

permits the creation of 
niche business enter-
prises, thus speeding 

the economic progress
of ethnic groups.”

China Town

“Spatial concentration
of ethnic groups may 

also alienate minorities
from mainstream 

populations and create 
social unrest.”

Race Riots
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image sources (left to right, top to bottom):  Andrew Neutzling; http://www.thedeafblog.co.uk/2009/05/school_for_auditory_impaired_b.html; http://www.bc.edu/offices/careers/jobs.html; Institute 
on Race and Poverty & Minnesota Department of Education; http://farm5.static.flickr.com/4038/4672637298_2b03284bb8_b.jpg; http://morefire.files.wordpress.com/2007/01/homeless11.jpg; 
Andrew Neutzling; http://www.multifamilyinvestor.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/Chinatown-Manhattan-New-York-apartment-buildings-3.jpg; http://i.dailymail.co.uk/i/pix/2010/07/09/article-
1293295-0A60898F000005DC-381_634x409.jpg; http://avlsolutionservice.com/Services.html;  CAGIS;  Andrew Neutzling; Andrew Neutzling; http://www.gradebook.org/Obesity.htm;  http://www.
greenwoodchristian.com/319264.ihtml; http://www.flickr.com/photos/gograffer/2937039266/;  http://www.flickr.com/photos/elliebrown/3732374228/;  http://www.flickr.com/photos/publicnotpri-
vate/2988636908/; www.artreach.com/gallery/stevie/gentri.html

“A major cause of
unequal provision of

public goods and
services in

contemporary America
is the fragmentation of
local governments in
metropolitan regions.”

“Poor neighborhood
design prohibits
many Americans

from making
physical activity

a part of their
daily lives.”

Obesity Epidemic

“Gentrification is the 
process by which

higher income
households displace 

lower income residents 
of a neighborhood, 

changing the essential 
character  and flavor of 

that neighborhood.”

Clearing the Way

Snow Removal

Dangerous Designs

“Third places are
essential neutral

grounds between the
home and work-place

where playful
sociability is the
dominate ethos.”

Condo Development

“Shifts from renters 
to home owners and 
increases in services 

and cultures that serve 
higher income levels 

are indicators of
gentrification.”

“In Hamilton 
County, Ohio, 39 

public school 
districts provide 

varrying levels 
of educational 

services.”

“In many communities
it is easier to find soda
and chips than fresh

fruits and vegetables.”

Coffee Houses

“The coffee-house 
became a space where 

women felt they 
belonged and could 
better understand 
their own self.” For 

many African American 
women beauty salons 

play this role.

Displacement

School Districts

Convenience Store

“Third places are critical
socio-organizations
to a person’s ability to

lead the “good life”, and
are essential to

individuals perception
and development of a
communal lifestyle.”

African American
Beauty Salon

“Typically, neighbor-
hoods that are heavily 

black are harder to  
gentrify, but Harlem’s 
location at the tip of 
Central Park is one 
asset that is driving 
interest in the area.”
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Pedestrian Movement

People can 
notice and 
learn new 
things about 
an area when 
they decide to 
walk. Seeing 
things at eye 
level opens the 
world to new 
experiences.

Design can influence 
the effectiveness and 
the amount of walking 
people do.

Walking allows people 
to experience their 
neighborhood and to 
socialize with other 
people in the
community.

Creating and 
placing 
appropriate 
wayfinding signs 
throughout a 
community at 
the pedestrian 
level makes the 
walking 
experience 
much more 
enjoyable and 
relaxing. Walking promotes 

a better and 
healthier lifestyle. 
Walking to places 
gives cardiac 
movement to 
the body, thus 
contributing for a 
more active way 
of living than 
driving for all 
purposes.

Benefits of Walking

Kellie Cash

Chris Cavallaro

Brianne Millard

Andres Sanchez

Brian Sedziol

Jessica Soffer
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Pedestrian Decision Tree
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University
Heights

Downtown

South
Cumminsville

Walnut
Hills

Evanston

Northside

Legend
River
Highway
Dead Ends

Cincinnati’s Dead Ends

Lower
Price Hill

75
71

74

75
N

Transportation

The highway system cuts through Cincinnati leaving many 
neighborhoods disjointed, and affecting their spatial 
configuration. Pre-Highway Neighborhoods differ from 
Post-Highway Neighborhoods as described below:

The diagram to the left depicts the dead ends that exist within 
communities along the highways.

Automobile and pedestrian traffic can greatly influence the success of a business district. By comparing College Hill and Hyde Park 
business districts it is evident that there are specic elements that need to be in place for neighborhood businesses to thrive.

Design elements to be considered in a neighborhood business 
district in regards to pedestrian and automobile spaces

Families and businesses displaced•	
Local traffic grid disjointed•	
Neighborhoods become gateways rather than destinations•	
Examples: South Cumminsville, Walnut Hills•	

Pre-Highway Neighborhoods

Large-scale developments•	
Neighborhoods are destinations as well as gateways•	
Leach business from nearby business districts•	
Examples: Rookwood Commons, Center of Cincinnati•	

Post-Highway Neighborhoods

adapted from http://www.nyc.gov/html/dot/downloads/pdf/sdm_hires.pdf

Construction on side-
walks or roadways

Facades, marquees, awnings, 
canopies & signage

Street lighting, light 
poles & banners

Sidewalk
maintenance 

& repair

Coordinated 
street furniture 
franchise and 
maintenance

Roadway 
& sidewalk 
hardware, 
drainage, 
sewers &

catch basins

Traffic control and 
roadway repair

Utilities

Sidewalk
cafes

Bike racksStreet trees

Chris Bender

Kelly Flynn

Josh Gilbert

Niraj Kapadia

Mason Malcom

John Peet

John Virostko

destination•	  for residents and people from other areas
pedestrian and automobile traffic is compatible•	
traffic moves slower and store fronts are attractive•	
more •	 opportunities and activities for pedestrians

source: http://www.cincy.com/home/neighborhoods/parms/1/hood/hyde-park/page/overview.html

Hyde Park

pedestrian and automobile infrastructure•	
not•	  a place of destination
serves as a “•	 drive	through”
dominated by •	 vehicular	traffic

North College Hill 

How does immediate highway access affect the viability of a neighborhood business district?

How does the coexistence of automobile and pedestrian traffic affect business districts?
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As part of the green revolution, one the biggest contribution we can make as people to reduce our carbon footprints is 
reducing the number of vehicles on the road. As designers and engineers, it is important to study what types of environments 
encourage use of public transportation. 

One alternative to increase public transportation usage while redeveloping city districs is the Transit Oriented Development 
(TOD), which focuses on pedestrian-friendly and typically mixed-use development in the vicinity of transit stations. 
The goals of TOD are increased ridership and economic development either by raising revenue or increasing jobs. The 
biggest promotion of public transportation is greater availability of it.  Studies indicate that people living in TODs use public 
transportation 5-6 times as frequently as their regional average.

source: http://www.city-data.com/forum/attachments/philadelphia 
/33886d1231535195-subways-philadelphia-bethesda-metro.jpg

source: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Portland_Conven-
tion_Center_1.jpg

source: http://www.planetware.com/picture/san-diego-san-diego-
trolley-us-casdnt5.htm

should be used for long periods of time•	
must be accessible•	
surface parking is not conducive to pedestrians•	 	
walkability of an area is compromised•	

Off-Street Parking

should be used for short periods of time•	
provides a buffer between moving motor vehicle traffic and •	
pedestrians along a sidewalk
aids in speed reduction by increasing friction along the street   •	

On-Street Parking

39% of residents in the metropolitan •	
area use the rail system
The regional average of public   •	
transportation usage is 13%

Washington, D.C.
Rail

Ridership increased 50% for work •	
related trips and 60% for non-
work trips after the first TOD was 
completed

Portland, Oregon
Center Commons

Home to one of the oldest run-•	
ning light rail system in the U.S.
Connects downtown San Diego •	
to San Ysidro

San Diego, California
Trolley

What types of development promote the use of public transportation?

How does parking affect a neighborhood business district?

Preferred Approach
Off-street parking should be provided behind 
shops and offices

Not Acceptable
Parking lots along the full length of the streetfront should be con-
sidered inappropriate, especially in neighborhood business districts

Types of Off-Street Parking
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Disconnection

and Identity

Built Environment Modes of Movement

Open Space

Research Question: “How do variations in                             contribute to disconnection in identity between places?”

Periphery 

Park 

Place

Periphery 

Park 

Place

Bicycle Com
m

unity Identity

Pa
tt

er
n 

Co
nt

in
ui

ty

The edges that bound our perception of the urban 
environment exist at the transitions between spatial 
patterns. While moving throughout a place, the 
associated identity of that place will remain intact.

Open space is key to the 
health of a place. It can 
interact with the surround-
ings by relating to the pe-
ripheral spaces, or become 
a hole in a place because of 
lack of integration. People 
who inhabit and use open 
spaces ultimately define 
open spaces’ identity.

Interacts with the place Creates a hole in 
the place

Our culture influences the methods in which we move within the urban 
fabric. Urban modes of movement serve the utilitarian function of    
efficient transportation, but also become a projection of a city identity.

Socio-Economic Status
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Jenna Cantanzaro

Dustin Clark

Mark McEwan

Armon Porter

Gabriel Siedel

Kate Tans

Built Environment

Modes of Movement Open Space
Duration of Use Lifestyle by Age

Car-centric Com
m

unity Identity

People tend to use familiar images to orient 
themselves, re-identifying both location and sense 
of place. These stored images trigger associations in 
our minds that relate buildings, spaces, and scenery.
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m
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We perceive the identity of place and space through 
reinforced layers of shared experiences connected 
to the places in which we socialize.

Sp
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Modes of transportation are 
important indicators of suburban 
versus urban communities. In 
suburbs, car brands serve as  
status symbols, while drive-thru 
businesses, abundant parking  lots, 
and narrow sidewalks reinforce  
 a car-centric community image. 

In contrast, a dense center city may 
evoke a bicycle image through 
bicycle repair shops, compact 
drive lanes with dedicated bike 
lanes, and even bike murals. 
Cultural ways of life are  
illustrated though the notion of 
transportation choices and trends.
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Duration of Use

Bicycle Com
m

unity Identity

image sources: http://api.ning.com/files/7hhTifKigRSc GZFbvoRI4mWtEV-
NFIVcJ*7UkntrSFY_/100_0460.JPG          http://lh6.ggpht.com/_CbI-
9P26p83k/Rs-jVn6kEtI/AAAAAAAAEj4/wFXm8bOL7vo/P8230104.JPG         
http://www.njyp.org/photo/young-professionals-multigroup-8?context
=album&albumId=2938326%3AAlbum%3A26666         http://psychdata.
blogspot.com/2008/04/british-legislator-says-antipsychotic.html
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With increased vehicle 
mobility and segregated 
building types, people 
are spending more time 
moving from one place 
to another, in constant 
dislocation.

As a consequence, 
places visited are merely 
sojourns, and the 
inhabitant or visitors 
do not experience the 
place identity in these 
dissociated locations.

In the examples of NYC 
and D.C., central city areas 
lack identity due to the 
large influx of people 
in day time and the 
departure of people at 
night.

Lifestyle by Age

Families

Socio-Economic Status
When people are in living proximity to each other they are affected 
by their neighbors. There are some preferences and tendencies 
associated with people from different age groups. 

A majority of one group of people may influence aspects like night life, 
space, and noise in neighborhoods and isolate minority age groups in 
that place. These tendencies and preferences of groups of people give 
identity to places, and often segregate groups from one another.

Socio-economic status 
determines the level 
of housing people 
can afford to buy or 
rent and the quality 
of neighborhood 
they can afford to 
live in. 

Because of this, 
neighborhoods 
become 
segregated 
according to the 
average socio-
economic status 
of its residents, 
causing spatial 
and social 
disconnection 
between different 
income groups.

Noise Tolerance

Night Life

Space Desired
Elderly/Retired

Young Professionals

College Students
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Disconnection by 

Highways

What effect has the routing of highways through cities rather than linking them at city 
edges had on disconnecting the identity of U.S. cities and their inner neighborhoods?
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West End before 
intersection of 
Interstate 75

Planned higway routes through 
city shown in Cincinnati’s
Comprehensive Plan of 1948

Demolition through West End: 15,000 
to 20,000 people would be displaced 
along with 551 businesses

Demolition for Fort Washington Way 
which will separate the Waterfront 
from the Central Business District

View of West End after highway construction: changed from dense 
urban neighborhood to a non-cohesive, underutilized space composed 
primarily of light industrial, public housing, and undeveloped land Em
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Embarcadero in 1910 with view 
of Ferry Building

Double-decker 
Embarcadero 
Freeway constructed

Embarcadero Freeway divides city 
from waterfront and blocks the 
historic Ferry Building

Demolition of Embarcadero Free-
way, returning scenic views of San 
Francisco Bay

Replaced by public space 
& tree lined boulevard with 
multi-modal transportation

What patterns in scale of building and land use are 
associated with disconnection caused by highways?

Scale and Land Use

Neighborhood Identity

Buildings tend to become larg-
er in scale and more industrial 
and commercial in land use near 
highways. Residential and smaller 
buildings tend to move away.

Disconnection caused by high-
ways is partially related to the 
increase in buildings’ scale near 
highways and with changes in 
land use.

CASE STUDIES 
ALONG 
CINCINNATI 
INTERSTATES

Harrison Ave. Taft Rd.Land Use
Residential

Commercial

Institutional
Industrial

Dana Ave. Spring Grove Ave.

Oak St.

Dorchester Ave.

Karolien Andries 

Daniel Elkin

Andrew Heben

Bradley Kearns

Jennifer Norman

 Dominic Trucco

Embarcadero after highway re-
moval: adjoining neighborhoods’ 
property values raise by 300 percent
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Demography

School Enrollment
College Graduate or Professional School
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According to the ODOT (Ohio Department Of Transportation), Ohio 
has the tenth largest highway network and the fifth largest vol-
ume of traffic in the US. Also, Ohio has the second largest num-
ber of bridges.

The amount spent by the ODOT on Freeway maintenance is eight 
times greater than the amount spent on the upkeep of State 
Routes within cities. 

Even less is spent on small city projects, which include the upkeep 
of local networks of roads. As a consequence, the local network of 
roads lacks funding for pavement, maintenance, and general care. 
When exit and on ramps are widened or expanded in length to fix a 
congestion problem, local streets may lose their accessibility, func-
tionality and purpose. 

In the Greater Cincinnati Area, the public transportation system 
uses local city roads to transport people to and from locations. 
This is made harder by the narrow, under maintained local roads 
within miles of the interstate system.

How does disconnection caused by highways affect the demography, 
density and the lives of people living near a highway?

Existing Road Networks How does disconnection caused by highways affect existing 
road networks in terms of upkeep, use and accessibility?

As a consequence of the construction of highways, the surrounding areas experienced deterioration in residential and 
small-scaled commercial uses. Residents left because of traffic, noise and pollution that the interstate brings, while the 
increase in speed on the corridor also meant the end of commercial prosperity of local businesses surviving on slow 
moving passing traffic. The existing road network lost much of its traffic causing vacancies and underutilization, while local 
businesses were replaced by wholesalers and larger scale services. 
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Vacancy Rate

According to the Population Density 
Change map in Hamilton and adjacent 
counties between 2000 and 2004, a 
great flight from the city is still remark-
able. Areas in the city core that are 
near the interstate highway have the 
highest loss in population.

Outside of the city centre the popula-
tion around the highway has increased. 
A small distance to the highway in 
suburbia is positive while the same 
distance in the city center is negative.

Looking at the graph illustrating the 
Vacancy Rate in Cincinnati, a higher 
number of vacant buildings can be no-
ticed alongside the highway corridor. 
In the 70s this land was more valuable.

Maybe because of the lower housing 
prices, families with young children 
tend to inhabit these areas, as shown 
in the School Enrollment map. Along 
the interstate, closer to the city core, 
there is a high level of residents en-
rolled in a College Graduate or Profes-
sional School. If these people plan on 

settling in the same area is unknown.

Overall, areas nearby an interstate 
are not very pleasant places to live in. 
Highways create noise, pollution and 
health issues related to exhaust gases. 
The physical barrier creates a social 
barrier, cutting neighborhoods apart 
and leading to less social contact, less 
collective mindset and ultimately iso-
lation. Isolation brings along safety 
issues and crime.

Population Density 
Change 2000-2004 

source: http://www.hamiltoncoun-
tyohio.gov/hcrpc/data/census/2000/
atlas/start.htm
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Image and

Attraction

Positive
Allows people to get to places faster•	
Fosters economic development•	
Allows individuals to freely choose where •	
to live, work, and play (while public transit 
limits freedom of movement)
Allows cheaper and faster •	
transfer of products for 
industries
Increases accessibility to •	
adjacent communities and 
regions

How can highways be used in a way that is harmonious with the city?

What is the Architecture of the Freeway?

Alternatives:
Align•	  the highway with the grid in-
stead of cutting it 
Keep the highway in the •	 same right-
of-way as the original road
Stack•	  the highway in order for it to 
take up less space
Keep the speed•	  of the highway 
through the city low so that ramps can 
be straight and short, fitting the grid Highway is •	 narrow when moving through the city

A •	 tree line along the highway hides it from the city, makes 
driving more pleasant, and mitigates the sound of traffic
Bridges along the highway have •	 architectural distinc-
tion, improving aesthetics and facilitating way finding and 
place making
Right-of-way is available•	  for other modes of traffic, such 
as a bike path, train, or BRT route

The Big Dig, Boston
Highway is •	 sunken under street level and 
capped when traveling through the city
Land availability•	  for parks and minor 
buildings
The city is not scarred by the highway •	
infrastructure

The highway embodies a sense of 
freedom and movement that has 
truly changed our way of life, but rarely 
changed our buildings. It is possible that 
placing dynamic, expressive forms near 
the highway may shape the image of the 
city itself. The freeway has a form-making 
potential that can be exploited. 

Architect Eric Owen Moss translated the 
essence of the highway into his architec-
tural language, improving image at a local 
scale. Asymptote and Martin Price opt for 
designs that directly confront the high-
way, thus reaching a greater audience. 

C
a
se
 S

tu
di
es

Negative
Limits accessibility and land use •	
Intimidates and reduces options for •	
pedestrians, limiting walking
Reduces safety with higher speeds•	
Increases pollution and noise levels•	
Requires a buffer around            •	
highway infrastructure
Segregates communities•	
Increases sprawl •	
Lacks sense of place•	
Lackluster landscape•	

The Bronx River Parkway, New York

SPAR City by Eric Owen Moss

source: Eric Owen Moss: Buildings and                
Projects 2. Ed. Brad Collins. New York: Rizzoli, 1996.

source: “Resonating with the Highway.” A+U: Architecture and Urban-
ism October 1994. Tokyo, Japan.

Resonating with the Highway by Martin Price
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Steel Cloud by Asymptote

Caroline Bigner

Justin Eichert

James Junker

Quinn Kummer

Kevin Mertens

Elizabeth Nocheck

Michael Vernon

What is the Image of the Highway?
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Image is an extremely important value to the success of a city and should be ad-
dressed extensively. Cincinnati has the potential to develop a new and catchy main 
attraction that will help to demonstrate the architecture and culture of the area, it 
will help to create interest on outsiders. 

Mass Transit: An Alternative to Improve Cincinnati’s Image

What is the image of Cincinnati, and how can it be built on?

There are two different perspectives of the image of 
Cincinnati: the Cincinnatian, and the outsider.

Visitors are more than likely to use a travel website 
or other form of online media to gain knowledge of 
Cincinnati. Resources as tripadvisor.com, cincinnatiusa.
com, and wikipedia.org have recurrent pictures of the 
Cincinnati Skyline with the Ohio river in the fore-
ground and the stadiums in second plane, and pic-
tures of Fountain Square. The three most commont 
themes are: the river, sports teams and culture. 

To Cincinnatians, the city finds strength 
in the fun artsy communities to visit 
such as Hyde Park, Northside and Mount 
Adams. Cincinnati native Dick Perry com-
ments that “Cincinnati is unlike any other 
city. It hasn’t the hurry of New York, the 
anger of Chicago or the buttoned-down so-
phistication that San Francisco affects” (1). 

Commonly noted are the sports teams, 
music scene, art functions and New-
port. Currently Cincinnati may lack in 
having a world renowned attraction, but 
it does have an extremely diverse amount 
of things to do. In 2009 the Outside Maga-
zine listed Cincinnati as the ninth best 
town in America.

The proposed route for the streetcar 
through Cincinnati's Downtown, Over 
The Rhine, and Uptown urban core

In Cincinnati the citizens and government are currently 
in debate over whether implementing a streetcar system 
would be a viable solution to improve the city image 
and attract businesses and young professionals. The 
proponents of a streetcar system argue that “…it has been 
shown that businesses open along the fixed, permanent 
streetcar lines…property values along the route will also 
increase…” (2). 

The American Institute of Architects in Cincinnati sustains that a streetcar system in 
Cincinnati will stop infrastructure in important urban areas from being abandoned and 
duplicated at great cost in the suburbs. This is in an effort to revitalize our urban core 
and to connect the Downtown, Over The Rhine, and Uptown urban neighborhoods. 

Mass transit, from buses to light rail, has a significant impact on a 
city’s image and, with the aid of economic factors, can be used as 
an engine of renewal. Public mass transit is the frame-
work that keeps a modern city moving and revitalizing 
neglected urban cores. A functional mass transit system 
is vital to the image and organization of any thriving city.

sources: (1) City Guide to Greater Cincinnati and Northern Kentucky. 1987. Cincinnati, OH: Cincinnati Monthy Publishing Corp., p. 11; (2) City of 
Cincinnati . “Streetcar.” 18 Oct. 2009. <http://www.cincinnati-oh.gov/noncms/projects/streetcar/>.
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URBAN ANALYSIS 

ALONG I-75



Demographics and social indicators
(by Nathan Wessel)

This work maps demographic and social indicators such as race, housing vacancy and tenure, 
population density, crime, and politics through Hamilton County. It also provides insights on 
the stereotypical perception of  each neighborhood.

History of  I-75
(by John Peet and Nicholas Workman)

This work identifies the development evolution within the study area from 1932 to 2009. It also 
discusses the changes in housing and industrial patterns.

Morphology and typology
(by Victoria Fromme)

This work analyzes the different building forms and street patterns throughout the study 
area.

Land-use and zoning
(by Ryan Williams and Nathan Ziegler)

This work maps and quantifies the different land uses at the study area, the City of  Cincinnati, 
and Hamilton County. 

Movement and circulation systems
(by Lauren Bevilaqua and Emily Hasley)

This work presents the historical evolution of  transportation systems in Cincinnati.

Natural forms and systems
This work maps the location of  green features (parks, cemeteries, zoo, and conservancies), 
the Mill Creek, and slopes and hillsides within the study area.



Nathan Wessel

Demographics and

Social Indicators

Cincinnati demon-
strates a surprisingly 
sharp distinction 
between races. The 
presence of racial 
segregation is in-
disputable: the far 
flung suburbs nearly 
all white, with many 
tracts in the city 
reaching almost a 
100 percent black 
population.

RACE

The proportion of 
rental units in the 
central city is predict-
ably higher than the 
surrounding county. 
However, high rates 
of rental property do 
seem to be well dis-
persed throughout 
the metro region.

TENURE

white

own

black

rent

source: CAGIS

source: CAGIS
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Housing vacancy, 
like in most rust belt 
cities, is concentrat-
ed in the urban core 
where dense, old ur-
ban buildings have 
been left unoccu-
pied.  Interestingly 
though, vacancy is 
not by any means 
confined to city 
limits, but it is dis-
persed throughout 
the county.

This map of crime in 
the city, corrected for 
population density, 
shows that crime is not 
much worse in the in-
ner neighborhoods; it 
is simply concentrated 
along with the people 
who live there. Perhaps 
Over-the-Rhine should 
share its notoriety with 
neighborhoods like 
Westwood, Price Hill, 
Roselawn, Hartwell, 
and the East End.

Population density 
in Cincinnati is dic-
tated primarily by 
topography; hills 
too steep and un-
stable to build on 
are left for parks. On 
the east side of I-75, 
the rail yard and ac-
companying indus-
try separates other-
wise dense areas.

POPULATION DENSITY

HOUSING VACANCY

CRIME

sparce

dense

occupied

vacant

low

high

source: CAGIS

source: CAGIS

source: CAGIS
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Cincinnati is becoming increasingly Democratic in recent years, with the overwhelming majority of regis-
tered voters declaring themselves Democrats. 

Even notoriously Conservative Hamilton County has been seeing some liberal change lately with two of three 
county commissioners Democrats.

Independent Voter

Registered Democrat

Registered Republican

POLITICS

POPULATION AGE

The population age of Hamilton County 
hints at disturbing trends.

There is a bump in the 15 to 24 age cohort 
preceding a gap in the 25 to 35 age cohort 
indicating immigration of young people 
and the increasing outmigration of edu-
cated professionals.

Will the area lose population as older resi-
dents die and fail to be replaced?

>85

<5

source: CAGIS
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The perception of many Cincinnati neighborhoods, while perhaps evocative, is not necessarily substantive. 
But, for most people, perception IS reality, so perception is an important indicator of a neighborhood.

In the public eye:

Over-the-Rhine is cornering
the market on crime.

Downtown is scary
and hard to park in.

Northside is for
hippies and gays.

Clifton is full
of Bohemians.

CUF is a good
place to party.

Camp Washington
has chili.
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Nick Workman

John Peet
History of I-75

1932

1968

Revive I-75

Cincinnati is currently undergoing a study of the I-75 corri-
dor focusing on the redevelopment of Mitchell Avenue Inter-
change, I-74 Interchange, Hopple Street Interchange, and the 
Queensgate/ Central Business District Interchange.

source: www.revivei-75cincinnati.net

Agriculture
At this point in time there was still a 
notable amount of agriculture along 
what would be I-75 in Hamilton County

Rail
Union terminal served as a 
regional transit hub for cargo 
as well as passenger rail

Street Grid
Grid patterned streets con-
nected the Central Business district 
to the West End and up to Over the Rhine

A Need
The Wright Aeronautical facility (GE) 
was causing heavy traffic creating a 

need for what would become I-75

Housing
Housing was predominantly 

tucked into tight pockets of row 
style homes in inner city neigh-

borhoords and first ring suburbs

Industry
Industrial uses gathered near the 

waterfront due to the proximity 
to rail lines and the Ohio River

Interstate 75
Completed within Hamilton County in 

1963, I-75 continued South into Northern 
Kentucky by way of the Brent Spence bridge

River Front
River front began to transform 

from older industrial uses into com-
mercial uses including the relocated 

Riverfront Stadium which opened in 1970

Housing
New housing develop-
ment began to appear 
along the I-275 Loop 
with Hamilton County

Housing Projects
Much of the housing stock in the West End was 
removed to make way for I-75. At the same time that 
construction of housing projects dominated the area

Industry
As shipping became more reliant on the use 
of trucks, industry moved from the riverfront 
through the millcreek valley along I-75
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The Lockland Split

Mill Creek Expressway

source: www.cincinnati-transit.net

The section of I-75 that is today known as the Lockland 
Split was originally constructed as a 4 lane expressway. 
This expressway today serves as the Northbound lanes 
through the Lockland Split. The southbound lanes 
were completed later in 1963.

2009

The Mill Creek Valley was a transit way long before 
the time of the Interstate 75. The creek was used as a 
portion of the original canal system within Cincinnati 
in the 1800’s. The land was later to be used as part of 
Cincinnati’s subway - system. Shown are subway plat-
forms that were torn down in the construction of I-75’s 
Marshall interchange.

Commercial
Many commercial uses have moved to the 
I-275 loop at the border of Hamilton County

Street Grid
Today many neighborhoods are 
left with a street grid disjointed 
by the expansion of Cincinnati’s 
highways and expressways The Banks

Two new stadiums along the Ohio 
River mark the Beginning of The Banks 

project to redevelop Cincinnati’s riverfront
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3.11
1500

SQUARE  FEET

AVERAGE HOUSE SIZE

3.38
983

SQUARE  FEET

AVERAGE HOUSE SIZE

2.59
2500

SQUARE  FEET

AVERAGE HOUSE SIZE

Housing Development Patterns

1950

West End South Cumminsville Elmwood Place Camp Washington
source: www.urbanohio.com source: www.urbanohio.com source: www.urbanohio.com source: www.urbanohio.com

Pre-World War II

Dense Single/
Multifamily

Streetcar-Oriented

1970

I-75 accomodated 
this development

Occured largely 
between 1950 
and 1970

“ First suburban” 
character

Mounty Healthy North College Hill Reading
source: www.urbanohio.com source: www.urbanohio.com source: www.trulia.com

2008
I-75 and I-275 
accomodate this 
development

Built 1980-present

Exurban character

Covedale Colerain Township
source: www.trulia.com source: www.trulia.com
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3
R

D
G

ENERATION INDUSTRY

2
N

D
G

ENERATION INDUSTRY

1
S

T
G

ENERATION INDUSTRY

N

AREAS SERVED

CAMP WASHINGTO
WEST END
NORWOOD
QUEENSGATE
ST. BERNAR D
NORTHSIDE
SOUTH CUMMINSVILLE

AREAS SERVED

NORTH C OLLEGE HILL
NORWOOD
SPRINGDALE
LOCKLAND
MT. HEALTHY
NORTHBROOK
GREENHILLS
FAIRFIELD
PLEASANT RUN

AREAS SERVED

FLORENCE, KY
HEBRON, K Y
BOONE C OUNTY, KY

RAILROADAIR

1900-
1970

1970-
PRESENT

1980-
PRESENT

TIMEFRAME OF DEVEL OPMENT

Industrial Development Patterns

TYPES OF INDUSTRY

consists largely of heavy 
manufacturing and dirty 
industry dating back to 
the industrial revolution

1STGENERATION INDUSTRY
GENERATION INDUSTRY2ND
is less dense than its pre-
decessor and consists of 
light manufacturing and 
ground shipping

GENERATION INDUSTRY3RD
is similar to second 
generation industry 
but revolves around 
air shipment and 
is close to Greater 
Cincinnati/Northern 
Kentucky Airport

TRANSPORTATION MODES
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Victoria Fromme

Morphology

and Typology

Buildings

I-75 Study Boundary

0.25 0.5 miles
N

I-75 CORRIDOR: BUILDING FORMS



0.25 0.5 miles

Streets

N
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I-75 CORRIDOR: STREET NETWORK

I-75 CORRIDOR: MORPHOLOGY BREAKS
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Ryan Williams

Nathan Ziegler

Land Use

and Zoning
I-7

5 
La
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source: CAGIS

source: CAGIS

source: CAGIS



Former Green Industries

Uptown Medical Building

R.L. Polk Building

Former Ford Transmission Plant

GM/Globe Wernicke
American Can Building

Harrison Terminal Building

Crosley Building
Kahn's/Sara Lee Site

Stearns & Foster Site

NuTone Site

Former Queen City Barrel Factory
Hudepohl Brewery

Providence North Site

U.S. Playing Card Factory

Millennium Site

River Road Auto Parts

Lunkenheimer Factory

Former Fuel Depot
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source: Hamilton County 2030 Plan and Implementation Framework

residential
commercial and office
institutional
industrial
vacant
public utilities
parks and recreation
mixed-use

source: CAGIS
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Commercial use 
is concentrated 
along Spring 
Grove Avenue 
and is mixed with 
more institutional 
and industrial 
land uses.

Commercial

Residential Institutional, Public Use, Education

Industrial uses are 
clustered around 
major transportation 
corridors including 
I-75 and rail.

Industry, Vacancy, Brownfields

I-74

Northside Winton Place

South Cumminsville

Camp
Washington

I-75

I-74

I-74

I-75

I-75
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Parks & Recreation

Public utilites consisted of 
right of way for highways, rail, 
and rivers or streams. Also 
made up of power substa-
tions and other similar uses.

Many large areas classified 
as vacant are actually green 
buffers or connected to larger 
parks and green space.

Public Utilities

Composite

residential
commercial and office
institutional
industrial
vacant
public utilities
parks and recreation
browfields

I-74 I-74

I-75 I-75
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Lauren Bevilaqua

Emily Hasley

Movement and

Circulation Systems

With changing populations, comes changing transportation trends...

Inclines

5 Inclines of Cincinnati

Miami-Erie Canal...beginning 1845

Current streetscape feature

Trolley line poles
are still visible as streetlights in

downtown Cincinnati.

Horsecars...active beginning 1859 Cincinnati’s Subway...abandoned 1925

year 1900

population 325, 902

1950

503,998

2000

331,285

Bellevue
Mt. Adams

Fairview
Mt. Auburn

Price Hill
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Electric Interurban Railway...1930-1939

I-74

I-2
75

ST HWY 126

ST HWY 562

I-7
1

I-7
1

I-71

I-71

I-7
1

I-471
I-275

I-275

I-7
5

I-7
5

I-7
5

I-7
5

I-7
1

Highway Development

1940s
1950s
1960s
1970s
1980s

I-75: 1941-1963
I-71: 1962-1975
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Chris Cavallaro

Natural

Forms and Systems

I-75 Study Area
Greenspaces

Cemeteries

5 Cemeteries
1000+ acres

Conservancies

Mill Creek Conservancy

Parks

13 Parks
Mt. Airy Forest - 1,470 acres
Burnett Woods - 89 acres
Mt. Storm - 59 acres
Fairview - 28 acres

Cincinnati Zoo

60 Acres
2nd oldest in U.S.A

I-75

I-75

I-74

LU
D

LO
W

 AVE. CL
IF

TO
N

 A
VE

.
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Slopes/Hillside

“The City of Seven Hills”
20% greater slope
Parks, conservation, right-of-way
Costly to build

I-75 Study Area
Slopes/Hillsides

Canalization by the Army Corps of Engineers
1992 study by the Ohio EPA found high levels of
lead and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
Runs along the Mill Creek Expressway (I-75)
8 vehicular crossings (highways, viaducts, roads)

Mill Creek

I-75 Study Area
Water/Mill Creek

I-75

I-75

I-75

I-75

I-74

I-74

LUD
LO

W
 AVE.

LUD
LO

W
 AVE.

CL
IF

TO
N

 A
VE

.
CL
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TO

N
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.
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COMMUNITY 

FRAMEWORK 

ALONG I-75



In order to uncover the community framework that supports its livability in the 

neighborhoods along I-75, students borrowed the analytical method of  William 

Morrish and Catherine Brown as described in “Planning to Stay”. In this way, stu-

dents analyzed the communities based on a framework structured by five neigh-

borhood features (homes and gardens, community streets, neighborhood niches, 

anchoring institutions, and public gardens) and five themes (location, scale, mix, 

time, and movement). The following three neighborhoods were analyzed:

Spring Grove Village
(by Caroline Bigner and Kelly Flynn)

Northside
(by Erin Duffee and Rachel Miller)

South Cumminsville
(by Donald Zellefrow and Mark McEwan)



Caroline Bigner

Kelly Flynn
Spring Grove Village

Community Streets

Spring Grove Village consists of a variety of differ-
ent streets that serve different purposes for mainly 
three distinct groups of people: workers, residents, 
and visitors or passersby. 

The street network represents the fre-
quency of use; the primary streets 
typically serve larger volumes of traffic, 
meaning that they are used for a longer 
period of time each day.

These diagrams serve as a general overview of the composition of Spring Grove Village (Winton Place). They illustrate the primary 
points of the community and provide a reference of scale, location and the use of the neighborhood. Some main points that can 
be generalized are that Spring Grove Village lacks a vital neighborhood business district, the neighborhood is divided by specific 
land uses and the majority of the area is occupied by Spring Grove Cemetery and industry.

7% 20%  56%2% 15%

Community Streets Homes & Gardens Anchoring Institutions Public Gardens
Neighborhood Niches-
Industrial/Commercial
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14

Churches

2

Schools

1

Community Center

3

Cemeteries 8 10 12 2 4 6 8 10 2 4 6

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Movement & Time: Anchoring Institutions

Since it was founded, in the 1800s, Spring Grove Village has had a variety of different institutions filtered in and out of 
its community. It has been the starting place for many companies, churches, cemeteries and schools. Spring Grove Vil-
lage has lost several of its institutions over time due to lack of space, infrastructure, and community support. Much of 
the community is now occupied by lower income residents. Today, the most dominant institutions in the community are 
churches. 

The diagram shows the re-
lationship of time and mix 
of specific anchoring in-
stitutions in Spring Grove 
Village. Many of the institu-
tions are not utilized after 
5:00pm during weekdays 
and there is even less move-
ment during the weekend.

Anchoring Institutions

School
Community Center
Church

Clark Montessori

Winton Montessori

Spring Grove Village 
Community Center

St. Bernard Church
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*

*

*

*

*

* Salway Park

Salway Park

Mix

-Older housing stock
-Modest setback and lot size

Single Family Detached
-Built in the 1940’s-70’s
Ex: Winton Terrace
-Eight 2-story buildings
-95% black population

Multi-Family

-Older, historic
houses
-Increased lot size
and setback

Larger Houses

Homes and Gardens

Public Gardens

Integration: limited
 -Barriers surround the property
 -Multiple entrances for vehicular use

Movement

-Very active in Spring Time
    Flora in full bloom
-Various daily uses
    -Jogging
    -Educational purposes
    -Reflection and prayer
    -Mourning

Time

8

12

C
e

m
e

t e r y
c l o s e s a t 8 P M

12

6

Daily

Time

Seasons: springvehicular entrance

Four baseball fields
-Attracts outsiders to the area
-Active during Summer, Fall, Spring

 
 
 
 
 
 

-Rural Cemetery
-Outdoor museum
-Arboretum
-15,000 visitors/year
-Romantic landscape 
makes it a landmark 
to the region

Character:

Spring Grove CemeteryFocus:

Movement

Characteristics:
-High density
-Older housing stock
-Some large historic houses
-Subsidized housing
-Isolated from other land uses

Functionality:
-Movement within neighborhoods is done on foot
-Causes limited interaction between neighborhoods
-High speed wide roads surrounding the dense area reduce
pedestrian accessibility
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Neighborhoods Niches

Movement

Character: sprawled strip development
Community Livability:
 -Meets needs and services
 -Provides a landmark to outsiders
 -Doesn’t create a sense of  community
 -Isolated

Time

-The neighborhood business district is inactive
-The sprawled strip development varies in time of 
activity:
 -More active (increased traffic) on week      
                  ends and weekdays 5PM to 8PM
-Kroger: open 24 hours

Mix
-Services are isolated from residents by a barrier 
of industrial use
-Inconvenient access: must use high traffic streets 
to reach destination

Industry

S P R I N G G R O V E
A V E N U E

8
5

Time

-Industry is utilized
during weekdays work
hours 8AM to 5PM

Vacant neighborhood 
business district

Strip development on 
the south border
(parallel to the highway)

R.I.P
NBD

12

5

052
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Erin Duffee

Rachel Miller
Northside

HAMILTON AVENUE

I-71 & I-75  CORRIDORS

the heartbeat/pulse of northside.

the arteries/veins that pump activity
into the area.

homes & gardens

location movement+mix+scale
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time+mix

location

movement+mix

blue rock - hamilton

Blue Rock Street

H
am

ilto
n

 A
ve

n
u

e

community streets

movement
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scale + mix

anchoring institutions

location

public gardens

location

Generalization of active park use, seasonally.

time

scale + mix
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neighborhood niches

location movement

mix

time

scale
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Donald Zellefrow

Mark McEwan
South

 
Cumminsville

HOUSING TYPOLOGY : MIX

HOMES AND GARDENS

Within these small areas a variety of housing stock is present, 
(mostly single family), ranging in construction from the 1890’s 
to the 1980’s and beyond. Vacancy’s are a problem in the West-
ern residential section and pockets of disrepair can be found 
throughout the neighborhood. This is especially evident to the 
North of Elmore Street on Llewellyn Avenue

There are three major residential nodes evident in South Cumminsville:
(1) on the West side of the neighborhood along the Hills 
bordering Fay Apartments;
(2) to the Southwestern edge of the neighborhood;
(3) and to the Center of the neighbohood.

It is seemingly evident that at one time these 
were more connected and integrated into one 
another, but as roadways developed the residen-
tial nodes were dissected into smaller areas.

ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS

HOUSING TYPOLOGY : LOCATION / MOVEMENT

B
e

e
km

an
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p
an

A
ve

Elmore St

Dreman Ave

Elmore St.

M
ill 

Cre
ek

Dreman Ave.

I-74
Be
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t.

1

2

3
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‘NEIGHBORHOOD OF DEAD ENDS’

ELMORE

DREMAN

TOWNSHEND

POWERS POWERS

HOFFNER

ELMORE

WEBMAN

FOX

MILLCREEK

EMMA

LILLIE

B
EE

K
M

A
N
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EW

EL
LY

N

LL
EW
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LY

N

H
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COMMUNITY STREETS

South Cumminsville is largely segregated 
from the surrounding communities and 
access to those areas is limited to only 
one path in many instances. With I-74 
blocking S. Cumminsville to the North, 
the Mill Creek to the East, and steep hill-
sides to the West, the community is most 
easily accessible from the South.

Thanks to this segregation many of the 
streets within South Cumminsville tend 
to be deadends resulting in a “neighbor-
hood of deadends.”

While there is a nearly comprehensive 
sidewalk network, unfortunately, there is 
no where to walk to once on the street.

Business and entertainment venues are 
nearly non-existent in the community 
and most residents must travel outside of 
the community to enjoy such luxuries.

TRANSPORTATION NETWORK
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Elmore St
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Key

Automobile Transit

Public Transit

Pedestrian Transit

River Oriented Transit
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Mix of Business

NEIGHBORHOOD NICHES

Location

The two parks within South Cumminsville are both isolated from the 
context in which they are located. Both have ballparks and the larger 
one along Beekman St. has a soccer field and playground. Movement 
to and through both parks is hindered by lack of pedestrian and ve-
hicular traffic as well as physical barriers such as large fences. There is 
also a good deal of open space along the hillside to the west creating 
a large scale green area within South Cumminsville.

PUBLIC GARDENS Time of Use

In terms of the time of the year, these public spaces, based 
on their amenities, are used most used in the Spring and 
Fall. Baseball and soccer are played in those seasons re-
spectively and because the larger park is behind a school, it 
is used as a playground most often in these seasons.

Elmore St.
M

ill 
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ek
Dreman Ave.

I-74
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SUMMER SPRING

WINTERFALL
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Movement & Location
Niches in the neighborhood of South 
Cumminsville are hard to find, espe-
cially in concentrated groups.
The two main arterial roads running 
through ” The Ville” have the major-
ity of businesses that are open to the 
public. Their percieved well-being is 
understood by the business that was 
being done at a specific time.

Location and Mix
St. Pius closed in 1998 and later was 
occupied by Working in Neighbor-
hoods. This Holy place has turned 
into an office that serves the commu-
nities of Cincinnati. There are several 
small churches within the neighbor-
hood that serve on a small scale as 
institutions within the fabric of the 
residential nodes.

ANCHORING INSTITUTIONS
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URBAN ANALYSIS 

ALONG I-71



In order to understand the existing conditions of  the neighborhoods along I-71, 
student teams documented and analyzed aspects of  the man-made environment 
at several different scales. The study areas comprised one of  the following: the 
neighborhoods of  Walnut Hills, Avondale, and Evanston, or the I-71 corridor area 
as defined by the Uptown Transportation Study.



Demographics and social issues
(by Alynne Neuberger)

This work presents and discusses demographic indicators such as race, age, and income as 
well as social issues such as quality of  education and investment.
Neighborhood zoning
(by Ashley Combs)

This work analyzes four topics relative to zoning: existing zoning, neighborhood assets, zoning 
patterns, and form-based code as an alternative vision for the future.
Morphology
(by Alec Bleggi)

This work highlights the different patterns of  development found within the study area and 
how they evolved over time.
Housing stock
(by Andrew Juengling)

This work analyzes quantitavely and qualitatively the housing stock within the study area.
Residential growth potential
(by Andres Sanchez)

Based on existing conditions of  access and social issues and on future demand, this work 
identifies sites for different types of  residential development throughout the study area.
Effective recreation
(by Karolien Andries)

This work indentifies the location of  recreational institutions and the type of  activities offered 
at each location.
Major employers and institutions
(by Elizabeth Nocheck)

This work lists the major employers and institutions within the Cincinnati area.
Light rail stops
(by Christopher Will)

Using a series of  criteria such as number of  people, square footage of  work space, and 
developability, this work identifies the most suitable locations for light rail stops along the I-71 
corridor.
Street hierarchy
(by Brad Kearns)

This work identifies the location and characteristics of  principal arterials, minor arterials, 
collectors, and local streets throughout the study area.
Streets in neighborhood business districts
(by Andrew Neutzling)

This work shows how the current design of  streets within the business districts of  the three 
neighborhoods studied stimulates speeding.
Cultural vitality
(by Gabriel Seidel)

This work analyzes the cultural vitality of  the study area by identifying the location and types 



of  existing cultural assets.
Crime and defensible space
(by Alexandria Hancock)

After mapping the location of  crime within the study area, this work suggests a relationship 
between crime and land use.
Image and perception
(by Lane Raney)

This work discusses the role of  the media in fostering negative images of  the study area and 
how that image can be restored.
Image studies
(by Hein Lai)

Using Kevin Lynch’s theory of  the image of  the city, this work identifies the districts, nodes, 
landmarks, paths, and edges along the I-71 corridor.
Aesthetics
(by Michael Vernon)

This work compares the aesthetics of  residential and commercial areas within the three 
neighborhoods.
Landscape and ecology: residual space study
(by Andrew Heben)

This work classifies all green spaces found within the study area into three categories: leftover 
space, recreational space, and private space. It also prescribes improvements for each 
category.
Jane Jacobs and the I-71 neighborhoods
(by Tim DeMessemaeker)

Using Jane Jacob’s theory, this work analyzes the quality of  the environment in the residential 
and business areas of  the three neighborhoods.
Gordon Cullen: The concise townscape
(by Samantha Swaine)

Using Gordon Cullen’s theory, this work examines different aspects of  the composition of  
space and perception throughout the study area.
Ray Oldenburg: Third place
(by John Virostko)

This work lists and locates third places, as described by Ray Oldenburg, along the I-71 
corridor.



Alynne Neuberger
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The Avondale, Walnut Hills, and 

Evanston neighborhoods are lack-

ing in diversity, quality education, 

and investment by residents and 

officials. Crime and perception are 

aiding in the deterioration of these 

neighborhoods. These areas have 

many assets they can and should 

work with, including proximity to re-

sources and institutions and a qual-

ity housing stock. Currently, each 

of these neighborhoods have plans 

to overcome these social obstacles 

that they are facing.
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TOTAL POPULATION AVONDALE: 16,298
EVANSTON: 7,929
WALNUT HILLS: 7,790
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Ashley CombsNeighborhood zoning

1

2

Existing Land Use: Avondale - Evanston - Walnut Hills

Neighborhood Assets

Vision for Neighborhoods

- Recreate Communities
- Smart Growth Techniques
- Support Human Needs
- Shape New Ideas
- Better Quality of Life
- New Residents
- Preserve Assets
- Bring Jobs back to Communities
- Plan for the People
- Bring New Development
- Work where they Live
- Spend Money in Community
- Preserve Historic Buildings

source: CAGIS

AVONDALE

EVANSTON

WALNUT HILLS

source: CAGIS
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Multi-Family Housing
Single-Family Housing

Manufacturing
Commercial

Office

Single-Family Housing
Multi-Family Housing

Manufacturing
Commercial

Multi-Family Housing
Manufacturing

Commercial
Office

Industrial

source: CAGIS

3

3

Zoning Patterns

Form-based Code: A Vision for the Future

This type of code allows for:
- improved quality of public realm through physical form
- improved relationship between building facades and public realm
- improved relationship of form and mass among buildings
- improved scale and types of streets and blocks

This type of code includes standards for:
- architecture
- landscaping
- signage
- environmental resources

Common elements of this type of code are:
- regulating plan
- public space standards
- building form standards
- administration

images source: bing maps
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Alec BleggiMorphology

This diagram illustrates the built form of 
the I-71 corridor. The corridor has several 
pattern developments including dense 
gridded development, less dense grids, 
and suburban development. The colored 
shapes label which areas these are, green 
being the most dense and grid-like. We 
can attribute the evolution of these pat-
terns to highway and major thoroughfare 
construction, transit development, and 
suburban sprawl.
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Pattern Specification

Isolating street and housing patterns along 
the I-71 corridor allows us to analyze how 
different street patterns result in different 
development types. We can also see how 
highway construction has isolated many 
developments.

Stretched grid-like
development began to 
spur along the corridor.

This map shows how 
Walnut Hills was the re-
sult of gridded streetcar 

development.

This begins to affect
past development to

reflect sprawl.

The morphology of 
today is similar to what 

is seen on this map.

Streetcar and highway
development affects 
patterns differently.

1924

1935

1899

1904

1868
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Andrew JuenglingHousing Stock

An examination of the housing stock for Avondale, Evan-
ston, & Walnut Hills. Determine if there are adequate housing 
choices and how the area is being affected by vacancies.

METHODOLOGY
where is the housing?

source: CAGIS

Avondale

Evanston

Walnut Hills



avondale
 

walnut hills
 evanston

 

cit

y of cincinnati
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Total Housing Units - 6,984
Occupied Units - 5,870 (84%)
Vacant Units - 1,114 (16%)

Total Housing Units -166,012
Occupied Units - 148,095
Vacant Units - 17,917

-Existing Housing Stock
-Mix of Housing Choices
-Historic Architecture

-Declines the Value of
Neighborhoods
-Can Increase Risk for Crime
-Potential for Redevelopment

-Decreases Property Values
-Can Increase Risk for Crime
-Discourages Investment

15% of Cincinnati’s
total vacancies

Total Housing Units - 6,590
Occupied Units - 5,550 (84%)
Vacant Units - 1,040 (16%)

Total Housing Units - 4,528
Occupied Units - 3,948 (87%)
Vacant Units - 580 (13%)

housing amount and  tenure

A
M

O
UNT OF HOUSIN

G

PH
YS

IC
AL CONDITIO

N
S

VACANCIES

CINCINNATI METROPOLITAN 
HOUSING AUTHORITY 

Living Communities

Multi-family
Housing

Clinton Springs (Avondale)
1-3 bedrooms

Beechwood (Avondale)

Avondale: ~ 62 locations

Evanston: ~ 27 locations

Walnut Hills: ~ 40 locations

Setty Kuhn (Walnut Hills)
1-4 bedrooms

Maple Tower (Avondale)

Evanston (Evanston)

Senior
Housing

Housing Choice
Voucher Program

preventing this number from increasing

housing stock overview

ho
us

in
g 

ty
pe

s

source: http://www.cincymha.com/wan/
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Andres Sanchez

Residential Growth 

Potential

This map is a forecast for residential growth that relies on the assumption that almost all land is available for 
redevelopment. Some institutions are deemed vital resources, such as the Cincinnati Zoo, Eden Park, cemeteries 
and other unique features. Additionally, this also takes into account exits along Interstate 71 much further into 
the future. Room is also allocated for development near areas that are currently underutilized, primarily to the 
east of the medical centers, where roadways have no immediate plans for access to Interstate 71.

1

2

34

5
6

7

8

9

LEGEND
CONSIDERATIONS

0 0.15 0.3 0.6 miles

INTERSTATE 71
MAJOR ROAD
AREA OF INTEREST

road thickness denotes importance

N

Avondale

Evanston

Walnut 
Hills
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AVONDALE has considerable residential growth potential, most notably in the area around Chil-
dren’s Hospital. Additionally, the property values are relatively low; consequently, large groups of parcels 
could potentially be acquired.

In EVANSTON, Xavier University has a growing student body, which will surely require expansion in 
the coming years. Student housing is typically geared more towards a lower income, higher density model.

WALNUT HILLS features easy access to both of the universities as well as downtown. Property 
values are also relatively low. The old character of the neighborhood could attract Young Professionals and 
the Creative Class.

SMALL SINGLE-FAMILY HOMES1

STUDENT HOUSING2

NEW “HYDE PARK” LIFESTYLE HOUSING3

HIGHER DENSITY MIXED INCOME HOUSING4

POTENTIAL RETAIL DISTRICT5

MODERN HOUSING FOR CREATIVE CLASS AND YOUNG 
PROFESSIONALS6

ROWHOMES THAT CAPITALIZE ON CITY AND HIGHWAY 
VIEWS7

MAJOR EXIT RAMP CHANGES WITH AREA ALTERING 
POSSIBILITES8

MEDICAL COMMUNITIES AND TRANSIENT RESIDENTS9

VITAL RESOURCE LOW POTENTIAL MODERATE POTENTIAL HIGH POTENTIAL EXTREME POTENTIAL

ACCESS TO
TRANSPORTATION

ACCESS TO
MAJOR NODES

SOCIAL
CHARACTERISTICS

EXISTING
CHARACTER
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Karolein AndriesEffective Recreation

HIRSCH: fitness program.senior/adult tai chi.tai chi.after school day camp.after school snack program.arts and Crafts.
home work assitance.computer time.learning theater.fun.gym time.drop in program.weight room.computer lab.adult 
open gym.african american studies.highsteppers.mother daughter exercise class.city wide chess tournament.avondale 
cheerleading.adult open gym.theater worksop. EVANSTON teen night out. senior exercise.senior bingo MT. AUBURN 
karate.boxing.outdoor court and field.amazing animals green group.amazing animals blue group.seasonal art green 
group.girls only night out.pirates and princesses.monday night food fight.jewlery making.lanyard crafts.word games 
red group.word games blue group.nature.silly stories with Jelani bule group.kick ball 8-12.basketball red group.low 
organized games.tumbling.snack time.gym games.ultimate othello red group.flag football games practice.rappin it 
up!poetry and creative writing.soccer.clay handbuilding.game room tournaments.drop in after school.teens night out 
at danbarry theater.open art.teen and adult open gym.weight room.gym games.african drum, dance and culture.out-
door games.music- record, produce and write your own music!family fun night.fun filled fridays.taft school basketball 
practice.thanksgiving dinnerfor youth.christmas celebration.valentine party BUSH: adult ceramics.bingo for seniors.
adapted exercise for seniors.open weight room.birthday party.monthly blood pressures.COA lunches.holiday camp.out-
door games and parks.teen programs.friday special events.senior trips.chillen in the lounge.teens basketball.adult open 
basketball.showcase movie.neighborhood program.do right club.walnut hills walking club.bush after school camp.

images sources: http://www.cincinnati-oh.gov and http://maps.google.com
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Margaret Crawford
 -Everyday urbanism.
“Ambiguous like all inbetween spaces, 
the everyday represents a zone of 
SOCIAL TRANSITION and possibil-
ity with the potential for new social 
arrangements and forms of imagina-
tion. The everyday as a crucial arena of 
modern culture and society. Intersec-
tions between separate lives is where 
differences collide or interact.”

 active vs. passive recreation
 facility vs. non-space
 planned vs. spontaneous

plan the spontaneous?

Walnut Hills

Evanston

Avondale

Com
m

unity Recreation
Center
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Elizabeth Nocheck

Major Employers

and Institutions

The network of institutions within Cincinnati creates a web of invaluable resources for residents 
and visitors that make the city a true center of knowledge and opportunity. Each institution relies 
on and builds off the other, further strengthening and enhancing these cornerstones of society.

Procter & Gamble
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http://iidastudents.files.wordpress.
com/2008/07/unionterminal02.jpg

http://w1.campusexplorer.com/
media/376x262/media-A8CAAD25.png

http://www.cincinnatizoo.org/events/
images/PLCH_KnockedOut.gif

http://www.xavier.edu/prosser/
images/logo.gifhttp://www.walnuthillseagles.com/

images/cps-logo_cr.gif

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipe-
dia/en/3/30/CincinnatiCityHall.jpg

http://www.deltastate.edu/images/hu-
man_resources/hospital_sign.png
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Christopher WillTransportation

Station Suitability Analysis for the I-71 Light Rail Corridor

The purpose of this study is to examine possible suitable locations for 
light rail stations in a section of the I-71 Corridor.

- Light rail vehicles have the capacity to handle approximately 200 
persons per vehicle - vehicles can be operated in multiples.
- Vehicles are powered by overhead electrical wires.
- Operate on a scheduled service which reduces headways in peak.
- Stations are spaced at a moderate distance apart with respect to 
streetcars which stop frequently and commuter trains that stop at five 
to ten mile frequencies.

Using a predefined alignment along a former freight rail right of way, the 
study uses equations to calculate the potential impact of variables in-
cluding population, employment, and land avalialbe for development.

Study Area: The area included in the study is the I-71 Corridor light rail alignment from approximately Tunnel Exten-
sion East northward toward the split of the I-75 Corridor and the Western Corridor.



W. H. Taft

McMillan

Wasson Light Rail Corridor

I-71 Light Rail Corridor

Madison

Dana

Reading

Reading

Montgomery

MLK

Gilbert

Victory

Norwood

Downtown

F

1 mile diameter
station service area

station location
proposal

each dot represents 1 point 
from one of the 5 variables
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Attraction Variable Formula Criteria
The following describes the formulas, method-
ology, criteria, and land uses used to create a 
system by which each variable can be weighted 
proportionally to its impact on the demand for 
transportation, in this instance light rail. The em-
ployment density multiplier used in the formu-
las was concluded after reviewing a case study 
which concluded the number of employment 
positions positions each land use category can 
be expected to create.

Population
f (x) = x * 1.76

where x is the number of residential units in a building

where 1.76 is the mean number of persons per dwelling unit

landuse code classes: 401, 402, 404, 431, 510, 520, 530

rationale: each dwelling unit can be expected to have an average 
number of person and each person has the capacity to use a light 
rail for either a work based or non-worked based trip

Office
f (x) = (x * y) / 290

where x is the square footage of a building footprint

where y is the number of stories of the building

where 290 is the office employment density multiplier

landuse code classes: 418, 448, 447, 449, 470, 650, 670, 680, 685

rationale: an average amount of space can be determined for an 
office worker to function by using the employment multiplier. 
each office employment position has the potential to create a trip

Manufacturing
f (x) = (x * y) / 700

where x is the square footage of a building footprint

where y is the number of stories of the building

where 700 is the manufacturing employment density multiplier

landuse code classes: 310, 320, 330, 340, 350, 370, 399, 480

rationale: an average amount of space can be determined for a 
industrial worker to function by using the employment multiplier.
each office employment position has the potential to create a trip

Developability
f (x) = x / 900

where x is the square footage of a building footprint

where 900 is the space possibility multiplier

landuse code classes: 300, 400, 500, 501

rationale: each acre of vacant land is being underutilized and has 
the potential to be developed into a residential or employment 
center. the space multiplier is the area needed so the property can 
be developed into any use.

Retail
f (x) = (x * y) / 960

where x is the square footage of a building footprint

where y is the number of stories of the building

where 960 is the retail employment density multiplier

landuse code classes: 404, 405, 406, 420, 425, 429, 430, 456, 499

rationale: an average amount of space can be determined for a 
retail worker to function by using the employment multiplier.  
each office employment position has the potential to create a trip

Proposed Station Location 
and Dot Density Diagram
After analysis, programing suggested 
three locations along the corridor study 
area which would serve the greatest 
number of residents, employment cen-
ters, and developable land. Other areas 
with high variable rankings were not 
chosen as another center with a higher 
ranking with a station contained it in its 
one mile diameter service area.

Eden Park Drive & Gilbert Ave
Will serve 8,800 employees 
and 1,200 residents. It will 
have the capacity to add 1,900 
new jobs or residents. This 
center has 6,500 office jobs.

Martin Luther King Dr
Will serve 7,500 employees and 2,200 
residents. It will have the capacity to 
add 3,000 new jobs or residents. 
The center currently caters 
mainly to office centers

Total Attraction

Population

Office Employment
Developable Land
Industrial Employment
Retail Employment

Variable Rates Along the Corridor

Victory Pkwy and Dana Ave
Will serve 6,300 employees and 1,500 
residents. It will have the capacity to 
add 1,400 new jobs or residents.
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Brad KearnsStreet Hierarchy

Analyzing the hierarchy within the I-71 corridor, it is clear that it is designed to move traffic quickly between 
commercial centers and employment hubs, while limiting traffic on local streets. Residential areas are served 
by local streets with few crossings by larger streets. However, funneling traffic on to a few streets has created a 
large traffic problem within the area. At peak hours, the higher-order streets are clogged with congestion, while 
the smaller streets are underutilized. The hierarchy does what it intends, but it is overused at times because 
there are no alternatives in the area that are available .

The analysis of the street 
hierarchy is important be-
cause the different street 
types impact the sur-
rounding area. The I-71 
corridor is home to the 
neighborhoods of Avon-
dale, Walnut Hills, and 
Evanston. These neigh-
borhoods are served by a 
broad network of streets 
that transport traffic 
throughout the city in 
different ways. Street Hi-
erarchy was first created 
by Ludwig Hilberseimer 
in his book City Plan in 
1927 as a method of in-
corporating cars into the 
urban fabric. The idea of 
hierarchy was to move 
traffic in a way that resi-
dential areas would not 
be impacted by car traf-
fic, while more traffic was 
placed on larger roads 
with commercial or in-
dustrial uses.

0 0.5 0.75 1 mile

principal arterial
minor arterial
collector street
local street
commercial centers
employment centers
residential areas

Avondale

Evanston

Walnut Hills
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Principal Arterials are typically in-
terstates and freeways, and are de-
signed for high mobility with few 
access points to allow for higher 
speeds of traffic.

Minor Arterial roads serve as the 
backbone of urban street network 
and contain most of the commer-
cial and industrial uses within the 
area. Although making up only 10 
percent of street mileage, they carry 
more than half of vehicle miles.

Collector Streets help to direct traf-
fic from local streets to arterials, and 
often times have small businesses 
and residential properties facing the 
street.

Local Streets make up the remaining 
proportion of streets. Although they 
account for 90 percent of street mile-
age they carry less than 10 percent of 
vehicle miles. Typically short in length, 
they are meant for slow speeds be-
cause they are mainly in residential 
areas.
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Andrew Neutzling

Streets in Neighborhood 

Business Districts

CUTTING CORNERS

STAYING ON THE COURSE

CLEARING THE WAY

Wider intersections 
are serious barriers 

for many elderly 
people

Added travel
distance makes 
higher speeds

more disireable.

Wider roads
facilitate high 
speed driving.
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Rounded street  corners 
enable motorists to main-

tain high speeds at corners;  
points where pedestrians 
typically cross the street.

Widened roadways
can be difficult and

dangerous to cross.

One way streets can
transform neighborhood

business districts into
busy highways.

Reading Road, Avondale

McMillan Avenue, Walnut Hills

Peebles Corner, Walnut Hills

“In Canberra, Austraila researchers found that a 
5 km/h reduction in urban traffic speeds could 
reduce pedestrian fatalities by as much as 30%.”

source: A.J. McLean, et al., “Vehicle Travel Speeds and the Incidence of Fatal Pedestrian Collisions,” . 45km/h 40km/h

about 27 mph about 24 mph
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Gabriel SeidelCultural Vitality

SUPPORT CULTURAL VITALITY

A community’s evidence of cre-
ating, disseminating, validating, 
and supporting arts and culture 
as a dimension of everyday life.

PRESENCE of opportunitites

PARTICIPATION itself

MUSIC

VISUAL ART

FOOD

DANCE AND THEATER

00.51 1
N

source: The Urban Institute - Arts and Culture Indicators Project

Avondale

Evanston

Walnut Hills
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

METHODOLOGY

PILLAR ORGANIZATION

NEIGHBORHOOD COMPARISON

After an in-depth review of The Urban Insti-
tute’s research into the nature of identifying 
Cultural Vitality within a neighborhood, data 
was gathered using qualitative criteria. Loca-
tions where cultural innovation and production 
was occuring were identied through reconnais-
sance. These places were required to uniquely 
reflect the character of the community (fast 
food and chains were not considered). They 
were then divided up based on the primary ar-
tistic contribution of each entity. The result is a 
representation of the spatial distribution of the 
arts throughout the study area as well as the 
strength and focus of Cultural Vitality within 
each neighborhood.

(a) involvement in the development cultural 
vitality in communities: interpretation and in-
dicators of community-based cultural events.

(b) relationships with local artists as well as the 
large cultural venues concerned primarily with 
the presentation of professional work.

(c) long-standing connections with local parks, 
schools, community centers, etc., that sponsor 
community arts and cultural activities.

PARTICIPATION
PRESENCE

PRESENCE PRESENCE

IMPACT

SU
PP

O
RT

PRESENCE
PARTICIPATION

AVONDALE

ESSEX STUDIOST.B.D. T.B.D.
VISIONARIES
AND VOICES

AVONDALE

WALNUT HILLS

WALNUT HILLS

EVANSTON

EVANSTON
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Alexandria Hancock

Crime and

Defensible Space

“Certain kinds of space and spatial layout favor the clandestine activities of criminals. An 
architect, armed with some understanding of criminal structure, can simply avoid providing 
the space which supports it.” - Oscar Newman

CONCENTRATIONS OF CRIME

HIERARCHY OF DEFENSIBLE SPACE
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Robbery: 25
Assault: 52
Breaking & Entering: 13
Burglary: 22
Theft: 48
Murder: 2

Robbery: 18
Assault: 58
Breaking & Entering: 17
Burglary: 21
Theft: 31
Murder: 1

Robbery: 23
Assault: 65
Breaking & Entering: 35
Burglary: 14
Theft: 69
Murder: 0

Robbery: 11
Assault: 54
Breaking & Entering: 9
Burglary: 11
Theft: 24
Murder: 2

Robbery: 11
Assault: 32
Breaking & Entering: 8
Burglary: 10
Theft: 43
Murder: 0

Robbery: 11
Assault: 36
Breaking & Entering: 5
Burglary: 27
Theft: 28
Murder: 0

Robbery: 20
Assault: 33
Breaking & Entering: 6
Burglary: 9
Theft: 77
Murder: 2

1
2

3

4

5

7

6

“Defensible Space is a model for residential environments which inhibits crime by creating the physicial 
expression of a social fabric that defends itself.” - Oscar Newman
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McMillan St

Dana Ave

Brewster Ave

Wehrman Ave
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CRIME AND LAND USE

Forest Ave

Rockdale Ave

Hewitt Ave

Hale Ave

Rockdale Ave
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Lane RaneyImage and Perception

There are more stories based on crime and poverty 
than any other kind of story in the area.

HOW TO RESTORE IMAGE

DECISION TUG OF WAR

WHAT IS PERCEPTION?

From research taken from the Cincinnati Enquirer, the 
media favors crime, and poverty stories over any other 
story in the Avondale, Walnut Hills, and Evanston area.

This image represents a given industry. Anything in 
blue represents short term solutions to a problem. Any-
thing in orange represents the long term solutions.The 
industries that fail are the ones that fail to see value in 
long term investment. Rather, they only try for the short 
term gains and end up failing after each niche closes.

Decision making is affected by perception of real-
ity, not what actual reality is. What is perceived by 
the general population is what is important. A term 
that is used in attribution theory, is called the “halo” 
effect - which states that people draw a general im-
pression based on a single characteristic. If that im-
age is crime (as is the case in our study area) they will 
avoid that area.

Recognition and interpretation of sensory stimuli based primar-
ily on memory. The condition of being aware. Complex con-
structions of simple elements joined through association. The 
perception of the study area is affected by the stories that make 
local newspapers.

Anything helps.

God Bless ?
VIOLENCE POVERTY OTHE R

AMOUNT OF NEWS STORIES

IN STUDY AREA BY TYPE

What do you see? These lines are actually parallel.

REALITY PERCEPTION

DECISION MAKING

$ market
source: Takemoto 2009
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SPOTS TO AVOID

Clocks and Clouds

This information is taken from the Cincinnati 
Police Department. This is a map of criminal 
activity for robberies, thefts, assaults, and sex-
ual assaults, with multiple crimes at a location
also indicated. This map is only for the last 30 
days of information. As you can see there is 
certainly a crime problem in the study area. 
However, most crimes committed are thefts 
and robberies, with assaults right behind.

Restoring a community district can be done by using this 
three pronged approach - Third place, Events, and Scenes. 
Third places are places where you feel comfortable hang-
ing out, somewhere that people can meet face to face. 
Events bring people together on a predictable basis to 
share an experience, they begin at third places. Scenes are 
what you get when the district, combined with third places 
and events, becomes alive, and becomes a place.

Clocks and Clouds approach simply means 
that you cannot build sustainable revitaliza-
tion without starting from individual people. 
Like clouds, cities are made up of thousands of 
“molecules” that each need to change in order 
for the cloud to change. One simply cannot 
change an area with short term solutions like 
eliminating a building or repainting a facade.

sustainable 
community 

revitalization

sustainable 
change

motivate

image

HOW TO BUILD A NEW IMAGE

involve

THIRD PLACES

EVENTSSCENES

source: Takemoto, Neil. Crowdsourcing cool places for creatives. Publication.
CoolTown Beta Communities, 2009. Web. 3 Nov. 2009.
<http://www.cooltownstudios.com/les/cooltown-crowdsourced-placemaking.pdf>.

source: Cincinnati Police Department link to crimereports.com (last 30 days)

Walnut Hills

Evanston
Avondale
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Hein LaiImage Studies

Edges
Edges are linear elements that create

barriers, which close one region off from
another, or they can be seams, lines which 

two regions are related and joined
together.

Paths
Path are channels along

which the observer moves along.
They may be streets, walkways,

transit lines, canals, railroads.

Kevin Lynch’s study of the image of the city examines 
the character and structure of the urban environment. 
The contents of the city image are classified into five ele-
ments where “districts are structured with nodes, de-
fined by edges, penetrated by paths, and sprinkled with 
landmarks.”
source: The Image of the City, Kevin Lynch

Nodes
Nodes are point elements. They

are the strategic spots in a city into
which an observer can enter, and

which are the intensive foci to and from
which he is traveling. They can be primarily

junctions, places of a break in transportation, 
a crossing or convergence of paths, moment 

of shifts of one structure to another, or simply 
concentrations.

Landmarks
Landmarks are a type of

point reference. They are
usually a simply defined

physical object. Landmarks
become identifiable if they stand out

and are different from their surroundings.

Districts
Districts are sections

of the city, conceived of
as having two-dimensional
extent, which the observer

mentally enters “inside of,” and
which are recognizable as having

some common, identifying character.



There are vague interactions between image elements, being that paths are the predominant element of the 
area. Gilbert Ave and Reading Rd are the two major paths running along the area parallel to the Interstate 71. 
Paths are where nodes acquire function; where landmarks are commonly located; where districts are defined; 
and where edges are recognized. Edges are primarily defined by paths in the study area: Victory Parkway, for ex-
ample, creates barriers and splits up areas into districts. A stronger example is Interstate 71, which cuts through 
the neighborhood. Districts are sections of the area where the observer can mentally enter. They are areas with 
common characters, such as residential pockets or commercial concentrations. Nodes seem to be the hardest 
element to define. Yet, nodes can be recognized mostly where the observer’s attention is heightened. They are 
either the primarily junction, such as the intercrossing of the interstate, Reading Rd, and Gilbert Ave; a crossing 
or convergence of paths; moments of shift from residential to commercial structures; or simply the concentration 
of commercial and other uses. The landmarks are primarily located on the two major paths, Gilbert and Read-
ing. They are visible only in localities and are frequently significant structures such as churches, stone walls, and 
modern buildings. They are scattered along the major paths or located inside a district. The one exception is the 
intersection of E McMillan and Gilbert, where the church, as a landmark, and the nodes correlate closely with 
each other. By understanding how each element is recognized, their function, and how they relate to each other, 
one starts to understand the organization of the study area as a whole, as well as the perception of observers.
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Composite Map
The images of landmarks below illustrate the character of the study area.

Evanston

Avondale

Walnut Hills

Victory Pkwy Mon
tgom

ery
 Rd

I-71

E Mc Millan St

Martin Luther King Dr

bus routes
vehicle paths
pedestrian paths
landmarks
nodes
edges

0 0.25 0.5
miles
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Michael VernonAesthetics

Green 
abounds in 

Avondale’s residential 
sample. All the houses 

had a yard, though there 
are no parks. Unbuilt spaces 
are left wild. The houses in 
this area are all well-kept, 

as are the yards and 
streets.

The 
Business  

District shows signs 
of rebirth, as old build-

ings are being fixed and 
new ones being built. A 

formal square and a 
cohesive style are 

desired.

STUDY AREAS
BUSINESS DISTRICT

RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT

AVONDALE

EVANSTON

WALNUT HILLS
N

1
1 0.5 0 1

This 
study aims to 

describe the aesthet-
ics of the three neighbor-

hoods by analyzing sample 
residential and business areas. 
The elements considered for 
the analyses were: building 

condition, green areas, 
signage, and public 

art.
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The 
residential 

sample is split by 
the highway. North 
is run down, while 
South is kept well 

and green.

Plan 
calls for fa-

cade upgrades, 
landscaping, and 

less wire fenc-
ing.

Bill-
boards are 

a minor prob-
lem here, as they 
overtake some of 

the buildings’ 
charms.

Busi-
ness dis-

trict is vacant, 
yet upkept to 

a degree.

Se-
vere lack 

of green space. 
Green spaces are 
overgrown, or are 
just vacant land. 

No real parks.

Resi-
dential 

example is very 
derelict, with bro-

ken buildings 
and streets.

Plan 
calls for 

facade improve-
ments and litter 

control, as well as 
adding a park and 

public art.

Evan-
ston showed 
only signs of 

public art and a cen-
tral square. Business 

district buildings 
are upkept.
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Andrew Heben

Landscape and Ecology: 

Residual Space study

Walnut Hills

Evanston

Avondale
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This study looks at different types of green spaces throughout the 
I-71 study area. Many of these areas are a form of residual space, 
an after effect of another activity. After identifying these different 
spaces and their characteristics, a prescriptive measure is proposed 
to give these spaces a better function within the urban fabric. A 
main goal for residual land is to better connect them in order to 
form a more comprehensive system of natural areas.

78%

4%

5%

13%

59%

18%

23%

LA
N

D
 co

ver GREEN
 cover

These are parks which include baseball 
fields, playgrounds, tennis courts etc. - 
a lot of this space is within Walnut Hills 
Highschool. The other type were large 
areas designated as parks that were 
densely wooded and not very accesible 
to the public. These do not seem inten-
tionally planned, but instead are a result 
of the development surrounding them.

This space is mostly composed of large,
natural areas between residential build-
ings but still on privately owned parcels.
These spaces were also sometimes found 
on commercial lots with a lot of land. 
While this space is technically on a part 
of someone’s property, it often seems 
unused and a result of inefficient devel-
opment.
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Tim DeMessemaeker

Jane Jacobs and the

I-71 Neighborhoods

Avondale

Evanston

Walnut 
Hills
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In order to apply Jane Jacobs’ theory, two areas within each of the three assigned neighborhoods were 
analyzed. Each of the three communities possesses a business area as well as a residential area. Focusing 
on the business and residential areas of each one can have an insight of the community as a whole. Sev-
eral issues that Jacobs addressed in ‘Death and Life of Great American Cities’ were applied on the study 
area in order to understand the quality of the planned environment. These topics were: level of vacancy, 
safety, mixed use, density, use of space, presence of vehicles, presence of pedestrians, diversity, sense of 
scale and sidewalks.

Although lacking in all of the study areas, Avondale shows an im-
portant lack of mixed use and diversity. Similar to Walnut Hills, it is 
a drive through neighborhood. Unlike Evanston’s business district, 
the business district of Avondale scores very low in accessibility for 
pedestrians, sense of scale, and density. All three examined residen-
tial areas score well on used space, density, and safety.

Potential:
- increase density in business area
- provide more diversity and better infrastructure in residential area

Evanston’s business district scores high on all of the criteria apart 
from vacancy. Having the highest score in mixed uses, density, 
sidewalks and safety, it is perceived as the most positive through-
out the entire study area.

Potential:
- expand business area
- create diversity in residential area and connection to business 
district

Walnut Hills’ business district scores high on vacancy as well as on 
sidewalks, scale, and density. Overall, it’s business district on Mc-
Millan scores well on safety. Apart from the most southern part of 
the residential district, Wallnut Hills’ residential area lacks mixed 
uses, diversity, and good sidewalks.

Potential:
- solve traffic problems and increase mixed use and diversity in 
business area
- solve infrastructural problems and disconnection in residential 
area and increase diversity and connection to businesses
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Samantha Swaine

Gordon Cullen: 

Concise Townscape

Urban Fabric
Theory: In order to resist conforming to the patterns of other areas, the urban fabric of neighborhood must as-
sert its uniqueness. This  is seen in things such as color, texture, scale, style, character, and personality.The fabric 
will often show evidence of different periods of architectural styles and also in the various accidents of layout.
This study examines different styles of architecture, uses of streets and sidewalks, and the places in between 
these to weave a fabric exclusive to the study area.

Theory: The environment is apprehended through 
vision, evoking memories and experiences.
Goal: Manipulate elements of the town so that an 
impact on the emotions is achieved.
This study ranks pathways through each neigh-
borhood and indicates how the surroundings 
impact emotions. Factors taken into account 
include: aesthetics, perception of safety, sense 
of organization or purpose of place, pedestrian 
traffic, opportunities for pedestrians, and ease of 
movement.

Faculty of Sight
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Theory: The scenery of towns is often revealed in a series of jerks or 
revelations.
This study examines sections of various uses that compose an area to 
create a larger vision and coherent flow. Look at how contrasts create 
these jerks and revelations and how they relate to the specific neigh-
borhood.

Serial Vision

Perceptions vs. Reality about the mural

Resident thought...
-Nice idea but did nothing
-No sense of neighborhood pride
-Still viewed as ‘ghetto’, low income, and 
high crime
-Tired of people trying to take away their 
businesses

I thought...
-Reflects community interest in arts

-Neighborhood pride
-Happiness

-Strong sense of diverse community
-Music Store

Montgomery Rd
Evanston

Walnut 
Hills

Evanston

Avondale
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John Virotsko

Ray Oldenburg:

“Third Place”

Location: “Third Places” Within Interstate 71 Corridor Study Area

“Third Places” can be described as public places on neutral ground where people can interact, while pro-
viding a setting for grassroots politics, offering psychological support to individuals and communities, and 
creating habitats of public association. Source Ray Oldenburg

0 20,000’10,000’20,000’30,000’

I-71 Focus Area
I-71
Surrounding Neighborhoods
Notable Third Places

N
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“Third places allow people to put aside their concerns 
and simply enjoy the company and conversation 

around them.”
           -Ray Oldenburg

Formal Informal Opportunities...or Threats?

ZZ’s Pizza

Giminetti Bakery

Parko’s Restaurant

Walnut Hills

Gi
lb

er
t A

ve
nu

e

Corner of Rockdale 
and Reading
Cincinnati Civic 
Garden Center

Avondale

Re
ad

in
g 

Ro
ad

Listermann
Brewery

Evanston

M
ontg

om
er

y R
oad

Duck Creek

Dana

The majority of “Third Places” are informal and stretch between store-
fronts along sidewalks. These places do not have hours of operation 
and are often flooded with community members. This only becomes 
a problem when people do not have anywhere else to go, and crime 
rates increase as a result.
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CASE STUDIES



In order to better understand the possibilities for rehabilitating the neighborhoods 
along I-71 and I-75 and improving the quality of  life of  their residents, graduate 
students in Architecture analyzed projects implemented in other regions across 
the United States and abroad. These projects explore options that could be ap-
plied to the neighborhoods of  Cincinnati and provide ideas for a better future. 
The work produced by each student was organized into four different categories: 
Transportation, Brownfield Redevelopment, Economic Development, and Revi-
talization.



Jessica Soffer

Niraj Kapadia
Transportation

As many other cities in the 20th century, Portland, Or-
egon faced issues of continuing sprawl and expansion of 
the highway system. City leaders needed to take action to 
change the development patterns towards a more sustain-
able and accessible city. Through the development of an 
intermodal transit system centered on light rail, Portland 
has created the infrastructure for future land use planning 
and development, improved connectivity, and economic 
incentives for using public transit.

Portland’s light rail system (known as Portland’s Met-
ropolitan Area Express - MAX) was created in response to  
freeway. City planners wanted to combat traffic through 
alternative means over increased freeway lanes. The Mt. Hood freeway, proposed in the 1940s, would have cut 
through inner-city neighborhoods on its way out to the suburbs. In 1969, the building of the freeway was to begin, 
however anti-freeway activist Neil Goldschmidt was elected to city council. He persuaded the federal government 
to reallocate freeway funds to other projects, including a 15 mile light rail line to serve the purpose of the highway 
along a similar route. In 1986, the first part of the rail line was built. Lines were added in 1998, 2001, and 2004 (1). 
These lines were added as part of the intermodal system of the Portland tri-county metropolitan transportation 
district including an extensive bus system and downtown streetcar.

Portland’s transportation system has impacted and been affected by the land use strategies employed. To 
resist the effect of the outward movement from the city center and decreased density in development, Portland 
established legislation regarding urban growth boundaries in 1979. The critical goals of the strategy are to pro-

image source: http://www.friends4expo.org/ltrailw.htm

PORTLAND LIGHT RAIL SYSTEM

MAX blue line MAX red line WES commuter rail Park & Ride

Free rail zone

MAX green line MAX yellow line Portland streetcar Transit center
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sources: (1) Spieler, Christof, P.E. “Trains of Thought: six cities, six light-rail systems, six visions,” Cite. Summer 2003; (2) “Getting on Track,” Environment Magazine. 14 no6, 2003; (3) Nakazawa, Liz. “Better Busing: GPS technology 
gives Portland transit riders more control over their time,” Metropolis, March 2003; (4) Winslow, Jon. “Pearl District.” Project for Public Spaces. Available at www.pps.org/great_public_spaces/one?public_place_id=663&type_
id=0; (5) Diaz, Roderick B. “Impacts of Rail Transit on Property Values.” American Public Transit Association, APTA Rapid Transit Conference Proceedings, 1999. Availabole at www.apta.com/info/briefings/diaz.pdf; (6) “Status 
of North Amercia Light-Rail Projects.” Light-Rail Central: The North Amercian Light-Rail Information Site. Available at www.lightrail.com; (7) Spieler, Christof, P.E. “Trains of Thought: six cities, six light-rail systems, six visions”; 
(8) Dueker, Kenneth and Martha Bianco. “Light-Rail Transit Impacts in Portland: The First Ten Years.”  Transportation Research Record no. 1685 (1999): 171-180. Available at http://dx.doi.org/10.3141/1685-22.

image source: http://www.clackamas.us/transportation/planning/reserves.htm

GREEN REPRESENTS 5-MILES 
BUFFER AROUND URBAN 

GROWTH BOUNDARY

mote densification and transit use. As a result, 
rail stops in suburbia range from 3 to 18 miles 
from downtown. Beyond the growth boundary lie 
green expanses of fields and forests (2).

Rail lines have also caused revitalization of 
urban neighborhoods. Due to the urban growth 
boundary, the transportation system is kept to a 
reasonable size, with a maximum of 40 minutes 
to travel from the outer edge of the suburbs to 
downtown. However, the light rail system lacks 
connectivity among suburbs due to the hub 
and spokes model of the rail lines. Light rail pro-
vides consistent travel times due to the dedicat-
ed track. GPS trackers have also been installed in 
all buses to provide up to the minute information 
on when buses will arrive at a station. The times 

are posted on signage at bus stops and on Tri-Met’s website (3). The system maintains low-ticket costs and 
parking facilities to encourage ridership. In addition, downtown has a 10 block free ride zone to encourage 
an active downtown community-based economy.

Transit-oriented development (TOD), is another result of the rail lines. From the beginning, TOD has 
played a major role in the development of the region around the light rail system. In the Portland area, numer-
ous advantages of TOD have generally been realized, however, some fall short of the expectations. One of the 
fundamental goals of TOD is increased ridership. Indeed, ridership has been constantly growing on Portland’s 
East Line; however, ridership naturally corresponds to shifts in the economy, since there are fewer people 
riding if they do not have a job to commute to. Also, increased frequency of ridership is influenced by the dis-
tance between residences and transit stations.

Another major benefit of TOD is the creation of pedestrian-friendly districts that crop up around light rail 
and streetcar stations. In Portland, these include the Pearl District and adjacent Jamison Square. Being in the 
proximity of the streetcar line, this area has been designed to attract pedestrians with wide sidewalks, narrow 
streets, and inviting storefronts (4). These districts have become major civic attractions that are seen as mod-
els around the nation and, therefore, bring money to the area through business and property values. Another 
effect of TOD is increase in property values. As early as two years after the openning of the system in 1984, 
property values within a quarter-mile radius rose an average of 10.6% (5).

As Portland shows, there are significant financial and spatial benefits that light rail systems in combination 
with TODs can provide to a city. However, there are still strong oppositions to light rail systems in other cities, 
and many arguments are due to the cost of incorporating the system. Light rail systems can cost anywhere 
from $15 million to $100 million per mile (6). The benefits of light rail systems, on the other hand, are often-
times speculative and primarily long-term.

Despite Tri-Met claims of a 51% increase in ridership from 1990-99, compared with a population increase of 
21% (4), it can be argued that Portland’s intermodal transit system has some weaknesses. Questions arise over 
whether the stations are really accessible and used by everyone. One statistic by Tri-Met found that 77% of 
bus and light rail riders have cars and ride by choice (7). This raises the question of whether there are available 
stations for those with lesser incomes.

Another major shortcoming of Portland’s system is that there is no significant reduction in peak time 
traffic congestion; this implies that the light rail system is not attracting riders during peak commuter times 
and therefore, not helping to reduce congestion or air pollution (8).
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Brownfield

Redevelopment

The Olympic Sculpture Park in Seattle-Washington was envi-
sioned and designed by Weiss Manfredi Architects of New York 
City. The site consisted of three separate lots, one of which had to 
be acquired after the start of the project. The site has had a long life 
cycle, which consisted of barrel manufacturing, railroads, paved 
roads, an oil company, and, finally, a sculpture park. Sitting vacant 
for a quarter of a century, this industrial site was classified as a 
brownfield by the Environmental Protection Agency standards set 
forth in 1995. The soil and groundwater on the site was polluted 
with petroleum which took more than 10 years to clean up.

In 1999, a new vision for the site emerged. The Seattle Art 
Museum and the Trust for Public Land teamed up to raise over 
sixteen million dollars to purchase the site, while Jon and Mary 
Shirley made an offer to endow the park. Three years later, Weiss 

image source: www.seattlemuseum.org

image source: Architectural Record
sources: “Olympic sculpture park.”The Seattle Times Company. 2009. Available at http://seattletimes.nwsource.com/html/sculpturepark/. “Olympic sculpture park: A new green space.” Seattle Art Museum. 2009. Available at 
http://seattleartmuseum.org/visit/OSP/AboutOSP/. “Space shaping art: Experiencing the SAM sculpture park in Seattle.” Senses A Society 4, (1): 99-104. Gantenbein, Douglas. 2007. From toxic wasteland to public garden with 
view. Wall Street Journal 9, (Jan 31). Gonchar, Joann. 2007. Former brownfield site reinvented as a connection between the city and the waters edge. Architectural Technology 195, (7): 159. Gonchar, Joann. 2007. Tech bries. 
Architectural Record 195, (7) (Jul): 159-60. Levitt, Julia. “Seattle to the world: Olympic sculpture park.” World Changing Seattle. September 25, 2008. Available at http://www.worldchanging.com/local/seattle/archives/008741.
html. Lacayo, Richard. 2007. Walk on the wild side. Time 169, (5) (Jan 29): 124-9. Olsen, Sheri. 2002. Weiss/Manfredi develops plans for seattle sculpture park. Architectural Record 190, (7) (Jul): 36. Smith, Valerie. 2006. Take back 
the site. Artforum 45, (1): 161.

OLYMPIC SCULPTURE PARK, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

Manfredi had produced a new design for 
the site. Within two years, 93,000 cubic 
yards of petroleum contaminated soil 
was removed from the site and 200,000 
cubic yards of infill soil was brought it to 
resurface the land to bring the petroleum 
levels down to EPA’s acceptable levels.

The design and development process 
also coordinated other environmental 
actions, including the restoration of the 
Chinook salmons natural habitat  and 
providing eco-friendly planting beds. 
The process in which the Chinook sal-
mons habitat was restored included the 
rebuilding of the sea wall along Elliot 
Bay and the development of a “Pocket 
Beach” for nesting. One of the key con-
cerns was the sea walls height; giving 
the migrating salmon less food and more 
predators. This was combated by devel-
oping an artificial beach and reef by us-
ing 50,000 tons of rock and gravel along 
the sea wall; keeping smaller salmon pro-
tected from the harsher environments of 
the deeper waters.
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sources: Orlandini, Alain. La Villette 1971-1995: A History in Projects. Paris: Somogy editions d’ art. 2004. Derrida, Jaques. “Point de Folie – Maintenant l’architecture” in Architectural Theory since 1968, edited by Michael 
Hays,570-581, Cambridge:MIT press, 1998. Lang, Jon. Urban Design: A typology of Procedures and Products. Massachusetts: Architectural Press, 2005. 

PARC DE LA VILLETTE, PARIS, FRANCE

The planning for Parc de la Villette began in 1979 
by the Etablissement Public du Parc de la Villette 
(EPPV). The site which was earlier an abattoir (that 
is a zone replete with slaughterhouses and meat 
market) was re-envisaged as a public zone to pre-
vent its otherwise inadvertent commercialization. Its 
operation as an abbatoir ceased in 1974. Between 
1979-1995, series of competitions were organized 
for various stages of the park’s development. The first 
project to be completed was the Cité des Sciences 
et de l’Industrie by Adrien Fainsilber. The develop-
ment of the site ended with the Cité de la Musique 
in 1995.

In 1983, Bernard Tschumi won the competition for 
the overall design of le Villette. Amidst many neoclas-
sical and a few post-modern layouts, Tschumi’s design 
stood out for its strong deconstructivist underpin-
nings, coming out of literary theories by the French 
philosopher Jacques Derrida. The design premised it-
self on the mapping of three superimposed systems: 
points, lines, surfaces. The points are represented 
by “Folies”: gleaming red cubes placed on a grid run-
ning north-south and east-west, brought about by the 
“deconstruction of the brief into a series of ‘mooring 
points’ striving to establish a ‘territorial determination.’” 
A second system of “lines” or two dead-straight axes, 
which cut across the expanse, has been superimposed 
upon the previous grid. The third system, that of sur-
faces, finds it translations as two large grassed game 
areas overlaid on the previous systems giving rise to 
the Praire du Cercle and the Praire du Triangle.
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Economic Development

Like many cities of the post-industrial era, Baltimore began plans to redevelop its downtown in the mid-1950s.  
But unlike many other “shrinking” cities, which face similarly severe problems of job depletion and declining tax 
revenues, Baltimore has touted relative success in revitalizing its downtown and waterfront. Baltimore has been 
a poster-child of economic development centered on tourism, leisure, and professional sports. Two important 
factors may account for the reason that Baltimore followed the tourism and leisure strategy for economic devel-
opment.  First, city officials choose this approach because there appeared to be very few, if any viable options.  
This choice was made during a time when very few cities achieved success in revitalizing their city, whether 
through reindustrializing, reinvesting in the retail economy, creating high quality living locations, or other eco-
nomic strategies. The second reason was the presence of the Inner Harbor as a physical asset.  The economic 
climate of the time had abandoned previous maritime uses of the harbor, leaving empty and deteriorated slips. 
Given this physical landscape, many cities all over the country were looking for alternative methods to reuse and 
redevelop the waterfront. Baltimore’s waterfront provided the opportunity for a centerpiece attraction.

Redevelopment was initiated in 1954 by a group called the Greater Baltimore Committee (GBC), a committee 
of representatives from the 100 largest businesses in the area.  This group was created to engage the business 
community in the city’s downtown.  With the cooperation of the downtown retail merchant organization, the 
GBC created a master plan for the city.  This plan sought to redevelop the central core of the downtown, called 
Charles Center. Shortly after the project broke ground, the mayor announced the abandoned waterfront would 
be next. With increased business investment, funding from the GBC, and city government support, a plan for the 
Inner Harbor was completed in 1964.

Initially, the Inner Harbor was intended for office building development, local cultural attractions, multi-in-
come housing, and parks and open space; there were no plans for tourism.  Soon urban festivals and large local 
gatherings populated the waterfront.  In 1976, with the arrival of the “Tall Ships”, a bicentennial celebration that 
brought in hundreds of thousands of visitors, the Inner Harbor development was re-imagined with the intent to 
attract tourism. The economic strategy to attract tourism continues to this day.  As a result, many physical infra-
structures emerged to support the industry of leisure and tourism. These facilities attract both visitors and local 
residents. 

In light of the dramatic changes to the aesthetics and expansive development of the Inner Harbor, some 
question the justification for this concentrated investment. Critics like Marc Levine, argue that funding in the 
downtown redevelopment reduced social development efforts such as neighborhood cohesion, social pro-
grams, andimproved  schools. To counter this argument, city officials cite that the majority of the city’s budget 
for economic development has gone to projects outside of the downtown. Moreover, the downtown redevelop-
ment was just one part of the city’s overall economic development plan that approached other economic strate-
gies for creating and retaining businesses and reviving neighborhoods.

If we measure the strengths of Inner Harbor by the terms set out initially by the GBC, we would find that this 
development has been successful in increasing property values, increasing employment, and reversing the 
decline of downtown Baltimore . However, it must be noted that Baltimore is often regarded as an anomaly, 
many post-industrial cities continue to struggle against the current of suburban migration and depleting tax 
revenues. 
sources: Clark, Terry Nichols.  (2003).  Introduction: Taking Entertainment Seriously. The City as an Entertainment Machine, Volume 9 (Research in Urban Policy) (Research in Urban Policy). Albany: Jai Press, 2003. (1-18). Judd, 
Dennis R.  Building the Tourist City. The Infrastructure of Play: Building the Tourist City (Cities and Contemporary Society). Armonk, New York: M.E. Sharpe, 2002. (3-18). Judd, Dennis R. David Laslo, Claude Louishomme, Donald 
Phares. Building the Infrastructure of Urban Tourism: The Case of St. Louis. The Infrastructure of Play: Building the Tourist City (Cities and Contemporary Society). Armonk, New York: M.E. Sharpe, 2002. (77-103). Norris, Donald. If 
We Build It, They Will Come! Tourism-Based Economic Development in Baltimore. The Infrastructure of Play: Building the Tourist City (Cities and Contemporary Society). Armonk, New York: M.E. Sharpe, 2002. (125-167).

BALTIMORE: TOURISM AND LEISURE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
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FORT WASHINGTON WAY AND THE BANKS, CINCINNATI, OHIO

Fort Washington Way was built between 1958 and 1961, 
to connect the branches of interstates 75 and 71. It created 
a void in the city fabric disrupting, development attempts  
between the body of downtown and the riverfront. Residents 
were forced to take alternate routes under, over, or around 
the highway to reach the venues, and the riverfront lan-
guished, occupied by parking lots and left in disuse (1).

In 1997, the City of Cincinnati announced a new devel-
opment coalition effort to remedy the underutilized water-
front property. After much negotiation and a public planning 
processc, the City of Cincinnati Riverfront Redevelopment 
Plan emerged, framed around two crucial steps. First, the cre-
ation of infrastructural improvements which would allow for and stimulate pedestrian circulation across 

Fort Washington Way. Improvements began by 
regrading the connector below street level, al-
lowing for car and pedestrian bridges at the 
elevation of downtown’s Third Street. Chan-
Krieger-Sieniewicz provided urban design and 
architectural work for the project, designing 
both the master plan and infrastructure, in-
cluding lighting, plantings and a new inter-
modal transportation center below grade (2). 
The project was completed in the year 2000. 

The second project focused on redevel-
oping the void between the two sports 
stadims, a void now accessible to pedestrians 
due to the infrastructural improvements of the 
previous stage. The City of Cincinnati awarded 

the development,  “The Banks of Cincinnati,” to The Dawson Company in conjunction with Carter Group, 
two real estate development firms based in Atlanta, Georgia (3).  The development is based on a mixed use 
“live, work, play” plan, designed by Cole-Russell Architects in conjunction with the developer’s architects, 
Moody-Nolan and Burgess & Niple. Construction began in the early 2000’s with 2010 as the projected date for 
completion.

Currently, the site is a construction zone, with the parking garages in progress to provide a plinth for the 
streetscape above. It will be an 18 acre development with over one million square feet of office space, 1,800 
new housing units, 500 hotel rooms, and 300,000 square feet of retail space, plus stand-alone restaurants, 
infrastructure and streetscape improvements, and a new riverfront park (4). The Redevelopment Plan is 
billed generally as a public improvement effort, aimed at giving Cincinnati’s citizens a new public amenity 
by giving them access to their once-neglected 
waterfront and providing economic improve-
ment to the area in the form of new jobs, bet-
ter fiscal health, and a pleasant urban envi-
ronment (5). 
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Revitalization

The Victorian District located just south of older downtown Savannah, Georgia, 
was in many ways Savannah’s first suburb dating back to the 1800s. Following the 
pattern typical to many middle class neighborhoods across American cities, the Vic-
torian District fell to hard times due suburbanization. After many decades of decline 
and disinvestment, the Victorian District was considered a slum. In the early 1970s, 
the Federal government, then, approved the Victorian District “for urban designation 
and promised funds for demolition and development: a promise that was fortunately 
never kept” (1).

After the oil crisis of the mid-1970s, the vitality and diversity of city living was 
appealing again. It was at this time when Lee Alder, “activist in the national historic-
preservation movement and a member of the board of trustees for the National Trust 
for Historical Preservation” (2), predicted that the Victorian District would soon be an 
ideal site for preservation, and the urban poor would pay the price of rehabilita-
tion. Alder was not content in to wait until the resident poor had been displaced. His 
strong convictions and recent past success with restoration of more than 1000 resi-

image source: Alder, Leopold, et. al. 1983. Preser-
vation for People in Savannah. U.S. Department of 
Housing and Urban Development.

sources: (1) Gratz, Roberta. 1989. The Living City. New York: Simon & Schuster, p. 48; (2) Ibid. p. 49; (3) Ibid. p. 61; Alder, Leopold, et. al. 1983. Preservation for People in Savannah. U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment.

SAVANNAH LANDMARK REHABILITATION PROJECT

MULBERRY STREET IN LITTLE ITALY, NEW YORK CITY
Dating from the early nineteenth century, New York’s Little Italy is the oldest Italian enclave in America. In 

the early 1970’s, housing in Little Italy was physically dilapidated, there was a lack of amenities in the area, 
increasing traffic and pollution from industry, and a recognized but unexpressed fear of loss of Italian identity 
and pride as the Chinese population swelled and began expanding into the neighborhood. At that time, local 
residents and merchants formed the Little Italy Restoration Association (known as LIRA), a non-profit local devel-
opment corporation with the purpose “... of restoring the soul and atmosphere of Little Italy, fanning a spark 
in the  coal to keep it alive” (1).
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dential and commercial properties in downtown Savannah led to the founding of the non-profit, development 
corporation the Savannah Landmark Rehabilitation Project (SLRP) in 1974. The organization was composed of 
architects, businessmen, bankers, ministers, social workers, a judge, and most importantly neighborhood resi-
dents and community leaders.

The ultimate goal of the SLRP was to preserve the Victorian District’s racial and economic mix and social 
fabric. SLRP sought to renovate buildings for the low and moderate-income residents. It also helped residents 
fill out grant applications, gain city support, and secure finances to buy a number of the units that would have 
inevitably been swept up by gentrifiers. In addition, the SLRP instituted a program that employed and trained 
residents to undertake the physical reconstruction of the residential units. By 1983, 256 units were completely 
restored and another 200 were underway. Besides rehabilitation of existing houses, the SLRP built new small-
scale structures on vacant lots in the style compatible with the neighborhood.

The work completed by the SLRP in the Victorian District is an example of urban rebirth. Regarded to many as 
socialism, the program was a well-executed response to problems of equity and equality. It shows a clear vision 
about what urban renewal is really about including “genuine integration and the stimulation of lasting economic 
and social diversity” (3). 
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sources: (1) Rodriguez, Arantxa et al. 2001. Uneven Redevelopment: New Urban Policies and Socio- Spatial Fragmentation in Metropolitan Bilbao. European Urban and Regional Studies, p. 163; (2) Campbell, Tim. 2006. 
Smart Cities: Bilbao. Urban Land, p. 57
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image source: Ramati, Raquel. 1981. How to save your own street. Garden 
City: Dolphin Books.

sources: (1) Quote from John Fretta, the pork storeowner; (2) Neighbourhood Policy and Programmes: Past and Present. 1990. Policy Studies Organization Series. New York: Palgrave McMillan, p.70; (3) Ramati, Raquel. 1981. 
How to save your own street. Garden City: Dolphin Books; (4) Ibid. 

BILBAO REVITALIZATION: THE BILBAO EFFECT
Hit hard by post-Fordist restructuring in the 1970’s, Bilbao suffered 

staggering unemployment rates (as high as 26%) in 1985 (1). It was only 
in the 1990’s that the city of Bilbao embarked on a redevelopment plan 
that would set the golden standard for declining cities in the coming 
decades. In 1989, a public/private nonprofit partnership was formed to 
create a holistic assessment of the city and a plan for action. After an ex-
tensive series of focus groups and seminars, Metropoli-30 arrived at an 
ambitious and far-reaching conclusion: the future of Bilbao would center 
on the creative arts, information and culture, and learning institu-
tions (2).

In order to rebrand Bilbao as a cultural hub, the vestiges of industry 

After a few meetings between government and the involved citzens 
a number of branch committees were formed, (housing, pedestrianiza-
tion, health, and education). In 1974, the committees and LIRA, aided 
by the government planners, lauched a study of the area to develop 
specific recommendations for couteracting the evident economic and 
physical decline (2). A myriad of propositions were made, however, 
budget constraints limited all immediate development. The plan’s at-
tendant goal of a weekend closing to dramatize the pleasures of the 
street became the only immediate implementable part of the overall 
proposition. The overarching result was a 20% increase in restaurant 
and tourist related businesses (3).

The final plan was the product of an evolution of analysis maps 
superimposed with a map of desired improvements. The sidewalk 
space was freed for the use of cafes, and stalls were delineated to avoid 
conflict with existing street furniture or with needed entry and delivery 
areas. The location of the street furniture, rolling planters, and informa-

tion kiosk, and the plan for hanging the banners were also included. Final plans also suggested that some of 
the vacant lots along the street be converted into recreation areas. Individual buildings were selected for 
cleaning and painting; others, with blank walls were earmarked as large canvasses for artwork. The enhance-
ments were estimated around $30,000. The Rockfeller Family fund donated $25,000, and the remainder came 
from neighborhood banks, businesses, and the residents themselves (4). On July 30, 1975, not long after the 
mall opening, the government planners and the community jointly put forward a plan for the Special District 
of Little Italy. This ensured the future protection of the region’s integrity, adding to the stability of the whole 
area.

had to be removed. Bilbao’s nearly obsolete port, known as Abandoibarra, became strategic to the master plan 
and it was determined that it must be repurposed. An international competition was held in 1992, and Cesar 
Pelli was recognized as the master planner for Abandoibarra. Pelli’s plan focuses on a balance of public and 
private functions. The design seeks paradoxically to distinguish itself, while fitting into the existing urban 
fabric. While Pelli’s master plan has no doubt made the waterfront a pleasant and functional space, its success 
lies most heavily on Frank Gehry’s Guggenheim museum.

Frank Gehry was commissioned to design not just a new museum, but an icon, a new image.  Many claim 
that Gehry’s museum has single-handedly brought renaissance to Bilbao. Hence, we have the Bilbao effect 
theory. Gehry’s building is significat to Bilbao not because of its art collection, but because of its iconic role. 
The city of Bilbao has gone to great lenghts to attract star architects; thus the city can be seen as a collection 
of art, of which Gehry’s building is unequivocally the piece of resistance.
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CITY WEST IN CINCINNATI, OHIO

This case study focuses on the neighborhood of Friend-
ship, located in northeast Pittsburgh. Friendship began as a 
late nineteenth century streetcar suburb and was consid-
ered blighted by the mid-twentieth century. A slow renew-
al process which began in the 1980’s still continues today. 
The Penn Avenue corridor, the northern boundary of the 
neighborhood of Friendship, is characterized by abandoned 
commercial buildings, underutilized and poorly maintained 
buildings, and vacant lots. In addition, Friendship is per-
ceived as a neighborhood where one would not want to 
walk at night, evidence that outsiders fear crime has taken 
root in the area.

To address the issue of abandonment and underuti-
lization, the architects chose a strategy of adaptive reuse 

sources: The American Institute of Architects :: Top Ten Green Projects. Available at http://www.aiatopten.org/hpb/process.cfm?ProjectID=425; FortyEighty Architecture. Available at http://www.fortyeighty.com/projects/i_glass-
ctr/index.shtml#; Wikipedia, the Free Encyclopedia. Available at <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friendship,_Pittsburgh>; A Pittsburgh Neighborhood » Friendship. Available at <http://friendship-pgh.org/>;  Ryan, Raymund. 2003. 
View from Pittsburgh. The Architectural Review, p. 30-31; Solomon, Nancy B. 2005. The Pick of the Sustainable Crop. Architectural Record, p. 154-55.

THE PITTSBURGH GLASS CENTER

In 1992, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), developed a housing program, HOPE 
VI, which grew through the introduction of The Quality Housing and Work Responsibility Act, because it senses 
a connection between urban form and criminal activity, specifically within the scope of low-income housing 
projects. The role of HOPE VI is to distinguish and evaluate existing “distressed” neighborhoods and replace them 
with mixed-income retail and housing developments with the goal of providing improved life circumstances and 
opportunities for occupants as well as reducing the “distress” of the associated crime of these areas (1). One such 
project of these initiatives is the City West development, located within the west end of Cincinnat. Previously, the 
area constituted a total of 1,800 units of pubic housing and was ranked 5th in terms of criminal activity in Cin-
cinnati. In 1999, construction began on the site to convert the existing developments into “686 rental units, 211 

to reoccupy an abandoned building on Penn Avenue and take control of an adjacent vacant lot. The project for 
the Pittsburgh Glass Center is 85% adaptive reuse and 15% new construction. Completed on January 2002, the 
center serves the public and is the cornerstone of the Penn Avenue Arts Initiative. Within the building, the open 
plan in the hot shop allows for maximum interaction between glass artists. Artists who work at the Glass Center 
have moved into the neighborhood, increasing the density of the Friendship neighborhood, and helping improve 
the area’s sense of community. As a result of the successful completion of the Glass Center, three other local, non-
profit, community-development organizations are redeveloping the Penn Avenue corridor.

The Pittsburgh Glass Center obtained a LEED Gold rating from the USGBC for new construction. For starters, 
the roof is covered in reflective materials, thus reducing the building’s internal cooling loads and its contribution 
to urban heat island effect. The landscaping, which involves mainly indigenous species, is designed to reduce the 
need for irrigation. In addition, the trees in the parking lot shade the building’s southwest façade during the hot-
test time of the summer day. The building’s shell was altered to allow maximum daylighting and natural ventila-
tion. Not only is the addition clad in translucent glass, but it also features operable garage doors. Heat from the 
glassmaking equipment and exhaust air is recovered to heat the building during the cool months, and thermal 
mass inside the building moderates temperature swings. The materials used in the building were salvaged from 
the original structure and reused or obtained from other demolition sites in the greater Pittsburgh area. New 
construction materials were specified for recycled content and local manufacturing. Finally, the interiors of the 
building were left raw and unfinished, giving the building an industrial feel while also limiting the consumption 
of materials as an interior liner. Finally, the building was designed with future uses in mind, much of the interior 
partitioning can be reconfigured if a new need were to arise.

image source: http://www.fortyeighty.com/projects/i_glassctr/index.shtml#.
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sources: (1) Duhaney, Patrick A.2009. Coordinating Efforts to Achieve Community Safety: A Case Study of Cincinnati, Ohio’s HOPE VI Project. University of Cincinnati; (2) Demeropolis, Tom. City West Project Recreates West 
End. Business Courier of Cincinnati. Available at http://phoenix.bizjournals.com/cincinnati/stories/2008/04/28/focus5.html; (3) Jacobs, Jane. 1961. The Death and Life of Great American Cities. Random House, New York.

image source: http://cincinnati.bizjournals.com/cincinnati/
stories/2008/04/28/focus5.html

for-sale homes, 20,000 square feet of retail space, and a park on 14 acres of land” (2).  HOPE VI had intentions 
for the project to, not only provide newer, adequate, housing units, but also to stimulate a sense of social re-
sponsibility within the residents of the project, believing that this would lower crime within the area.

They attempted to use various architectural and planning features 
within the site and the buildings to do this, many of which are in support 
of the notions of Jane Jacobs (3). The new units built for the development 
are all, approximately, three stories tall and function similarly to condo-
miniums as opposed to apartment complexes. While this does lower 
the number of units available, it allows each unit to have its own front 
door, directly accessible to the public sidewalk and street. This eliminates 
shared hallways and “public” corridors, types of spaces in opposition to 
Jacob’s rule of a delineation between public and private.  The social out-
come of this action is that every resident also feels a greater sense of 
connection to the general community within the development, as op-
posed to the disconnect of a back door or alley entrance.

The street is pedestrian oriented, with streets that raise to the level of sidewalks at intersections, requir-
ing cars to move more slowly through the area, promoting safety for walkers. Also, all utilities are located along 
the alleys which run behind each row of units, thus removing clutter and objects from the areas of activity 
and allowing the sidewalks and front facade to be ruled by pedestrian activity. Although, in plan, there are sev-
eral more features which were intended to continue the spur of this initiative for street life and urban vitality, 
in execution, there are several elements which actually hinder this very vitality within the City West develop-
ment. Of the 20,000 square feet of retail space allocated within the development, very little is actually being 
occupied and used. With no businesses present within the development there are no eyes on the street. It is 
important to note, however, that the rates of recorded drug activity have decreased since City West was built.

The other main problem with this layout is the accessibility of visitors to the site. Since there is no business 
there, there is very little to attract visitors, and strangers may be deterred by the “fortress-like” layout of the 
plan, especially in the way that its streets dead-end into walls, fences, and grass. While the City West develop-
ment may not have led to an eradication of criminal activity, the area has experienced a decrease of recorded 
crime. This may certainly be caused by factors other than those associated with urban form, architecture, and 
planning, but the development does feature many components which support the theories of Jane Jacobs 
concerning urban vitality and crime reduction.

ARCHER COURTS APARTMENTS IN CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The Archer Courts Apartments were built in 1951 by the Chicago Housing Authority in the Chinatown 
district of Chicago, 3 miles south of downtown. Like other CHA projects, Archer Courts was a symbol of Chi-
cago’s failed public housing. Deteriorating and negatively impacting the community, it would have likely 
been demolished were it not for the Chicago Community Development Corporation, a for-profit organiza-
tion that specializes in saving and restoring affordable housing. CCDC hired the Chicago firm Landon Bone 
Baker Architects to completely renovate the two 7-story towers, totaling 147 units. LBBA removed the façade 
fencing and replaced it with a glazed curtain wall that overlaps the slab edges creating a unified façade. As 
a consequence the exposed hallways could then be conditioned. Each apartment was renovated as well, with 
new windows, air conditioning units, cabinets, appliances, and doors. The mechanical systems serving the en-
tire building were upgraded, and a security system was installed. Construction was complete on the 127,596 
square foot project in June 2001, at a cost of $6.5 million. In 2002, the project won a Driehaus Foundation 
Award for Architectural Excellence.
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sources: (1) www.landonbonebaker.com;  Gottfried, Keith E. Remarks of the Honorable Keith E. Gottfried. Presentation at the Multi-Housing World Conference, Sept 21, 2006. Available at <http://www.hud.gov/offices/ogc/kgot-
tfriedremarksatmultihousingworld092206.pdf>; Verona, Irina. Private Renewal for Public Housing. Praxis, no. 5, p. 67

image source: http://www.flickr.com/photos/metroblossom/2849198681/

image source: http://www.flickr.com/photos/40701092@N08/sets/72157621969683657/

LANDSCAPE PARK DUISBURG-NORD, GERMANY

The northern Ruhr Valley of Germany is the site of one of the most massive revitalization projects that has 
taken place anywhere in the world. Over 100 projects occupying nearly 600 acres have been undertaken as part 
of a massive framework plan that has a focus on not only bringing new life into the blighted area, but also on pre-
serving the character and unique beauty of the industrial infrastructure that is characteristic of the region 
(US EPA). By the 1980’s, the entire Ruhr Valley had become one of the most blighted regions in Europe. Much like 
the American Midwest, The Ruhr Valley had once been home to one of the largest collections of industrial facilities 
in the world. In order to restore the region to it’s previous state of economic prosperity, it was deemed necessary 
to develop an innovative framework that would stimulate individual projects, while still having a focus on a gen-
eral regional strategy (1).

The tower in a field typology being left behind, 
CCDC and LBBA then set to redevelop the rest of the 
site. Forty-three townhouses were planned, 5 to be 
sold to median income families, the rest at market 
rate. LBBA planned the site to include minor streets, 
pedestrian paths that tie into the existing paths 
around the two tower blocks, and garages entered 
through back alleys. To maintain affordability, the 
homes were designed using a “kit of parts” including 
precast wall panels, shop-fabricated steel bays, pre-
engineered wood trusses, and precast concrete stairs 
(1). The townhouses, totaling 80,486 square feet, were 
finished by August 2003 at a cost of $8.6 million. In 
regards to the so-called three-legged stool of sustain-
ability, Archer Courts excels.

Almost every other CHA-related project required the demolition of the existing buildings and the displace-
ment of the inhabitants in favor of the more wealthy. In contrast, Archer Courts kept the existing residents, a 
socially sustainable action, and reused the existing construction, a move both economically and environmentally 
sustainable.

One specific area of the greater framework plan 
was the Landscape Park at Duisburg-Nord. Here, 
new ideas about the possible connections between 
landscape and built form have materialized. The 
concept of wrapping a combination of park and 
programmed commercial space around decaying 
industrial ruin was relatively new. Aside from this 
park, over 3,000 housing units were constructed in 
close proximity to this space, and under the same 
framework plan (2). Landscape architect Peter Latz 
is responsible for the work at the Landscape Park in 
Duisburg Nord. The design process began in 1991, 
following the formation of the framework plan two 
years prior. Construction lasted (in different phases) 
through 1999. The park itself is centered around a 
massive iron works that ceased operation in 1985. Many places within the 600 acre area have been left to natural 
growth, while others are strictly cordoned off. This has allowed for selective site remediation; with contaminated 
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sources: (1) “City of Cincinnati-Riverfront Development Plan.” City of Cincinnati. Available at www.cincinnati-oh.gov/index.html?CFID=2746725&CFTOKEN=31980728; (2) “Chan Krieger Sieniewicz | Architecture & Urban 
Design.”  Available at http://www.chankrieger.com/; (3) “The Banks of Cincinnati/Home.”  Available at http://www.carterdawson.com/; (4) “The Dawson Company-Delivering Vision.” Available at <http://www.thedawsoncom-
pany.com/>; (5) Fort Washington Way 2000: Connection to the Future. Dir. Parsons Brinckerhoff. Perf. Roxanne Qualls, Alex Krieger, John Shirey. VHS. Parsons Brinckerhoff 4D Imaging, 1999.

sources: (1) EPA: Emscher Park Case Study | Brownfields and Land Revitalization. Available at  http://www.epa.gov/brownfields/partners/emscher.html; (2) Ibid.; (3) Kirkwood, Niall. 2001. Manufactured Sites: Re-thinking the 
Post-industrial Landscape. 1st ed. Spon Press, p. 150-158; (4) Ibid. p. 62-65.

sites cordoined-off to prohibit access and treat the contaminated runoff.

Various functional elements are linked together across the landscape; the high ground and former rail yard 
now consists of promenades and pathways, while the old canals have become a water park of sorts. What were 
once cooling ponds have now become miniature wetlands, and old coal deposits are now a maze of “secret 
gardens.” The catwalks that connect the abandoned industrial buildings are open to pedestrians, offering stun-
ning views of the park in its entirety (3).

Some of the key successes of the design lie in the fact that a nearby dense population not only provided 
a user group for the park and facilities, but also supported the idea of the renovation (4). Through fees, dona-
tions, and volunteer efforts the park itself can operate successfully, while the benefits to the surrounding 
community is even greater. The hundreds of thousands of annual visitors have also contributed to new growth 
in surrounding business areas. In conclusion, the overall framework plan instituted in the Ruhr Valley has cre-
ated semiurban spaces that have performed successfully over the past twenty years. The combination of some 
surviving industry, new housing, renovated housing, and business districts were critical to the success of the 
park areas that have become iconic tourist attractions. The interaction of these community elements is what 
has allowed the overall framework plan to perform successfully.
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FRAMEWORK
PLAN,
URBAN DESIGN, 
PROGRAMMING, 
AND 
IMPLEMENTATION 
STRATEGIES



Under  this  assignment each interdisciplinary team developed a framework plan 
for one of  the designated neighborhoods along I-71 and I-75. The framework de-
scribes a vision and proposals for future development, including physical and 
urban form, the distribution of  activities and land uses, and movement within 
. This was accomplished given the students personal knowledge of  the study 
area, combined with the research conducted during the quarter, and the input 
received from stakeholders and professionals. The students were asked to con-
sider exisitng plans and studies for the area, including the Revive I-75 Plan and 
the Uptown Transportation Study. The latter suggests different alternatives for a 
new I-71 interchange at Martin Luther King Drive. Each team working on plans for 
Avondale or Walnut Hills illustrated one of  the interchange alternatives.

The goals proposed by each plan address four areas:  Economic Development, 
Neighborhood Revitalization, Environmental Improvement,  and Transportation 
and Other Infrastructure. Considering physical, economical, functional and so-
cial aspects, the plans guide the creation of  socially, environmentally, and eco-
nomically sustainable communities. Individual work produced by planning and 
architecture students of  each group further detailed sub-areas or systems of  the 
framework plan. The detailed proposals include urban design, programming, and 
implementation strategies. 



AVONDALE

Avondale Connect Plan
(by Kevin Blocksidge, Kellie Cash, Armon Porter, Brian Sedziol, Andrew Juengling, Ashley Combs, and 

Andrew Neutzling)

The focus of  this framework plan was to create a community that balances and 
integrates the needs of  residents with those of  regional interests. This was ac-
complished through increasing the amount of  amenities that serve the residents 
within the neighborhood rather than relying on amenities from outside of  Avon-
dale. Also, this plan focused on improving existing conditions rather than creat-
ing new developments through demolition and new construction, whether this is 
through residential improvement programs or improving access to major institu-
tions and commercial districts. Detailed proposals include ideas for the redevel-
opment of  Reading Road, public spaces, recreation and streetscape improve-
ments, and housing revitalization.
Roots and Bloom: Making Avondale Sustainable
(by Lucia Tang, Brianne Millard, Sean Stuessel, Samantha Swaine, Karolein Andries, and Alexandria 

Hancock)

This group’s plan redefined Avondale’s image through aesthetic improvements 
and strategic streetscaping to encourage community interaction. The Avondale 
and Uptown areas are more accessible through the creation of  an interchange 
at Martin Luther King Drive. With the intention of  separating commuter and lo-
cal traffic, Reading Road north of  Blair became more pedestrian oriented. The 
plan supported economic sustainability through a neighborhood oriented com-
mercial base. The group also proposed a food and urban agricultural network 
that serves and identifies the neighborhood. Detailed proposals include ideas 
for streetscape and gateway improvement, a new roundabout intersection, the 
creation of  an urban food district, and the redevelopment of  the commercial cen-
ter.
Reinventing Avondale
(by Ciara Seymour, Joshua Gilbert, Jenna Catanzaro, Justin Eichert, Lane Raney, Alynne Neuberger, 

and Christopher Will)

This group’s intention was to develop a resilient neighborhood structure that 
better serves the needs of  the community residents and employees from local 
businesses who patronize the neighborhood service industries. This was done 
through strengthening housing and community services, commercial districts, 
and transportation accessibility and connectivity, while considering sustainable 
alternatives. In order to achieve the goals of  increasing community investment, 
creating a more resilient residential fabric, and developing a sustainable eco-
nomic base; the plan proposed the implementation of  a transit-oriented develop-
ment, the creation of  a neighborhood business district, and the development of  
a suburban office base in an urban infrastructure near the new MLK interchange. 



Detailed proposals include ideas for the design of  the transit-oriented district, 
urban gradens, improvements on Forest Road, and the redevelopment of  the 
neighborhood business district.
Avondale Community Framework Plan
(by Travis Haehnle, John Virotsko, Alissa Weaver, Michael Mann, Elizabeth Nocheck, and Brad Kearns)

This group envisioned Avondale as an economically and environmentally sustain-
able community that promotes homeownership and neighborhood investment for 
the benefit of  both its existing and potential residents. The proposals expanded 
upon new development opportunities for Avondale’s Reading Road business dis-
trict and the redevelopment of  its Town Center to better serve the existing com-
munity, adding job training as well as culinary, health, banking, and hardware 
facilities.  In addition, the group proposed new transportation networks to help 
cope with the I-71 expansion and existing inequities. Detailed proposals include 
ideas for a gateway at the intersection of  MLK and Reading Road, for the redevel-
opment of  the Towne Center, streetscape and transportation improvements, and 
implementation of  urban agriculture.

WALNUT HILLS

Walnut Hills Framework Plan
(by Mason Malcolm, Andrew Heben, Kate Tans, Joseph Wright, Michael Vernon, and Alec Bleggi)

This team envisioned a revitalized neighborhood business district along E. Mc-
Millan St. centered on a transit hub at Peebles corner. They proposed a new neigh-
borhood market to act as a communal gathering space that connects the cultural 
and business districts, and provides grounds for the exchange of  food, art, and 
others local goods. In response to greater highway access, they recommended 
a new commercial district in place of  current low-income housing, and accom-
modation of  these residents with infill development of  vacancies in Walnut Hills. 
Detailed proposals include ideas for the evolution of  I-71 and the design of  the 
neighborhood market and cultural center.
Reknitting Community
(by Chris Bender, Gabriel Siedel, Niraj Kapadia, Kevin Mertens, and Tim DeMessemaeker)

This framework plan focused on linking Walnut Hills to other communities using 
distinct urban design principles and methods. The plan proposed to link Eden 
Park with Walnut Hills Cemetery, the two major green spaces on the North-South 
axis of  this neighborhood using a saw-tooth pattern of  small pocket parks. Also, 
the establishment of  an Arts district on Gilbert south of  McMillan makes a con-
nection to downtown. Finally, the Tech Village draws people into the neighbor-
hood by linking Walnut Hills with uptown and the UC Campus. Detailed propos-
als include ideas for retail development at Gilbert and McMillan and sustainable 
layering along I-71.
Reinvigorating Walnut Hills



(by Geoffrey Conklin, Dustin Clark, Laura Krpata, Adam Kirwen, Hein Lai, and Andres Sanchez)

This team envisioned to revitalize the physical, cultural, and social aspects of  
Walnut Hills by playing off  of  the neighborhood’s assets to develop business 
nodes, cultural districts, and residential quadrants. In that way, this work pro-
posed improvements on transportation, green space, and neighborhood identity, 
among others. Detailed proposals include ideas for the development of  green 
infrastructure, the creation of  and African American art campus, and economic 
development.

NORTHSIDE AND SOUTH CUMMINSVILLE

A Plan for Northside and South Cumminsville
(by Jessica Soffer, Dominic Trucco, Rachel Miller, Emma Scarmack, Matthew Armstrong, Donny 

Zellefrow, and Victoria Fromme)

To create a stronger gateway into Northside and South Cumminsville, this frame-
work proposed a roundabout that improves the accessibility into the neighbor-
hoods. A transit hub is proposed to be situated on Spring Grove Avenue, creat-
ing a central transit hub for the Greater Cincinnati Area. A bicycle network  will 
connect Northside and South Cumminsville to the surrounding communities. Fur-
thermore, a grocery store and other transit oriented development will provide 
necessary services and attract new visitors and residents. Detailed proposals 
include ideas for gateway and accessibility improvements, public transportation, 
developments on Beekman Street, and the redevelopment of  the eastern gate-
way.
Reconnecting Northside and South Cumminsville
(by Joshua Entler, John Peet, Czaee Malpani, Charles Rowe, Mark McEwan, and Erin Duffee)

This framework initiative is a concerted effort to effectively establish the neigh-
borhoods of  Northside and South Cumminsville as livable, vibrant, and resilient 
urban areas. They explored three key strategies: the reuse of  an abandoned rail 
right-of-way (Vandalia); introduction of  agro-based ecological industrial parks; 
and a sensitive incorporation of  the Mill Creek Restoration project. To balance 
the delicate interplay of  land usage, economic viability, transportation, move-
ment, infrastructure, open spaces, social interaction, community identity, and 
sustainable measures, the urban framework plan asserted an urban area with a 
low environmental footprint and stable, long-term implications for economic sta-
bility and social engagement. Detailed proposals include ideas for connectivity 
improvement and site redevelopment integrating urban and green.

CAMP WASHINGTON

Camp Washington Revitalization Plan
(by Chandler McCoy Simandle, Nathan Ziegler, Zach Fein, Jay Boltz, Nathan Wessel, James Junker, and 



Nicholas Workman)

This plan aimed to promote revitalization of  the neighborhood by retaining and 
enhancing the industrial character and promoting the redevelopment of  the Hop-
ple Street and Colerain Avenue business districts. The plan included the instal-
lation of  signage and gateways as well as an enhancement of  the streetscape 
within the business district. Along the Spring Grove Avenue business corridor, 
the plan proposed to redevelop abandoned manufacturing lots into light industry, 
particularly at the site of  the Kahn’s plant. Additionally, with the Western Hills 
Viaduct facing a possible replacement, it is recommended to convert the existing 
viaduct into an elevated park. Detailed proposals include ideas for the design of  
the viaduct park, infill housing, signage, gateway, and streetscape improvement, 
and the redevelopment of  the Kahn’s Factory site.
Camp Washington Central Business District Plan 
(by Jennifer Norman, Chris Cavallaro, Kelly Hogg, Brian Bodle, Emily Hasley, William Porteus, and 

Lauren Bevilaqua)

This plan’s focus was to rejuvenate Camp Washington’s central business district 
and transform Spring Grove Avenue into an inviting boulevard, while compliment-
ing the neighborhood’s thriving industrial feel. To accomplish this, the plan relied 
on extensive research, analysis and communication with members of  the neigh-
borhood. Detailed proposals include ideas for transforming the Monmouth Av-
enue into a gateway, extending the current business district, and light rail align-
ment options.

SPRING GROVE VILLAGE

A Plan for Spring Grove Village
(by Daniel Elkin, Joel Gross, Carolien Bigner, Quinn Kummer, Shawn Kuhn, Kelly Flynn, and Ryan 

Williams)

This  framework plan for Spring Grove Village considered different districts, gate-
ways and paths. There are three distinct districts within Spring Grove Village: the 
commercial district that lays along the Mill Creek, the industrial belt which divides 
the residential from the last one, and the neighborhood district of  Spring Grove 
Village. The proposals consisted of: a) the redesign of  the commercial develop-
ment to cater to transit, b) a green industrial belt that compliments the existing 
industry, and c) a small scale business district designed to serve Spring Grove 
Village. Also the primary gateway has been reformatted to coexist with the new 
green industry and the transit oriented development, while giving Spring Grove 
Village a unique character. Detailed proposals include ideas for a gateway at the 
intersection of  Martin Luther King and Reading Road, for the redevelopment of  
the neighborhood business district, the creation of  a business incubator and 
shipping center, the implementation of  green gateways, and the development of  
a transit-oriented district.



Kevin Blocksidge

Kellie Cash

Ashley Combs

Andy Juengling

Andrew Neutzling

Armon Porter

Brian Sedziol

Avondale Connect Plan

Goals:
TRANSPORTATION/MOBILITY/CONNECTIVITY

Improve
wayfinding for

institutions and
bus routes

Create
multimodal

transit options
and complete

streets

Improve
connectivity of
Reading, MLK,

Forest, and
Rockdale

Increase ease of
access between
I-71 and major

institutions

Improve parking
conditions and
underutilized 

lots

STRUCTURES AND SERVICES

Increase amount
of amenities that
serve residents

within the
neighborhood

Utilize vacant
buildings and
structures that

are vacant rather
than build new

Enhance 
business

districts within
close proximity 
to institutions

NEIGHBORHOOD AND RESIDENTS

Improve physical
relationship

between
neighborhood &

major institutions

Improve
conditions of 
the existing 

housing
stock

Protect choices
and conditions 
for residents of 

all income levels

Implement devices
to improve

pedestrian traffic 
and calm vehicular

traffic

Increase physical
conditions of

residential homes
through code
enforcement

awareness

Establish
public tool library to
provide low-income
residents equipment
needed to improve
physical conditions

of their homes

Implement new
public facilities (park,
community center, &
recreation center) for

residents

Create a zoning
ordinance/district to

allow for infill
development on

inside of large city
blocks with alleys

Increase
home-ownership

through a live/work
tax incentive district

Implement light rail
station off of the
I-71 Interchange
at Martin Luther

King Drive

Extend street car
connection from the

zoo to the
Burnet Avenue

Revitalization Plan to
Rockdale Avenue to

Xavier University

Create an express bus
line and regular bus

line to connect
Martin Luther King
light rail station to
the University of

Cincinnati

Install waynding
signs from I-71

interchange to transit
stops, institutions,

commercial districts,
hospitals, and

parking

Construct retail,
restaurants, and

services for
interstate

commuters and
residents

Implement a
pedestrian only

entrance to zoo on
Dury Avenue

Transform Reading
Road into a

boulevard with a
small landscaped
parkway median

Consolidate
underutilized lots

with existing
parking garages

Move access points
for garages from

Harvey Avenue to
Burnet Avenue

Eliminate street
parking along
Burnet Avenue

Redesign facade of
Children’s Hospital

facing Erkenbrecher
Avenue to allow for
visual transparency

Actions:

Create a community that balances and integrates the 
needs of residents with those of regional interests.Vision:
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Extend Rockdale
Avenue and Forest
Avenue to Reading

Road to increase
accessibility

Retain and
introduce

businesses closer to
Reading Road

for visibility and
pedestrian access

Expand Lexington
Super Market to
increase parking

and product
diversity/produce

Install sound and
visibility buffer
walls between

interchange and
existing structures

Continue retail
corridor of shops

and restaurants of
Burnet Avenue

Revitalization Plan
west of Burnet

Avenue to the zoo

Framework Plan

Parks and Recreation

Commercial/Retail

Major Institution

     Neighborhood Attraction

                 Outside Attraction
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BU
RN

ET READIN
G

FOREST

Designed for use 
by all community 
members to create 
a center for activity 
and gathering & to 
host community 
events.

Provide:
- Secure Area
- Attractive Public Space
- Active Environment
- Focal Point of Community
- Furnishings
- Playground and Equipment
- Drinking Fountains
- Public Artwork
- Various types of Landscape

N

Ashley Combs

Public Spaces, Recreation, 

& Streetscape

Avondale in conjunction with the public, private and voluntary sectors will seek to provide public 
open spaces that contribute to a high quality of life throughout the City.
Aim 1: 

Aim 2:

Aim 3: 

Aim 4: 

Neighborhood Vision:
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Colonial Village Park

Cincinnati Zoo & Botanical Gardens

Hauck Botanic Gardens

Fleischmann Gardens

Rockdale Community Park

Victory Park

Woodward Park

Proposed Family Park

Potential Gateway/Community Center

Potential Recreation Center

Existing Parks & Recreation Uses

Proposed Sites

Study Area Reading Road - Street Improvements
Streetscaping can send a signal that redevelopment is 

underway and makes the pedestrian experience greater 
when walking from one area to the next. Attractive and 

coordinate trees, landscaping, streetlamps, benches, 
trash cans and signage can be used to promote a 

neighborhood business district and create connections 
between different areas. A good streetscape can also 

reduce crime and the perception of crime.

Encourage healthy lifestyles by creating and promoting opportunities for recreation, relaxation 
and fun for people of all ages and abilities.
Enhance the quality of the urban environment by providing a network of diverse, attractive and 
inspiring green spaces which add color and life to the Avondale Neighborhood.
Provide safe, and as appropriate, accessible public open spaces which meet the needs of local 
communities, both now and in the future.
Transforming Avondale into an active place for all ages will help bring back pride between neigh-
bors and create unity. This will also bring new people and business back to the neighborhood.



Welcome to 

AVONDALE

identity and a 
recognizable character 
with rich content 
including diverse 
architectural detail

contributing to and 
creating landmarks 
and buildings of civic 
importance

potential creation 
of a community 
recreation center that 
will be accessible for 
all ages

promote a safe and 
livable environment 
with a sense of 
community spirit and 
belonging

clearly visible arrival 
points to act as 
gateways to centers 
and specific areas 
with an identifiable 
character

urban spaces that 
enhance the public 
domain and has a 
variety of activities

paths linking the 
place with its 
surroundings that 
encourage outdoor 
activity and street life

Community Art Unique

Connection Neighborhood Unity Identity

Enhance Gateways

Develop & maintain current parks in Avondale 
neighborhood and to find a central location for the 
community center that is convenient to all commu-
nity members. Potential creation of a community 
recreational center that will be accessible for Senior 
Citizens in the community. Enhancements such as 
thematic tree planting; urban spaces that enhance 
the public domain, such as plazas and squares and 
publicly accessible pedestrian forecourts to build-
ings will encourage pedestian interaction. This will 
allow places for recreation and interaction and sense 
of community.

Strategies:
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four key qualities: they are accessible; people are en-
gaged in activities there; the space is comfortable and 
has a good image; and finally, it is a sociable place: 
one where people meet each other and take people 
when they come to visit.

What  Makes a Great Place?

environment
crime statistics 

sanitation rating 
existing conditions

local business 
land-use patterns 

community 
housing

social networks 
evening use 
steet life 
usage

connection
transit usage
pedestrian activity
usage patterns

PLACE

active

       sustainable

                   indigenous

                               thriving

                                       vital

                                          fun

                               safe

                          clean

                 historic

    attractive

              “green”

                                        diverse

                           neighborly

                  pride

         friendly

   inviting

heritage

proximity

     location

           walkable

                       accessible

                                convenient

So
cia

bility              Uses & Activities     Com
fort & Image    Access & Lin

ka
ge

s 

Measurements               Intangibles                Long Term               Goal
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Andrew Neutzling

Revitalizing and 

Invigorating Housing

The Columbus Tool Lending Library 
lends tools to Columbus citizens like a 
traditional library lends books.

The library holds an inventory of more 
than 4,500 tools.

Tool libraries connect residents with 
the resources they need to make basic 
repairs and improvements to their 
homes.

The resource has been invaluable 
to many Central Ohio non-profit 
organizations.

The Columbus tool library was founded 
with a Community Development Block 
Grant in 1976.

source: Jonathan Duffy, Rebuilding 
Together Central OH
Images: Francis & Robert Neutzling

Columbus Tool Library

Avondale Tool Library

=

or

1 Hammer ‘fat max xtreme’
$24.99
Ace Hardware Clifton

10 Nature’s Pride Bread
$2.50/loaf
Corryville Kroger

loafs

36 Bananas
$0.69/lb.
Lexington Market

lbs.

Daily Need?

Daily Need?

Daily Need?

x

Factors of Decision Making
A limited income can make home repair a low priority

Adaptive reuse should be 
considered in site location.

Garage space in the historic fire 
station on Rockdale Ave could 
provide ample storage space for 
tools. The structure has a prominent 
location and easily identifiable 
architecture.

Future streetcar connection along 
Rockdale Ave will increase access to 
the library for people that depend 
on Metro for transportation.

Initial funding might be 
obtained from a Community 
Development Block Grant. A 
long term partnership with the 
Cincinnati Public Library should be 
established. 
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In partnership with Saint Paul the city of 
Minneapolis offers mortgage loans and 
two types of home improvement loans.

City sells tax-exempt bonds to lenders 
which then can provide low interest loans 
to home buyers. 

Interest-free loans of up to $20,000 for 
code abatements to homeowners of up 
to 50% of the area median income.

1% interest home repair loans for hom-
eowners up to 80% of area income. 

Minneapolis 
City Living Program

source: Minneapolis CityLiving Program
Image: jjlava Flickr stream

     
 Support New Retail

1      
Empower Residents

2      
 Support New Transit

3
         Triple decker houses like this
    one from Boston provide 
  3x the density in the 
 same space as a single 
 family home without 
  compromising  Avon-
dale’s residential  
character.

        Increase awareness of city 
   services and how to access 
 them. Promote 
tool library 
and connect 
 elderly and 
  needy with 
     volunteer 
          repair 
                 services.

Though some of Cincinnati’s largest employers are 
located in or adjacent to Avondale few of their em-
ployees choose to live in the community.

A homeownership incentive program modeled after 
the Twin Cities example should be implemented. Re-
gional cooperation is recommended.

Reducing the need for commuter employee parking 
could save major institutions money. Smaller com-
mute times have been linked with higher employee 
productivity.

Programs should be focused in the target areas high-
lighted in the map on the left. Special considerations 
are also listed.

     
 Desired Outcome   

      

Live/Work Incentive Districts

Garage Construction:
$15,000/space
Yearly Maintenance:
$500/space

High Costs

source: Victoria 
Transportation Institute

Avondale Target Areas

proposed streetcar line

bus routes

parks

proposed tool library

proposed light rail station

Housing Rehabilitation
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commercial

mixed use

multifamily

two family

single family

existing

Kevin Blocksidge

Reading

(Re)Development

To repair this situation, the Center must be completely demolished. This will allow Forest to connect to 
Reading, uniting it with the new Burnet Avenue development. As well, Rockdale will run continuous 
from Victory Parkway to the Zoo. Currently dead-ends, Bogart Avenue and Lee Place can reconnect 
with Bogart continuing all the way to Rockdale. This creates smaller, more walkable blocks, more in 
character with the neighborhood. Instead of large parking lots in front, parking can be placed behind, 
with entrances and exits on Rockdale and Forest, to reduce traffic disruptions on Reading.

Existing Forest 
Connection

Commercial...     62,168 sf
Mixed Use...         33,549
Multifamily...       23,237
Two Family...       12,620
Single Family...   11,625
Grocery...                8,072
Parking...            115,114

Relocate Existing Businesses 
While Adding New
While underutilized, the Town Center has 
several businesses currently. The new 
development to replace it will keep as 
many of these businesses as possible, 
which will now benefit from locations close 
to the street, not hidden away.

Current 
Businesses
Dragon City
Jackson Hewitt
Dollar Value Plus
Citi Trends
Burger King
Ohio Check Cashers

Potential 
Additions
Laundromat
Bank
Cafe
Restaurant
Bar

Avondale Town Center

bing.com

Precedent

Mashpee Commons 
Cape Cod, MA
This strip mall was redeveloped into an 
urban zone, building streets and blocks to 
replace the previous parking lots. 
Ellen Dunham-Jones, Retrofitting Suburbia

BEFORE

AFTER

existing streets
new streets and connections

Strengthened Neighborhood & Integrated Commercial Development

The current Avondale Town Center disrupts the street grid while simultane-
ously hiding from it. That is, Rockdale Avenue is cut short, Forest Avenue is 
wrapped around to avoid the Center, and the Center itself is pulled far back 
from the road. Cars drving by on Reading have no hope of knowing what 
businesses are within the Center, and pass it without a second thought.

The new development should balance the needs of the neighborhood with 
those of commuters, including those using the new I-71 Interchange at Martin 
Luther King Drive. As well, connecting the Burnet Avenue development with 
the  commuter oriented businesses along MLK can increase sales at all three.

New housing units above businesses along Reading, Forest, and Rockdale will 
attract younger professionals, including employees of University Hospitals. 
The variety in size and typology of housing units encourages mixed income 
populations. 
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Focal Point
An iconic clock tower is visible when approaching from Forest or 
Reading. A restaurant or cafe would be appropriate along Forest, 
taking advantage of the southern exposure for an outdoor seating 
area. 

Corner Link
The largest commercial block faces both Forest and Reading, linking 
the B.A.R.T development at Burnet and Forest with the new Town 
Center.

Mixed Use
Retail and commercial spaces on the ground level, with housing 
above, helps keep the development active all day long. A cafe would 
be appropriate at the corner of Reading and Rockdale, looking out 
to the park south of Rockdale.

Grocery Expansion
The expansion integrates directly with the existing Lexington 
Market, adding more window display space along Reading.

Use Gradient
Going west, the density of use decreases, making a transition into 
the existing conditions of Forest and Rockdale. Mixed use becomes 
multi-family which then becomes two-family towards Bogart.

Single Family Homes
Five new homes along the extended Bogart tie into the existing 
fabric to the north and west. 

Photo Illustration of Denver street corner
A typical single-use commercial area is redeveloped as a 

more dense, mixed-use neighborhood.
Joel Hirschhorn and Paul Souza, “New Community Design to the Rescue.”

National Governors Association

Analog

MODAA Mixed-
Use Development, 

Culver City, 
California

chi-athenaeum.org/
archawards/2007/

Guerro Street 
Mixed-Use 

Development, San 
Francisco, California

flickr.com/photos/
jim_malone

Aesthetic 
Analog

Expand to become Neighborhood 
Grocery
The neighborhood does not need a bulk 
purchase store, visited once a month. Rather, 
a grocery designed to cater to every-other-
day purchases, by residents within walking 
distance, is more approporiate. By increasing 
street frontage and pushing the parking to 
the rear, a revitalized Lexington Super Market 
will appeal 
to  both the  
c o m m u n i t y 
and passing 
commuters. 

No Grocery Within 
Walking Distance
Avondale has several corner markets, 
but none that consistently sell fresh 
produce and other basic items.

Lexington Super Market

Single Family Home

1 2500 sf Unit X 5 = 5 Units

Two-Family Unit

2 2520 sf Units X 5 = 10 Units
 

Mixed Use

2 2250 sf Units X 4 = 8 Units

Multifamily

4 2800 sf Units X 3 = 12 Units
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Samantha Swaine

Karolien Andries

Alexandria Hancock

Brianne Millard

Sean Stuessel

Lucia Tang

Roots and Blooms: Making 

Avondale Sustainable

To involve the community in enhancing 
economic sustainability, social equity, 
neighborhood vitality and identity, and 
environmental health and education through 
accessable multi-modal transportation, urban 
food and agricultural design initiatives, and 
commercial revitalization.

Vision

S-3 proposal of OKI:
Access roads connecting Taft/•	
McMillan
Relieving traffic off Reading•	
Providing a good connection for •	
major traffic flows in Avondale
Separation of commuter + local traffic•	
Pedestrian-friendly neighborhood•	

Roundabout at MLK:
Higher capacity•	
Connects 3 flows ( I-71 + MLK + access •	
roads)
Reduced speed•	
2 Lanes – stoplights on roundabout•	
Option for future streetcar•	

Truck Delivery Routes

Directions of Delivery Focus

Food Delivery Availability

Proposed Gateways

Proposed Food Stations

Proposed Urban Gardens

Potential Garden Locations

Roundabout Phase 1

Roundabout Phase 2

I-71 Freeway

Traffic Volume

Direction of Congestion Release

KEY
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“Detroit Truck Brings Fruits 
and Vegetable to the Hood”

The Peaches & Greens truck in 
Detroit, Michigan runs five days 
a week at locations where under-
served groups are concentrated. 
The truck offers produce grown 
at the community gardens and is 
run by volunteers of the Central 
Detroit Christian Community De-
velopment Corporation.

Park Slope Food 
Co-op in BrooklynDespite growing food prices in the heart of an urban dis-

trict of New York, the members of Park Slope Food Co-op 
average a 20-40% grocery savings. It is a viable competi-
tive low-price grocery in the community. In addition to 
providing conventionally grown produce and commer-
cial products, they also offer a large range of organic and 
socially conscious food. Members have a voice in pro-
cesses and planning for the organization’s future.

source: http://foodcoop.com/go.php?id=32

“Co-operatives are based 
on the values of self-
help, self responsibility, 
democracy, equality and 
solidarity. In the tradition 
of their founders, co-op-
erative members believe 
in the ethical values of 
honesty, openess, social 
responsibility and caring 
for others.” 

People’s Food Co-op in La 
Crosse, Wisconsin

source: http://www.pfc.coop/

“Farms Take Root in Detroit’s Foreclosures”
Detroit has been experiencing a significant amount of fore-
closures leaving about 7,000 vacant properties. A non-prof-
it group called Urban Farming is turning 20 properties into 
gardens to produce food for the needy. It is a joint effort 
with the county who is donating the land to the non-profit 
who is voluntarily tending to the gardens, while the city 
donates water to keep the gardens growing. The project’s 
costs are minimal compared to the great benefits it brings 
to the neighborhood.

source: http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=91354912

source: http://newsone.com/nation/good-news-nation/
detroit-truck-brings-fruits-and-vegetables-to-the-hood/

The urban food district is an area that hosts 
gardening, preparation, and consumption 
of food in Avondale. The district is designed 
to harmonize with the existing structures, 
while putting under-utilized space to work 
feeding Avondale and the surrounding 
communities. Produce from the network of 
gardens will be sold at the Avondale Co-op 
and distributed by grocery trucks through-
out the neighborhood.

Our urban food district 
provides improvements in 
two clusters of activity. The 
first cluster is located along 
Burnet Avenue, from the 
edge of the hospital devel-
opment to Forest Avenue. 
Since this is a major cluster 
of business in the commu-
nity, it is important that it is 
a space where people want 
to be. The second cluster of 
proposed improvements is 
on the northern portion of 
Reading road.

We are encouraging nearby residents, church members, and students to have a part in creating these gar-
dens, as they will be a part of the community landscape. By working with some of the existing organizations 
in Avondale, ARBO wants to employ local residents to tend to the gardens. Cooperation with the City of 
Cincinnati could allow for the use foreclosed properties for garden and community space as well.

Avondale Roots & Blooms Organization (ARBO)

Urban Food District
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Symbolic and physical gateways let people know they are entering the neighborhood. 
These markers create a sense of place and also distinguish the character and importance of 
a specific area. Each will also be a means of serving as a starting point and direct people to 

certain areas of focus. Five gateways (represented by red symbols) will be located along the 
boundary of the neighborhood as a means of welcoming people into the community.

Gateways, Streetscape, & Delivery Zones

The imbalance of streetscaping in Avondale is visible when 
comparing residential, commercial, and institutional routes. In 
order to enhance the aesthetic appeal for both pedestrian and 

vehicular observers, we are recommending streetscape improve-
ments in two clusters of activity. Improving the streetscape will 

allow and encourage people to move through this area. We look 
to transition this section as more pedestrian oriented.

Vacancies & Underutilized Spaces

Strives for a safe and pleasing neighborhood community that 
aspires to greater economic, social, and environmental quality of life

Promote a responsible and sustainable contract with 
the environment within the city and its larger context

Supports a vibrant community of socially 
and economically diverse demographics

Our Vision for Avondale: A Place that...
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Framework Plan
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Fund and build a public food cooperation

Create a food coop network with delivery trucks and community nodes

Create a series of iconic gateways

Strategic streetscape renovation and design improvements 
along major corridors for neighborhood aesthetic improvement

Implement S-3 proposal of OKI: Utilize access roads from Taft/McMillan thru MLK for freeway access

Reduce traffic speed and volume on Reading Road

Mediate traffic flow for increased capacity on MLK Drive

Plan for and mediate traffic congestion on MLK Drive during peak commuter times

Create a stimulating impetuous for the community to rally behind

Create a hub and community center for social interaction and education

Highlight an environmental and socially stimulating and socially activating community project

Increase awareness and support for existing local social and economic programs and organizations

Create spaces and gateways that portray the city in new life

Strive for a positive image for the city and attractive association between 
the physical assets of the city, its residents, and community stakeholders

Stimulate development and housing investment in the neighborhood

Improve safety and support greater community use of parks and public unbuilt space

Reclaim vacant space for the city and resident use

Retrofit dilapidated streetscape, storefronts, and vacant housing

Putforth environmentally sustainable initiatives

Provide multi-use and flexible services and spaces that support 
social interaction, connectedness, and foster local economy

Reduce distruptive and intrusive effects of regional/commuter traffic

Provide greater accessibility to services and amenities within the city

Implement principles of social equity and social welfare for future development within the city

Create a self-sustaining, self-sufficient economy

Enhance avenues for greater inter/intra community communication and awareness

Improve local scale economy and neighborhood business community

Stimulate economic activity
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PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

Alexandria HancockUrban Food District

The urban food district is an area that hosts the gar-
dening, preparation, and consumption of food in 
Avondale. The district is designed to harmonize with 
the existing structures, while putting under-utilized 
space to work feeding Avondale and the surrounding 
communities. Produce from the network of gardens 
will be sold at the Avondale Co-op and distributed 
by grocery trucks throughout the neighborhood.

This vacant property in Wehrman Avenue could be producing 
fruits and vegetables to be distributed throughout Avondale 
and the surrounding areas with the help of the Avondale Roots & 
Blooms Organization. Raised bed gardens, like those used in Brit-
ish Columbia urban gardens, make management more feasible. 

The ARBO is acquiring this previously city-owned property for 
a community garden and recreation space. Continuous use of 
foreclosed properties as community garden space is essential to 

realizing the potential of every square foot of land.

Includes raised-bed gardening and container gardening, which 
allows for more compact garden layouts. Phase one is occur-
ing primarily at 736, 740, and 750 Ridgeway Avenue, in addi-
tion to any acquired and foreclosed properties. Park benches 
and picinic tables will also be on the site to allow the space to 
function as a social area as well. Installation of grills encourages 
residents to use the space for gathering socially and casually.

Begins with the acquisition of larger properties, particu-
larly those near Reading Road & Blair (currently owned by 
the city) and near Whittier and Wehrman (currently owned 
by the Corinthian Baptisit Church). These larger areas will al-
low for a greater variety of produce, function, and layout. 
A shelter for casual or formal functions should be erected 
along with more diverse gardening.

Begins construction of a greenhouse for year-round gar-
dening, and renovations of nearby abandoned structures for 
kitchen and preparation space. These spaces would largely 
serve as an educational component that would attract indi-
viduals and groups from within and outside Avondale. 

AVONDALE ROOTS & BLOOMS ORGANIZATION
To spearhead these efforts as well as the Avondale Co-
op, we have proposed to created th Avondale Roots and 
Blooms Organization (ARBO). We are encouraging nearby 
residents, church members, and students to have a part 
in creating these gardens, as they will be a part of the com-
munity landscape. By working with some of the existing or-
ganizations in Avondale, ARBO wants to employ local resi-
dents to tend to the gardens. Cooperation with the City of 
Cincinnati could allow for the use of foreclosed properties 
for garden and community space as well. 

Main Sites for Urban Food District
Vacant and Under-Utilized Spaces
Foreclosed and Forfeited Properties
Multi-Family Residential Buildings
Wooded Unusable Spaces

Blair Ave

Ridgeway Ave

736

Read
ing Rd

Whittier St

W
eh

rm
an

 Av
e

Because of the mortgage cri-
sis, Detroit has been left with 
about 7,000 vacant proper-
ties. A non-profit group called 
Urban Farming is turning 20 
properties into gardens for 
produce food for the needy. It 
is a joint effort from the county 
who is donating the land to the 
non-profit who is voluntarily 
tending to the gardens, while 
the city donates water to keep 
the gardens growing.
Project costs are minimal to 
benefit the community greatly.

Foreclosed Properties Become Community Gardens
Case Study: “Farms Take Root in Detroit’s Foreclosures”
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Karolien AndriesWalk Forest, Walk!

Martin Luther King is a major corridor that 
directs traffic to the interstate. By separating 
local and commuter traffic, the street will 
become more pedestrian-friendly and can 
develop community space. The streetscape on 
the grade level will accomodate slow-speed, 
single automobile lanes, large sidewalks, 
safely positioned bike-lanes, space for future 
streetscar, and efficiently usable green-space. 
Under the ground, double lanes in each 
direction are provided for higher-speed traffic. 
By placing roundabouts at some important 
intersections, traffic will be directed in the 
desired direction and speed. 

Due to the new access and exit to the inter-
state at MLK, Reading Road will, for a large 
part, be released from its commuter traffic. 
This requires less lanes, giving the area the 
chance to flourish as a true community.

Cross city Tunnel_Sidney_Australia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Cross_City_
Tunnel_Lincoln_C.jpg
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Samantha Swaine

Streetscape Improvements 

and Gateways

The imbalance of streetscap-
ing in Avondale is visible 
when comparing residen-
tial, commercial, and institu-
tional routes. In order to en-
hance the aesthetic appeal 
for both pedestrians and 
vehicular observers, we are 
recommending streetscape 
improvements within the 
business district along Bur-
net Avenue. Improving the 
streetscape will allow and 
encourage movement with-
in the area.

With a more balanced visual enhancement of the area, 
the barriers of districts will be less present. These street 
improvements open up the paths for communication, 
allow new spaces for people to interact, and create a 
cleaner, safer environment. 

grocery stop

gateway sign

streetscape 
improvements

natural areas and 
public spaces
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welcome to 
Avondale

WELCOME TO

AVONDALE

In addition to streetscape 
improvements, there will 
also be gateway signs and 
banners at various locations 
around Avondale. These 
markers create a sense of 
place and also distinguish 
the character and impor-
tance of a specific area with-
in the neighborhood. De-
liberate placement of these 
objects also helps to portray 
community pride.

Streetscape improvements will serve as paths 
encouraging movement between districts of 
activity. These paths lead to designated pub-
lic areas that serve as centers for community 
action as well as the market locations for the 
grocery trucks.
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underutilized land

0 1005025
Feet

heavy corner landscaping

green sidewalk enhancements

brick cross walks
better define lanes on street
existing empty green space
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Christopher Will

Jenna Catanzara

Justin Eichert

Joshua Gilbert

Alynne Neuberger

Lane  Raney 

Ciara Seymour

Reinventing Avondale

Avondale’s Revitalization Plan was developed with the intention to build a resilient neighborhood struc-
ture that better serves the needs of the community residents and employees from major employers and 
other nearby institutions. This is done through strengthening housing and community services, commer-
cial districts, and transportation accessibility and connectivity, while considering sustainable alternatives. 
We believe that the growth of Avondale’s commercial districts at different capacities, the implementation 
of a Transit Oriented Development, the creation of a Neighborhood Business District, the development of 
a suburban office base in an urban infrastructure amongst a resultant burgeoning commercial sector near 
the MLK interchange will increase community investment, create a more resilient fabric and sustainable 
economic base. 

Vision

Economic Benefits

•  Jobs
•  Income
•  Taxes
•  Business opportunities

Social Benefits

•  Quality of life
•  Employment area and 
   neighborhood renewal 
•  Housing choices

Environmental Benefits

•  Mitigation/elimination of 
    health/safety risks
•  Restoration of 
    environmental quality
•  Reduction in urban  
    sprawl

TOD District: Brownfield Redevelopment

Focus of EDA’s 
Brownfield 
Activities

Re
use                     Assess m

ent                 Cleanup

source: www.brownfieldsok.com/
images/eda%20brownfield.JPG

Design Elements

Drivable, Sub-Urban Office Style Desirable for Site
source: RaleighMSA by Duda/Paine Architects

Green Space for Employees
source: Webshots by American Greetings 2004

“ The growth segments among regional office tenants 
in 2007 have gravitated towards ample supply of drivable, 
sub-urban office products that meet their modern needs. 
These needs differ markedly from the demand of office 
tenants of 10 and 20 years ago, who were largely satisfied 
with the offerings available in Cincinnati’s CBD.

-Cincinnati Growth and 
Opportunities Study

“

“ The modern growth segment office tenant typically exhibits strong 
demand for larger-floorplate office buildings (around 30,000 sq. ft.) with 
convenient parking in buildings...Meanwhile, the regional retail market is 
showing the strongest growth in larger format options, such as “lifestyle 
retail” and medium-box shopping environs, that have similar site-
selection to the office products described above.

- Cincinnati Growth and 
Opportunities Study

“

Mixed Use Office Space: Residential
source: 2007 Overland Realty Ltd.

Brownfields are abandoned, idled, or under-used 
industrial and commercial facilities where expan-
sion of redevelopment is complicated by real or 
perceived environmental contamination.

Brownfield Remediation
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Framework Plan

existing commercial
phased out commercial
proposed new development + 
brownfield redevelopment
proposed urban office/residential
existing planned districts
auto oriented retail
civic and cultural district
possible new residential
commercial gateways
landscaped gateways
proposed green streetscaping
proposed light rail line
proposed street car line and stops
traffic calming
high speed through traffic
new I-71 interchanges

The new I-71 interchange at MLK will have a great impact on Avondale. Included in the areas affected by the new exit 
will be the southern portion of Avondale, from MLK to Taft, largely due to the lessened use of Reading Road to get 
on and off the highway. This change allows development to expand and take on new forms. Based off of the goals of 
the Growth and Opportunities Study of the City of Cincinnati and plans by the community, we have proposed a new 
office park space to coincide with existing uses of institutional, office, and light commercial.

Sub-Urban Office Development
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Alynne NeubergerUrban Gardens

Availability of fresh produce is an issue in Avondale. This is due to the difficulty some residents have accessessing 
grocery stores and high costs which often makes eating healthy unaffordable. Availability issues can be overcome 
by innovative solutions, such as urban gardens. This study looks at the factors related to developing an urban 
garden in Avondale which includes locating any underutilized space, exploring the feasibility of implementation 
and upkeep, and examining potential programming opportunities. 

Potential Underutilized Space
After discovering where vacancies, institutions, and 
green space are and then considering our additional 
framework plans we were able to determing where 
there is opportunity for a civic and cultural site. An 
urban garden is well suited for this type of district 
because there are residents and organizations around to 
maintain the site. Within the 
site, whose land use is shown to the 
right, exists the new Pride  Center, 
Rockdale Park, two neighborhood 
schools, several churches, and the 
Boys and Girls Club. In the periphery 
there are similar institutions and uses which add to the 
reasons for why this location is ideal. 

Identifying Vacancies Identifying Institutions Identifying Green Space

Commercial

Educational

Multi-family

Office

Parks

Single-family

Vacant

Underutilized Space

0.20.10.050
Miles

N

Urban Garden Site
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Vision

In Avondale

seeds

Programming

COMPOST KIDS
“Engage students in a variety of hands-
on activities such as turning a compost 
pile, screening finished compost and 
making plant pots out of newspaper.”
 -Civic Garden Center

SUMMER SPROUTS
“Summer Sprouts provides safe green spaces for chil-
dren during their summer school break throughout 
Cincinnati. Summer Sprouts teaches valuable skills 
to be applied in various aspects thoughout the chil-
dren’s lives. Gardening skills and knowledge, a respect 
for nature, and pride and appreciation of a space that 
they can take ‘ownership’ of are all benefits.”
 -Civic Garden Center

Granny’s Garden School
Granny’s programs work to show the 
basic steps of gardening to gain a better 
understanding of why the environment 
works the way that it does. This is done 
through simple gardening, organism 
observation, composting, and with 
harvest and planting guides. 

students raised bed soil

students

students

potted bed

 Starting an Urban Garden
According to the American Community Gardening Association (ACGA) there are 
several things to consider before gardening can begin. These include:

•   FORM A PLANNING COMMITTEE

•   CHOOSE A SITE

•  PREPARE & DEVELOP THE SITE

•   ORGANIZE THE GARDEN

GOALS      FUNDING SOURCE     FORM COMMITTEES
       WHO IS INTERESTED        WHAT TYPE

SITE DESIGN
plot dimensions 
and features

what to plant

who will be in charge of maintenance?
city of cincinnati parks and recreation

CIVIC GARDEN CENTER
HOURS/DAYS per WEEK per SEASON

assignment of tasks (together or separate)

Implementation and Upkeep

+ + +For 
Sale $

Funding Sources
In 2009 and in the past, the City of 
Cincinnati has provided the Civic 
Garden Center with approximately 
$40,000 for various projects 
throughout the city, including 
community gardens. However for 
2010 the city has been forced to 
make budget cuts which means 
CGC is in jeopardy of losing its 
primary source of funding. This 
could potentially affect over 40 
neighborhood gardens. The Price 
Hill People’s Garden was funded 
by other sources than the city. A 
private sponsor, Great American 
Insurance Group donated 
money to the garden project 
that the neighborhood had been 
organizing. The garden had a 
total of 7 beds to begin with but 
has since grown in size from other 
volunteer events. Small grants 
are a great way to get started 
because people have many of the 
supplies already. 

By locating the Avondale community 
garden in one of the four sites shown 
we hope that those occupying sur-
rounding institutions will participate 
in the maintenance of the site. For a 
garden to be upkept it will be neces-
sary to have local monitors, which 
would be an easy task for those who 
live and play in the area. This is also a 
great opportunity for students from 
Rockdale Academy and South Avon-
dale Elementary, the Boys and Girls 
Club, and the Price Center to become 
more involved in revitalizing the Rock-
dale Avenue district, while gaining an 
educational experience. Although the 
educational opportunities will benefit 
the neighborhood, so too will having 
better access to fresh produce. It is our 
intention that as the Rockdale Avenue 
cultural and civic district continues to 
expand along with the new connec-
tions to Forest Avenue development 
that the size of the garden will grow. 
Not only this but that the neighbor-
hood can program larger distribution 
methods for the produce grown. 
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N

Lane RaneyForest
 Road Makeover

mixed use/office
high density mixed use
commercial
recreation & open space
major impact facilities
major planned developments

200’ 400’ 600’ 800’0’

Rockdale Ave

Forest Rd

Bu
rn

et
 A

ve
Focus 
Area

• This plan is important because it was able to improve housing, increase 
occupancies, & lower crime rate which are similar problems to the 
study areas.
• Develop a neighborhood organization to assemble properties and 
facilitate development.
• Find a “local lender consortia of banks and businesses” to make low 
interest money available for projects.
• It also provides “tools” to implement a similar project.

case study #1 . Nicollett Avenue
http://www.ci.minneapolis.mn.us/citywork/planning/nicollet/Nicollet_Avenue_Report.pdf

case study #2 . Crawford Square
National Association of Realtors. Economic Case Studies. Government Affairs. 2005

• This plan provides valuable information on third places and using 
green streetscaping as a catalyst for redevelopment.
• Nicollet has similar issues of bleak pedestrian movement as well as 
degrading infrastructure.
• This particular plan utilized a local convention center as a means to 
connect desired retail stores. existing conditions

Harvey

Burnet

Forest

FOREST

ROCKDALE
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third places events scenes

•  Utilize implementation strategies 
outlined in the Burnet Avenue 
Redevelopment Strategy document
•  Establish comprehensive plan for 
Forest Redevelopment
•  Improve parking situations, re-zone 
for mixed use developments or (PUD’s), 
establish third places, find investment 
possibilities (Children’s Hospital 
Programs) etc.

phase 3 implementation
•  Acquire already vacant land, and 
buildings
•  Establish which buildings can be 
refurbished and what needs to be 
developed new

phase 2 implementation

•  Community Center $$ from I-71      
construction
•  Redevelopment of community 
garden
•  Establish green streets and gateways 
to promote investment
•  Use business incubators to promote 
redevelopment of the Avondale Town 
Center. Establish community desires to 
determine specific retail targets.

phase 1 implementation

Phase 1 . anchors Phase 2 . acquisition Phase 3 . reinvent

Source: 
Takemoto, Neil. Crowdsourcing cool places for creatives. Publication. 
CoolTown Beta Communities, 2009. Web. 3 Nov. 2009.
http://cooltown.com/files/cooltown-crowdsourced-placemaking.pdf
http://i.ehow.com/images/GlobalPhoto/Articles/2324686/758807791fe9cfd243e_Full.jpg
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Christopher WillTOD: Avondale Platz

each vehicle can handle approximately 200 per-•	
sons - vehicles can be operated in multiples
powered by overhead electrical wires •	
operate on a scheduled service which reduces •	
headways in peak 
stations are at a moderate distance apart with •	
respect to streetcars and commuter trains that 
stop frequently

A transit oriented development or 
TOD is a mixed use development 
which capitalizes on the walkability 
and accessibility generated by a mode 
of transit. Urban design is incorporat-
ed into the design and implementa-
tion to maximize accessibility to the 
mode of transportation and walkabil-
ity throughout the area. TOD’s are of-
ten typified by increased density, es-
pecially in areas closest to the transit 
hub. Besides bringing in commuters 
from surrounding sections of a city or 
region is strives to provide capacity 
for residents within the area to fur-
ther the goal of sustainability. Transit 
oriented developments can be found 
in newly developed areas as well as 
spring from brownfield redevelop-
ments or other revitalized areas in 
urban places. 

Factor and cluster analysis were applied to the 
I-71 Corridor to determine suitable potential loca-
tions for light rail stations. Using residential and 
employment statistics and potentially develop-
able land as values we identified areas that have 
the potential to serve the greatest volume of resi-
dents and commuters. The area along the corridor 
at MLK Drive near I-71 was identified as the prime 
location in the study area.

Light Rail Context

Location Analysis

TOD Concept for Avondale

primarily paved to enhance •	
walkability
Landscaping, public art, and •	
seating incorporated into its 
design
public and private program-•	
ming main space and focal 
point located at the entrance 
to the transit facility

rental and owner occupied •	
units
modern spaces, balconies, •	
and semi-private spaces
market rate housing with up •	
to 10% of units on each block 
being open to fixed-low-rate 
rents

rental and owner occupied •	
units
market rate with an overall •	
10% affordable housing pol-
icy
attempt to be affordable for •	
those working in the area 
around the redevelopment

mixed use space incorporat-•	
ed into office and residential 
spaces
retail, restaurants, and night •	
life will support the local 
population, workers, and 
commuters

increase in the number of •	
visitors by the TOD related 
new businesses and ex-
panded medical facilities
located close to the medical •	
mart and light rail hub

housed in decked structures•	
street parking but not surface •	
lot parking
reduced amount of parking •	
space located mainly at the 
periphery of the site
wraped with supporting resi-•	
dential, commercial, or office 
spaces 

medical office space will use •	
synergy from the current fa-
cilities and provide additional 
space for future expansion
will incorporate facilities spe-•	
cific to the demands of medi-
cal tenants 

medium to high rise struc-•	
tures
 dense built nature will ben-•	
efit highly from the proxim-
ity to the light rail and multi-
modal facility 

similar purpose to a conven-•	
tion center
exhibitions on display longer•	
will take advantage of and •	
help the surrounding medical 
facilities
the light rail station will help •	
visitors access the site from 
the airport and other city lo-
cations

High-rise Condos & Apartments

Mid-rise Condos & Apartments

Event & Public Space Mixed Use Commercial-Retail Medical Office

Hotel General Office

Parking Structure Medical Mart

85,000 sq. ft. 1,000,000 sq. ft.  2,000,000 sq. ft. 

1,200 units 600 rooms 2,500,000 sq. ft. 

1,500 units 7,100 off-street  parking spaces 120,000 sq. ft. 

Use Typology
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Intensity and Radiation
The exchange is the center of activity in a transit oriented devel-
opment. As one moves from the periphery of the development 
toward the hub, one experiences greater density and excitement. 
Likewise, as one moves away from the hub density decreases and 
the built environment blends with the surrounding area’s.

 Axonometric
parking structure

medical mart

hotel

programable event 
and green space

the exchange

I-71 Light Rail - Blue Line

Concept Diagrams

pedestrian mode

the exchange

light rail mode

line or sight 
and design

vehicular mode

Lines and Modes of Movement
By using landscaping design techniques as one moves through 
a number of travel modes he or she can see the other mode 
he or she will be using. This incorporates the multi-modal idea 
not only into the built physical space but the visual as well.

Land Uses and Significant Spaces
By placing the most intense landusers at the center closest to the 
main transit stop the development makes use of the walkability 
benefit which the stop creates. Additionally, by placing residential 
primarily on the periphery of the development it helps to blend 
the physical spaces. Furthermore, parking is located mainly at the 
periphery of the site to reduce vehicular traffic.

Avondale Platz 
Multi-Modal Center

A Center for Multi-Modal Transportation
The redevelopment is a true center for multi-modal move-
ment as it incorporates light rail, streetcars, buses, bike ways, 
and pedestrian movement into the built space. The hub or 
exchange acts as a place where these modes interact and ex-
change with one another.

Blair A
ve

Blair Ave

Blair Ave Reading
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Ciara Seymour

Lucia Tang

Neighborhood Business 

District

Proposed shell for renovated commercial box retail. Possible Coop Storefront

Indus. doors

Easily transportable “plug-in” food and retail (pods)

Multi Unit Affordable Housing

Commercial (phased)

Coop

Site Line
Street Scaping

Community Engagement (pods)

Single Family Housing (phased)

100 200 300 400

Proposed Site Plan
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Phase 3 with Vehicular and Pedestrian Traffic flow:  
     Increased built Commercial

Phase 2 with Vehicular and Pedestrian Traffic flow:   
                  Increased built Commercial along Reading Rd.

Phase 1 with Vehicular and Pedestrian Traffic flow: 

Existing and Retrofit

Proposed housing using the structural shell of existing 
commercial box retail. Retrofit.

Social Housing, Mulhouse - Location & Vassal

Open Concession 
(Phase 1)
service walls

Existing Commercial Building

Phase 1 

Phase 2 

Phase 3
Commercial New Construction: 
 24,000 sf (P1)
 10,500 sf (P2)
 20,760 sf (P3)
Commercial Renovation: 10,300 sf (P1)
Multi Unit Residential: 20,200 sf (P1)
Single Family Residential: 9 new units

•  Convertable stroage pods that hook into the service 
walls for a more “permanent” community business
•  Loadable by truck or flatbed (size dependent)

READING RD.

READING RD.

READING RD.

READING RD.
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Burnet Avenue 
Business District

1. Super Suds Coin 
Laundry
2. Avondale Pride Center
3. Children’s Hospital 
Redevelopment

Avondale Town Center

1. Deveroes
2. Burger King
3. Citi Trends
4. Check Cashing
5. Jackson Hewitt
6. Dragon City Chinese

Reading Road 
Business District

1. Auto Zone
2. Avondale Car Wash
3. A & O Market
4. Many vacant properties

237
444 441

583

MLK
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Forest

Maintain Housing Stock

Cincinnati Zoo 
and Botanical 

Gardens

John Virostko

Alissa Weaver

Travis Haehnle

Brad Kearns

Michael Mann

Elizabeth Nocheck

Avondale Community 

Framework Plan

VISION   Our vision is for Avondale to be an economically and 
environmentally sustainable community that promotes home-
ownership and neighborhood investment for the benefit of both 
its existing and potential residents while expanding upon new de-
velopment opportunities and accounting for the new Interstate 71 
interchange proposed near the intersection of Martin Luther King 
and Reading.

Gateways have been recommended 
in 3 locations: 
1.  corner of Vine and Forest
2.  corner of Rockdale and Reading
3.  corner of MLK and Reading
The image above shows an example 
of design that would nicely fit in 
Avondale.

Streetscape 
improvements 

are necessary 
along the 
extent of 

Reading Road 
as well as 

Forest Avenue.

This site on Blair Avenue 
has been noted by several 

community leaders as a 
potential site for a new cultural 

and community center. 
Currently, the only other 

recreation center is located in 
North Avondale.

STREE TSC APE

COMMUNIT Y CENTER

GATE WAYS

111

Neighborhood Business District

Avondale

Major Roadways

Traffic Counts

New I-71 Interchange

Cincinnati Zoo

71

N
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The redeveloped town center will 
bring the storefronts to the street 
and will incorporate many con-
veniences that those living in the 
Avondale community are lacking, 
such as a salon and beauty school, 
dental clinic, fresh produce, bank, 
hardware store with carpentry class-
es, and day care.

Maintain strong residential1. 

Tear down high-rise residential 2. 
and replace with single family 
housing

Maintain strong residential3. 

Tear down high-rise residential 4. 
and replace with single family 
housing

POTENTA
IL

 

GATEW
AY

Cincinnati Zoo 
& Botanical 

Gardens
ZOO PARKING

Fleischmann 
Gardens

Redevelop 
Avondale Town 

Center to include 
job training & 
neighborhood 

services

Streetscape improvements including lighting, landscape buffers, 
and site furniture

Burnet Ave. 
redevelopment 
including retail 

and market-rate 
housingCincinnati 

Children’s 
Hospital

HOSPITAL EXPANSION

NEW ZONING PROPOSED

INSTITUTIONAL & COMMERCIAL
Cincinnati 

Jewish Hospital
Redevelop surface 

parking lot into 
reading road business 

district with auto-
oriented retail

Children’s 
Hospital Oak 

Campus

Bethesda 
Hospital

Impact of 
proposed I-71 
interchange at 
Martin Luther 

King
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Woodwark 
Park
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POTENTAIL 
GATEWAY

TOWN CENTER

600’300’ 0’

1.

2.

3.

4.

Turn vacant lot into a 1. 
playground to serve 
nearby apartment 
complexes

Turn vacant lot into an 2. 
agricultral plot to serve 
new culinary center

1.

2.
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FOREST AVE.

ROCKDALE AVE.
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Proposed Avondale Culinary Education Center

Identified Site: 603 Rockdale Ave.

Potential Urban Agriculture Plots

0.25 0.50
MILES

Alissa WeaverUrban Agriculture

 In Avondale, many residents do not have local access 

to fresh produce. This proposed community garden which 

focuses on agricultural crops could provide residents with an 

option for local fresh food. Working in conjunction with the 

Avondale Community Culinary Center proposed at the corner of 

Forest Avenue & Reading Road, residents could learn proper 

nutrition was well as methods for cooking with fresh produce. 

Any surplus produce could be shared among the community 

stakeholders or sold by active members in the job training 

program at the Culinary Center. A small shelter, proposed on the 

Rockdale Avenue site, includes restrooms and an overhang to 

protect from any weather and could also serve as the main 

distributing location.

 According to the Hamilton County Auditor, the property is currently owned by the City of Cincinnati and has been vacant for 

over forty years.1  In conjunction with the City of Cincinnati’s 2009 Urban Gardening Pilot Program, any vacant land can be made into 

a communal garden if the stewards agree to a variety of simple rules including the following: (1) maintain and water the plot while 

keeping it free of weeds and litter, (2) harvest and enjoy the fruits and vegetables grown, (3) give away or sell extra produce, (4) use 

organic methods whenever possible, (5) evaluate the experience, (6) seek knowledge when questions arise, and (7) hold a liability 

insurance policy on the property.2 The property at 603 Rockdale could qualify for this program.
1 Hamilton County Auditor. www.hamiltoncountyauditor.org/

2 City of Cincinnati. www.cincinnati-oh.gov/

Avondale: Community Garden and 
Proposed Relationships

Forest Ave.

Rockdale Ave.
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Avondale Community Garden Renderings

Site Plan

16 32 480
FEET

Shade Line: Summer Solstice

Shade Line: Last Spring Frost

Shade Line: First Fall Frost

ROCKDALE AVENUE

TO AVONDALE COMMUNITY CULINARY CENTER >>>

PARKING LOT WITH ACCESS TO KNOTT ST >>>

FRUIT 
ORCHARD
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Brad KearnsMLK/Reading Gateway

The intersection of Martin Luther King Drive and Reading Road has been a gateway into Avondale for 
many years but has been lacking the expression of that gateway. The possibility of a new I-71 interchange 
at MLK means that the area will see an increase in motor traffic, meaning that the land will be ripe for 
redevelopment. The former Columbia School site, currently a large parking lot, offers the opportunity for 
new mixed use development.  

This area of the plan is a 
disguised parking structure 
that is designed to be used 
by the commercial and office 
uses within the site as well 
as providing parking to the 
hospitals to replace the spots 
lost in the construction.

Hidden Parking Sturcture

Martin Luther King Dr.
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Site Plan
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The Gateway commercial center will serve as a retail 
node for the local residents and for the adjacent 
institutions that employ large workforces. With over 
37,000 sq. ft. there are opportunities for different uses 
that can cater to special demands of residents and 
visitors. Parking is placed at the rear of the building to 
promote a more walkable area that encourages people 
to stay and shop.

Buildings brought to the street as well as unique 
architecture will help the site stand out and make a 
strong first impression to people exiting the interstate. 

Pedestrian Retail

Street elements like trees and plantings will 
increase the appeal of the site as well as 
attract pedestrian activity to the retail.

Gateway

The gateway will be a physical 
representation of the history of the 
area because it has been the entryway 
to the Reading Road business district, 
to the hospitals, and the university. 
The signage will also help the people 
who will be traveling through the 
area to become familiar with their 
surroundings.

MLK Dr.

Reading Rd.

University of 
Cincinnati

Hospitals

Reading Busin
ess 

Dist
ric

t

new I-71 interchange

lakewoodcitizen.com

www.corcorancompany.com/images/projects/retail/westpearl5.jpg

media.photobucket.com/image/retail%20street/kaneui/AspenPlace-render.jpg

Harvey Ave.

Martin Luther King Dr.
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Elizabeth Nocheck

Town Center 

Redevelopment

This diagram explains the flow of capital between outside investors, the town 
center, and the residents of Avondale. With investments by business owners, 
community organizations, leading local institutions and other parties, the 
town center can become an invaluable resource for the neighborhood. Over 
time, investments begin to pay off. Residents of the community take an active 
role in the town center and learn new skills that were previously out of their 
reach. The town center is based around the theory of 

By providing opportunities to learn life skills, the residents are able to better 
their lives and their childrens’ lives. This creates a stepping stone for the next 
generation to succeed and further improve their world. 

Original Structure:
•  42,448 finished square feet
•  Built 1983
•  Uses include check cashing, fast 
food, dental clinic, low-cost clothing 
store, tax services
•  Parking lot consumes 2/3 of site - 
highly underused

C A P T I A L  F LO W  D I A G R A M

Savannah, GA concept plan for new 
urbanist parking facility and plaza

Grand Way in St. Louis Park, MN 
example of 4 story mixed-use retail and 
new urbanist streetscaping

4 story mixed use development 3 story mixed use development

P R E C E D E N T  T O W N  C E N T E R  I M A G E S

C U R R E N T  AV O N D A L E  T O W N  C E N T E R P R O P O S E D  AV O N D A L E  T O W N  C E N T E R

“give a man a fish, feed him for the day; teach a man to fish, feed him for life.”
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Proposed Structure:
•  92,820 square feet
•  9 separate proposed tenants

  Anchoring Institutions
 A. Salon/school - 18,519 sq. ft. 
 B. Dry Cleaners - 5,100 sq. ft. 
 C. Clothing store - 5,107 sq. ft. 
 D. Hardware store/carpentry school - 9,860 sq. ft. 
 E. Butcher/ produce store - 9,860 sq. ft. 
 F. Community culinary school - 9,860 sq. ft. 
 G. Bank - 10,000 sq. ft. 
 H. Dental/medical clinic - 10,000 sq. ft.
 I.  Pregnancy/prenatal care center/daycare - 15,000 sq. ft.
 J. Parking Lot* 

•  There is additional space available on second floors of buildings B, C,E, 
F, G and H for future development of office use and possibly residential 
mixed use. Buildings A,C, and I currently use the second story for 
classrooms and teaching space.

Parking
•  The community has fairly good access to the bus system, and few residents use personal automobilies to travel. The new town 
center is within reasonable walking distance for the majority of community residents. This development was designed to help 
provide much needed services to the vastly neglected residents of Avondale, and thereby parking space was reduced from 
the normal required level. 200 spaces have been proposed; the total land area covered by parking spaces is 65,000 square feet. 
This number comes from the 325 square feet of land required per space - this includes circulation areas, end-of-aisle areas, and 
landscaping. Approximately 170 spaced were deemed necessary and 30 additional spaces for possible overflow. There is ample 
room (total of 171,520 sq. ft.) for future expansion of parking if the need arises. 

Plaza
•  The plaza is 37,369 sq. ft. of semi-public space. Tables and 
benches can be used by employees, customers, and students 
of the town center. The idea behind the plaza was to create 
a peaceful, open space for residents and guests to enjoy the 
company of others and relax during a break in the day.

0 10.5N

Scale: 1” = 200’

* Parking has not been delineated

   Green roofs have been implemented to  
   promote sustainability and a green lifestyle
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Avondale is a community that has 
experienced recent expansion due 
to growth of Cincinnati Children’s 
Hospital. The new interchange 
proposed near the corner of Martin 
Luther King Boulevard and Reading 
Road will provide Avondale with a 
great opportunity to attract more 
people to the area. With more 
automobile, bus, and pedestrian 
traffic, there is a need to analyze the 
transportation network in the area.  

John Virostko

Streetscape and 

Transportation Network

Context

The South Avondale Elementary School, located in 
the southeast corner of the site, has been noted as 
a problem area during the time the students get 
out of class. At about 3:15pm everyday traffic builds 
up around the entire site with school buses, metro 
buses, parents picking up their children, automobile 
traffic, and those who walk home from school all in 
the area.

200’ 100’ 200’0

Site

N

Kn
ot

t S
t.

Prospect Pl.

Rockdale Ave.
Bu
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.

Avondale

Areas of Transportation Analysis

Interstate 71

Focus Area

Local Streets

South Avondale Elementary
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The majority of the streetscape 
improvements in Avondale should take place 
along Forest and Reading, the two major 
thoroughfares. These include street trees, 
street furniture, sidewalk improvements, and 
improved bus stops and cross walks. New 
bus stops should include 
“bump-outs” where possible. 
Bump-outs are areas that are 
just off of the street, so as not to 
impede traffic. 

School Bus Traffic Only

Automobile and Pedestrian 
Traffic Only

South Avondale 
Elementary

Avondale

Current Metro Bus Routes

Proposed Bus Routes

Discontinued Bus Routes

Interstate 71

Proposed Bus Stops

Discontinued Bus Stops

Metro Options

Streescape 
Improvements

Several metro bus stops exist 
around the South Avondale 
Elementary School, but they 
lack efficiency, causing traffic 
backups on Reading and 
Prospect.

The dead ends on Rockdale, 
along the north side of the 
school are ideal for school 
buses.

School parking is provided 
just off of Prospect Avenue to 
the south of the school, this 
is where many students are 
picked up by their parents after 
school.

Bus stops are plentiful in 
Avondale, but many are 
located at major intersections, 
such as this located at the 
corner of Reading and 
Rockdale, causing unnecessary 
traffic build up.

Current visitors parking lot for 
South Avondale Elementary, 
located at the north end of 
the school, along Rockdale 
Avenue.

Current Conditions
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commercial (neighborhood)
commercial (service)
commercial (regional)
office (new)
office (existing)
cultural (new)
cultural (existing)
residential (existing)
open space
highway right-of-way
green boulevard
bike boulevard
future highway ramp

Legend

a

g

b

k

hi

j

f

c

d
e

Alec Bleggi

Andrew Heben

Mason Malcolm

Kate Tans

Michael Vernon

Joe Wright

Walnut Hills

Framework Plan

We envision a revitalized neighborhood business district 
along E. McMillan St. centered on a transit hub at Peebles cor-
ner. We propose a new neighborhood market to act as a com-
munal gathering space that connects the cultural and busi-
ness districts, and provides grounds for the exchange of food, 
art, and others local goods. In response to greater highway 
access, we recommend a new office district in place of cur-
rent low-income housing, and accommodation of these resi-
dents with infill development of vacancies in Walnut Hills.

existing vacant lots provid-
ing opportunity for infill

b

vision for an office to replace isolated, low-
income housing that will be relocated

c

example of streetscape improvements to cre-
ate a “green” boulevard

d

existing condition of highway

a
vision for improved 
greenways along high-
way

a

0 0.125 0.25 0.5 miles
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victory pkwy.

I-71
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e. mcmillan st.

william h. taft rd.

lincoln ave.
mlk dr.

10 minute walk

5 minute walk

Project Proposals:
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vision for a commercial district that 
will serve new offices
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cycle boulevard that will
connect cultural centers 
and neighborhood
business district
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concept of a cultural center to anchor the neighborhood and connect 
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Andrew HebenInterstate Greenway

This project looks at the opportunity for retrofitting existing 
highways and the effects it would have on the neighborhood of 
Walnut Hills. The disconnection caused by highway, the decon-
struction of highways, and the role of leftover space in highway 
design was first researched. This concept is an attempt to ad-
dress these issues with the goals of creating better connection 
and multi-modal transportation.

commercial
office
mixed-use
residential
open space
transit hub
streetcar
light rail
ramp

highway
ramp

highway

ramp
streetcar
open space
office

mixed-use/residential 
district vision

commercial 
district vision

office
district vision
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concept

street section of the green line which shows bus 
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Kate TansNeighborhood Market
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Walnut Hills Market will reinvigorate the neighborhood’s 
heart as the central site of community activity, with a 
farmer’s market, public garden, and venue for artistic events.  
Situated between the McMillan business district and cultural 
district (north of McMillan), the market acts as a binding node 
of activity, fostering the exchange of economic capital as well 
as support for ecological, social, political, and cultural �ows to 
sustain Walnut Hills.  
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Project Implementation  

Precedents

PHASE 01: Year 2010EXISTING PHASE 02: 2010-2011 PHASE 03: 2011-2012

Kroger projected to move (about 35,000 sf )
Two Vacant Buildings (about 11,000 sf )

Build New Market Shed  to bring in local farmers and 
provide communal gathering space.
- 65 parking spots 
+ local farmer’s market (about 30,000 sf, under shed)

Post-Kroger Move:  Subdivide building and install
awning to activate the streetfront and market.
-  local supermarket
+ publically owned indoor market with amenities

Renovate existing vacant buildings for reuse as artist
live-work space, which encourages art market events.
+ in�ll of 2 vacant buildings (reclaimed 11,000 sf )
+ in�ux of artist community to center of Walnut Hills
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Walnut Hills Market will reinvigorate the neighborhood’s 
heart as the central site of community activity, with a 
farmer’s market, public garden, and venue for artistic events.  
Situated between the McMillan business district and cultural 
district (north of McMillan), the market acts as a binding node 
of activity, fostering the exchange of economic capital as well 
as support for ecological, social, political, and cultural �ows to 
sustain Walnut Hills.  
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Build New Market Shed  to bring in local farmers and 
provide communal gathering space.
- 65 parking spots 
+ local farmer’s market (about 30,000 sf, under shed)

Post-Kroger Move:  Subdivide building and install
awning to activate the streetfront and market.
-  local supermarket
+ publically owned indoor market with amenities

Renovate existing vacant buildings for reuse as artist
live-work space, which encourages art market events.
+ in�ll of 2 vacant buildings (reclaimed 11,000 sf )
+ in�ux of artist community to center of Walnut Hills
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Walnut Hills Market will reinvigorate the neighborhood’s 
heart as the central site of community activity, with a 
farmer’s market, public garden, and venue for artistic events.  
Situated between the McMillan business district and cultural 
district (north of McMillan), the market acts as a binding node 
of activity, fostering the exchange of economic capital as well 
as support for ecological, social, political, and cultural �ows to 
sustain Walnut Hills.  
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Build New Market Shed  to bring in local farmers and 
provide communal gathering space.
- 65 parking spots 
+ local farmer’s market (about 30,000 sf, under shed)

Post-Kroger Move:  Subdivide building and install
awning to activate the streetfront and market.
-  local supermarket
+ publically owned indoor market with amenities

Renovate existing vacant buildings for reuse as artist
live-work space, which encourages art market events.
+ in�ll of 2 vacant buildings (reclaimed 11,000 sf )
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Walnut Hills Market will reinvigorate the neighborhood’s 
heart as the central site of community activity, with a 
farmer’s market, public garden, and venue for artistic events.  
Situated between the McMillan business district and cultural 
district (north of McMillan), the market acts as a binding node 
of activity, fostering the exchange of economic capital as well 
as support for ecological, social, political, and cultural �ows to 
sustain Walnut Hills.  
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Kroger projected to move (about 35,000 sf )
Two Vacant Buildings (about 11,000 sf )

Build New Market Shed  to bring in local farmers and 
provide communal gathering space.
- 65 parking spots 
+ local farmer’s market (about 30,000 sf, under shed)

Post-Kroger Move:  Subdivide building and install
awning to activate the streetfront and market.
-  local supermarket
+ publically owned indoor market with amenities

Renovate existing vacant buildings for reuse as artist
live-work space, which encourages art market events.
+ in�ll of 2 vacant buildings (reclaimed 11,000 sf )
+ in�ux of artist community to center of Walnut Hills
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Walnut Hills Market will reinvigorate the neighborhood’s 
heart as the central site of community activity, with a 
farmer’s market, public garden, and venue for artistic events.  
Situated between the McMillan business district and cultural 
district (north of McMillan), the market acts as a binding node 
of activity, fostering the exchange of economic capital as well 
as support for ecological, social, political, and cultural �ows to 
sustain Walnut Hills.  
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provide communal gathering space.
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live-work space, which encourages art market events.
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Walnut Hills Market will reinvigo-
rate the neighborhood’s heart 
as the central site of community 
activity, with a farmer’s market, 
public garden, and venue for ar-
tistic events. Situated between 
the McMillan business district 
and cultural district (north of Mc-
Millan), the market acts as a bind-
ing node of activity, fostering the 
exchange of economic capital as 
well as support for ecological, so-
cial, political, and cultural flows 
to sustain Walnut Hills.
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Walnut Hills Market will reinvigorate the neighborhood’s 
heart as the central site of community activity, with a 
farmer’s market, public garden, and venue for artistic events.  
Situated between the McMillan business district and cultural 
district (north of McMillan), the market acts as a binding node 
of activity, fostering the exchange of economic capital as well 
as support for ecological, social, political, and cultural �ows to 
sustain Walnut Hills.  
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Kroger projected to move (about 35,000 sf )
Two Vacant Buildings (about 11,000 sf )

Build New Market Shed  to bring in local farmers and 
provide communal gathering space.
- 65 parking spots 
+ local farmer’s market (about 30,000 sf, under shed)

Post-Kroger Move:  Subdivide building and install
awning to activate the streetfront and market.
-  local supermarket
+ publically owned indoor market with amenities

Renovate existing vacant buildings for reuse as artist
live-work space, which encourages art market events.
+ in�ll of 2 vacant buildings (reclaimed 11,000 sf )
+ in�ux of artist community to center of Walnut Hills

PRIVATE BUILDING
BUFFER ZONE TO PUBLIC MARKET
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Michael VernonCulture
 Center 

The Neighborhood Mayor’s Institue for 
City Design Report and Walnut Hills’ 
45206 Plan share one specific goal. 
Walnut Hills wants to attract artists 
and,  by doing so, revitalize the busi-
ness district making Walnut Hills a 
destination again. 

Housing along Park and south of 
Yale Ave. is perfect both in size 
and in location to create live/
work studios, where artists can 
showcase their work inside 
their homes.

Coinciding with the rede-
velopment of McMillan, a 
greater plan for new cultural 
amenities can be imple-
mented, giving Walnut 
Hills both the space and 
talent necessary for it to 
become a new cultural 
center. 

New/Existing Cultural Building
New/Existing Parking
Artist’s Live/Work Studios
Future Mixed Use Building
Playground
Amphitheater
Landscaped Greenery
Grass & Lawn
Slope
Residential
Retail
Sidewalk
Bike Path
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As requested by the Mayor’s Report, a “Mini City Hall” will be located across from the 
Library. This building will serve as a direct connection to local government, helping 
citizens to advance through the bureaucracy, as well as gathering City information 
and making it accessible.

Another request from the Mayor’s Report is an Urban Design Studio, similar to the 
Niehoff Studio. This University-backed program would enable students, city lead-
ers, and residents to gather and discuss ideas to improve the neighbohood.

Neighborhood culture calls for a commu-
nity building to gather in, but Walnut Hill’s 
Center is rather small. Also, the growing se-
nior population of the neighborhood has 
no place to gather. The relocation of the 
community center to the north releases 
the Bush building for it’s new purpose as 
the Bush Senior Center. 

Both the Mayor’s Report and the 45206 Plan call for a reemergence of Walnut Hills as a center of art. Currently, there is no 
central space for a community theater. The Kemper Theater will give neighborhood troupes and garage bands the op-
portunity to perform on a main stage, with ample room for rehearsal space. An ampitheater is  also available for outside 
performances.

With the proposed new office area to the north, workers will need a safe place 
to send their children for the day. The new Day Care will be located between 
the two major office districts in Walnut Hills, allowing for easy access to both. 
A playground is located adjacent to the building on the Green, allowing safe 
play and visual contact with adults’ daily lives.

The new Community Building reuses the current car dealer building, which pro-
vides almost twice the space the community center currently has. The rehabbed 
building will allow for large gatherings in the current showroom and smaller ones 
in the many offices. Its central location near schools, churches, and businesses, 
makes the new Community Building a showplace for the neighborhood.

Our framework proposes both a comprehensive park ribbon and a bike path. By 
running the path through the green area, bikers can have a short ride through a 
natural landscape before getting back on the streets. Also, a large garden can be 
used by children, adults, and seniors to appreciate the natural beauty. Reinforcing 
the arts theme, sculptures can be installed by resident artists. 

1     Walnut Hills Conduit

2     Design Studio

3     Bush Senior Center

4     Kemper Theater

5     Day Care

6     Community Building

7     Neighborhood Green

source: smg.ac.uk

source: coleraintwp.org

source: normal.org

source: siggy.chem.ucle.edu

source: photobucket
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Gabriel SeidelChristopher Bender

Niraj Kapadia

Kevin Mertens

Tim Messemaeker

I-71 Walnut Hills: 

Reknitting Community

concept

def ined mixed distr ic ts res ident ia l  d istr ic ts

Build off of Walnut Hills’ rich 
history to recreate an iconic 
community vision that residents 
will be proud of. 

Take advantage of Walnut Hills’ 
favorable access, location and 
neighborhood assets to establish the 
community as a choice destination for 
business, leisure, and life in general. 

Sustain a thriving and diverse 
community that stimulates progress 
and innovation to serve as an 
example to the rest of Greater 
Cincinnati, Ohio, and beyond. 

IDENTITY

DESTINATION
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Reading Retail District

Tech Village

I-71/McMillan 
Roundabout

Industrial 
Zone

Historic/Cultural 
District

Neighborhood 
Retail

Destination Retail

Arts District

Humana 
Office Park Neighborhood Core

Retail Gateway

Regional Green Space

Green Gateway

Neighborhood Rec

Public Square

Pocket Park

Historical Landmark
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Streets are the common meeting places where people meet, interact, 
and live their daily lives together. To improve physical and social  
         connection within the 
         community, the streets, sidewalks, 
         and storefronts in Walnut Hills 
         need to become more inviting for 
         pedestrians. 

Street Character Greenwich Village, 
NYC, NY

Coble Hill, 
Brooklyn, NY

Roundabout

In order to facilitate continuous traffic into the 
main McMillan corridor, this design proposes 
a roundabout similar to those that exist in 
European countries to connect the district and 
highway to Uptown. Since the traffic flow around 
the exit already functions like a roundabout, 
adoption of the roundabout will be easier. 

London

Milan

Barcelona

Regional 
Connections

Present Conditions

land use

vacanc y

histor ic

employment

N
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Creating high paying jobs in a new, 
sustainable multi-use district would 
benefit all residents of Walnut Hills. 
Fortunately, a space next to the 
highway would be perfect for just 
such a development of high tech 
office and new residential units. 

100’ 200’ 400’0’

Walnut Hills is home to a vibrant 
artist community. Creating a central 
district to house and showcase 
this unique asset would help it to 
incubate, grow, and thrive.

Tech Village

A
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 2

1,
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Arts District
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100’200’ 400’0’

Green Space Network

Organizing green space in a sawtooth 
pattern along the main corridors will 
make walking through the neighborhood 
a more pleasant experience.

West Village, 
NYC, NY
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W.H. TAFT ST.

MC. MILLAN ST.

GI
LB

ER
T 

ST
.

Gabriel Seidel

Niraj Kapadia

Gilbert and McMillan

Neighborhood Retail

Today, the transportation links with-
in Walnut Hills are seen and used 
as through-ways that serve com-
munters rather than residents.

Roundabout allows for easier access 
to and from I-71, thereby better con-
necting Walnut Hills to other neigh-
borhoods.

The proposed streetcar route brings 
a station to the junction of McMillan 
and I71, the west gateway to Walnut 
Hills.

By making McMillan and Taft two-
way streets once again, there is bet-
ter access to the neighborhood retail 
district.

The neighborhood’s streets need to 
become public meeting spaces for 
residents and neighbors to meet and 
interact while feeling comfortable.

Our plan proposes a prescribed 
urban design for the critical 
neighborhood juncture at Pee-
bles Corner. This intersection be-
tween the proposed retail, arts, 
and industrial districts provides 
the ideal location for a design in-
tervention because it is the heart 
of the neighborhood.

Parking Space Calculations

Proposed Land Uses

I-7
1

G
IL

BE
RT

 S
T.

MCMILLAN ST.

WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT RD.

Creating Relationships Between
Historic Buildings using Green Space

GI
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ER
T 

ST
.

MCMILLAN ST.

W.H. TAFT ST. Programmed green spaces ensure that the 
outdoor spaces do not get neglected. The 
major outdoor public space is located on the 
corner of Gilbert and McMillan, across from 
Peebles Corner. It serves to activate the tri-
angular block by being connected with the 
nearby retail and bus stop. The green space 
behind the new parking garage will be a bio-
swale that helps to reduce stormwater runoff 
while also providing a visual connection be-
tween Gilbert and Kempler.

GARAGE

GREEN SPACE

RETAIL

MULTI FAMILY

EXISTING

SINGLE FAMILY

 Strengthening the Neighborhood
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Site Plan

    Buildings Removed  New Construction and Open Spaces

WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT RD.
WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT RD.

MCMILLAN STREET
MCMILLAN STREET
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In determining where to 
focus redevelopment our 
team considered vacancy, 
building condition, loca-
tion, and cultural rele-
vance to determine which 
buildings were appropri-
ate and worth while to re-
move. By removing build-
ings that related poorly 
to their surroundings, we 
were able to place new 
buildings in strategic lo-
cations to create a more 
unified district identity.

0 80 ft 160 ft 320 ft 480 ft
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Tim DeMessemaekerSustainable Layering

in 1907, George E. Kessler proposed the implementation of a green network 
on the city that would not only mark green spaces, but would also connect 
these spaces along a system of parkways. While many of the green spaces were 
realized—Burnet Woods, Mt Storm Park, Mt Echo Park, Eden Park, Ault Park, Alms 
Park and Millcrest Park—only a few of the green corridors were completed. One 
of the green corridors proposed was located along Deer Creek, where I-71 is 
situated now. The beauty of his plan was the ambitious new green infrastructure 
that would promote a better connected and better functioning city. 
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This proposal involves the aspirations of George Kessler. It links the historical meaning of the site to a new 
time of eco thinking. In a time of growing ecological awareness, this conceptual idea addresses a controversial 
problem based upon an urban dialog between traffic arteries and green space, polluters and cleansers, 
problems and solutions. The project does not deny nor ignore contemporary needs. It questions and 
reformulates the way they are implemented into our communities. The concept is radical, provoking, and 
stimulates thinking beyond the conventional. Although it deals with a feasible idea, it locates itself on a level 
beyond traffic engineering and solvable infrastructural problems. It is a vague projection of a philosophical 
reinterpretation of established values in society. The plan pursues the preservation of contemporary lifestyle 
while adding a concept of sustainability that is linked to the idea of a green economy as well as to the idea of 
improved living qualities. The plan proposes a superimposed green layer along the I71 corridor that creates an 
ambiguous relation towards the existing urban texture. It marks a division as well as it generates an interactive 
connection. It functions as a zipper that stimulates activity across—as well as along—this new layer. The 
proposal addresses the urban texture and outside forces on several scales. It opens the possibility for new 
building typologies as well as it provokes existing typologies. It is linked to the idea of urban flows, negative 
space and no mans land. It involves Deleuze and Guattari’s idea of smooth versus striated space and it touches 
on Foucault’s vision of heterotopias. Above all it generates and stimulates new ideas and interpretations in a 
time where sustainability and eco thinking is an absolute requirement; not a choice.
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martin luther king dr.

Dustin Clark

Geoffrey Conklin

Adam Kirwen

Laura Krpata

Reinvigorating

Walnut Hills

Hien Lai

Andres Sanchez

Walnut Hills needs to be reinvigorated physically, culturally, and 
socially, with the effect of creating a neighborhood rich in diversity 
and achieving the triple bottom line of sustainability. We intend 
to play off of the historical and cultural assets existing 
within the neighborhood to develop business 
nodes, cultural districts, residential quadrants 
and maximize the city’s infrastructure. 
From street car, light rail, vehicular, 
bicycle and pedestrian transportation 
modes; parks, streetscapes and green 
spaces; to historic properties, social 
and cultural centers, we intend to 
build upon the distinct community 
identity within Walnut Hills. 

Commercial District
Residential District
Service District
Office District
Industrial District
Interstate Pathway
Street Pathway
Commercial Network
Cultural Network
Green Network
Commercial Nodes

Neighborhood Gateways

Cultural Foci

Green Spaces

Interstate Highway
Proposed Street Car Routes
Rail/Freight Lines
Ohio River
City of Cincinnati

VISION

REGIONAL 
CONTEX T

0.1250
Miles



communit y
      assets
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Neighborhood character is formed through 
integrated transit, green networks and 
service public spaces such as markets and 
community centers. 
Through this transformation, Peebles 
Corner becomes the cultural center for the 
community of Walnut Hills. 

PRECEDENTS

transp or tation 
 mo dif ic ations

Dividing Wall
Roadway Improvements
Interstate Improvements
Road Under Bridge
Bridge/Overpass
Passenger Light Rail
Street Car Route

neighb orho o d 
     distr ic ts

Commercial
Residential
Service
Office
Industrial

Historical Property
Park
Housing
Cemetary
Commercial
Regional Office/Commercial
Transportation Hub
Eco-Industry
Community Service
School
Dining
Food/Produce Market
Hospital
Industry
Existing
Proposed

R.I.P.
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Andres SanchezEconomic Development

 

TIER 1 Pedestrian oriented, independently owned 
businesses. Businesses to build culture by creating 
unique experiences.
Businesses that focus on the “Short Head” approach are 
more vertically integrated, corporate bodies.

Businesses that focus on the “Long” Tail” are more con-
cerned with delivering a unique, quality product .

In the instance of Walnut Hills, Tier 1 businesses that focus 
on the long tail of the market, something which creates 
a unique business culture. These businesses with individ-
ual character sometimes take the effect of a third place, 
with home and work behind the first two places. A third 
place can be a coffee shop, barber -shop, cafe, or any place 
someone identifies as a home away from home. The pres-
ence of third places is something which creates a “buzz” , 
something which spawns a sub-culture all while establish-
ing a loyal client base. Tier 2, and Tier 3 businesses were 
incorporated to juxtapose the unique business character 
of the central business district. Tier 2 businesses serve 
the purpose of meeting basic needs - quick food, gas, dry 
cleaning. General services people can stop for on their way 
to and from work. The overlying idea is that these busi-
nesses will catch and draw in new customers, while ser-
vicing the existing customers. Tier 3 businesses are major 
regional retailers. These developments will draw in people 
from all over the region, with the general goal of serving 
the areas around Walnut Hills. These are meant to comple-
ment the Tier 1 businesses by providing the opposite end 
of the retail spectrum.

TIER 3 Auto-oriented, high density retail develop-
ments. These are the big fish of commerce.

TIER 2 Auto-oriented, convenience businesses. 
Goal is to catch passerbys, e.g. gas stations and fast food.

TOTAL ECONOMY + $ 21.1 MILLION
$125.4 MILLION LEAVES THE COMMUNITY
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The best way to capitalize on the increased activity from an interchange at Martin Luther King is to 
develop with high density commercial uses. Additionally, by adding high density luxury apartments 
and townhomes, we can effectively add a suburban type development to offset the character of the 
original neighborhood. While it may appear that a major 33 acre development would harm the existing 
business district, the new development would be more generic and suburban, which is the opposite 
of the charismatic old business districts. In terms of transportation, a streetcar detour through the 
development would be ideal, especially with the addition of a lightrail and bus terminal to maximize 
the location as a crosstown hub. High density office developments would capitalize on both the 
transportation access, as well as the visibility from the interstate. If one were to incorporate some 
technogical aspects into the development, it could potentially be a strong regional presence.

EXAMPLES Images from Village at Irvine Spectrum: http://www.rental-living.com/communities/the-village-at-irvine-spectrum-center
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Dustin Clark

Laura Krpata
Green Infrastructure

   Pathways and Connections      Existing Proposed Greenway Residential District Spaces  Green Space

   3. Neighborhood Parks

   2. Buffer Zones

   1. Transit Hub Station 4. Streetscape Requirements

5. Quadrant Parks and Spaces

6. Public/Private Residual Space

source: DC-Metro.gov

source: http://www.aecom.com

source: complete streets.com

green pathway existing streetscape
green space proposed streescape quadrant green space green space
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Hein Lai

African American 

Beecher Art Campus

Walnut Hills is one of Cincinnati’s oldest residential neighborhoods. It had been an affluent suburb and has a 
wealth of African American history as well. The neighborhood is popular with artists and therefore a project for 
the development of artist live-work housings seems to be ideal. As part of the proposed Walnut Hills Cultural 
Project,  “The Beecher Art Campus”  is  located south of E. McMillan Street and west of Gilbert Avenue, in the 
Southwest Quadrant of Walnut Hills.

The Goal is to create a campus like environment and establish a positive, creative presence in the 
community; to connect the work of artists to the revitalization of the community; to create a Place 
for artists of the community to share their work and ideas; and to celebrate the Community’s 
history and culture.

GOAL

Bird’s Eye View- Northeast View

A: Former Sign Museum, Source: Google Image

C: Artist’s Residences

D: Campus Park, Looking South West

B: Studios/ Gallery Spaces

Northeast View
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Art Museum Site

Renovate Building / Artist Lofts

Proposed New Artist Units

Renovate Housing Units

Green Net

Retain Existing Units

Access Route / Trees Paths

Alleys

Take Out Property
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Project Row Houses is a neighborhood-based arts and cultural organization, with 
programs that combine:

* Arts and Cultural Education
* Historic Preservation
* Community Development

PRH is founded on the principle that art-and the community it creates-can be the foundation 
for revitalizing depressed innercity neighborhoods. This principle was is in part based on 
the philosophy of German artist Joseph Beuys (1921 - 1986) who coined the phrase “social 
sculpture,” which transformed the idea of sculpture as an art form into a social activity. Thus, 
the mission of Project Row Houses is to create community through the celebration of art, 
African American history and culture.
PRH has established programs that encompass arts and culture, neighborhood revitalization, 
low income housing, education, historic preservation, and community service

“Beecher Artist Campus” includes: 
 C - Artist Residences
 D - Green Network
 B - Studios / Gallery Spaces
 A - Art Museum

Phase 1:
 Development Project
 -20 Single Dwelling Units as Artist Residences
 -926 Sq. Ft. per dwelling Unit
 -Total 18,520 Sq. Ft.
Two Open Spaces / Parks
  - 56,134 Sq. Ft.
  - 24, 781 Sq. Ft.
Renovation Project
Three Artist Lofts within Campus Area
 a - 916 Sq. Ft. / 2 Stories / 1 Unit
 b - 5,495 Sq. Ft. / 2 Stories / 13 Units
 c - 2,571 Sq. Ft. / 2 Stories / 2 Units

Phase 2:
Renovation
Eight Studios/Galleries (Facing McMillan Street)
 d - 4,888 Sq. Ft. / 1 Stories    > Retail
 e - 20,016 Sq. Ft. / 3 Stories   > 17,600 Sq. Ft. Housing / 2,416 Sq. Ft.  Office
 f - 6,840 Sq. Ft. / 2 Stories     > Housing
 g - 9,804 Sq. Ft./ 3 Stories    > 3,404 Sq. Ft. Housing / 6,400 Sq. Ft. Retail
 h - 6,120 Sq. Ft. / 3 Stories    > 4,590  Housing / 1,530 Sq. Ft. Retail
 i - 7,032 Sq. Ft ./ 2 Stories    > 4688 SqFt Housing / 2,344 Sq. Ft. Retail
 J - None 
 K - 3,867 Sq. Ft. / 3 Stories   > 3,071 Sq. Ft. Housing / 796 Sq. Ft. Retail
 l - 7,236 Sq. Ft ./ 2 Stories   > 4,824 Sq. Ft. Housing / 2412 Sq. Ft. Retail
 Total Area:  85,803 Sq. Ft.   >65,017 Sq. Ft. Housing / 20786 Sq. Ft. Retail/Office

10 Residential Units > 5,600 SqFt > Affordable Units

Development of Affordable Residences
14 Single Dwelling Units   > 1,120 Sq. Ft.    > 15,680 Sq. Ft. Total
7 Single Dwelling Units   > 1,120 Sq. Ft.   > 7,840 Sq. Ft. Total

Total Square Footage : 23,520 Sq. Ft.

source: http://projectrowhouses.org/

HOUSTON’S ROW HOUSES PROJECT     PRECEDENT

(AFRICAN-AMERICAN 
CULTURE BUSINESS DISTRICT)

(CULTURAL GATEWAY)

(BEECHER ART GATEWAY)

(Art Museum)

(SCULPTURE PARK) (NEUSOLE GLASSWORKS
CAMPUS)
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TRANSPORTATION
Proposed bus routes and transit hub

N

I-75

I-74

Matthew Armstrong

Victoria Fromme

Rachel Miller

Emma Scarmack

A Plan for Northside

and South Cumminsville

Jessica Soffer

Dominic Trucco

Donald Zellefrow

 The proposal for Northside and South Cumminsville utilizes and expands upon the as-
sets of each neighborhood. There is a great urban opportunity to enhance accessibility and con-
nectivity between and to both neighborhoods. One way of achieving this is through improved 
transportation tactics. The proposed framework plan incorporates the addition of a roundabout at 
the current six-way intersection connecting Hamilton Avenue, Old Ludlow Avenue, South Ludlow 
Avenue, Hoffner Street, and Spring Grove Avenue. Additionally, due to many economic, social, and 
environment issues it becomes increasingly important to address other modes of transportation. 
To respond to this demand, the framework plan proposes to expand the existing recreational bike 
path along Millcreek as well as a network of on street bike paths. Implementation strategies for 
public transportation include creating a transit bus hub located on Old Spring Grove Avenue. This 
strategy will direct bus traffic off of Hamilton Avenue, aid in reducing traffic congestion, and en-
courage pedestrian use and walkability. In regards to a pedestrian friendly community, the frame-
work plan incorporates parking bump outs along Hamilton Avenue, which will remove some on 
street parking while simultaneaously slowing traffic. The strategy for a more pedestrian friendly 
Spring Grove Avenue creates a mixed-use development as a method for reconnecting Millcreek 
and the new bike path to Northside and providing a diverse housing stock. 
 One of the assets of Northside is a strong business district, which could be strengthened 
by expanding blocks of retail beyond Hamilton Avenue, as well as infill development in vacant 
or abandoned lots. Currently, South Cumminsville does not have a central, identifiable business 
district. As the framework suggests, this could be improved with the addition of a grocery store. A 
grocery store is a necessary service currently needed by both Northside and South Cumminsville. 
The grocery store would draw new industry and residences to the area. Maintaining each neighbor-
hood’s unique character and identity is important to the community residents and stakeholders. 
Thus, the framework plan addresses wayfinding with the addition of new gateways and signage. 
Millcreek River and the surrounding green space have the potential to be a staple of both com-
munities, however, they need to be improved by first expanding the recreational bike path that al-
ready exists, increasing green space, and providing non-vehicular connections between Northside 
and South Cumminsville. As suggested in the framework plan, Wesleyan Cemetary could develop 
into a recreational space in Northside. South Cumminsville could benefit from additional parks 
and public spaces. 

VISION
NORTHSIDE BUSINESS DISTRICT
Mapping existing and potential infill/
improvement opportunities

Occupied building
Vacant building
Parking lot
Vacant lot
Facade improvement
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CONNECTIVITY
Entrances into/between neighborhoods 
of study show lack of accessibility from 
the highways
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Highway exit
Primary road through 
neighborhood
Primary connecting road
Central neighborhood 
gateway
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ASSETS of Northside include a variety of well-kept single family housing, accessibility to neighborhood churches and parks and 
buildings with ornate architectural character.

Improving the gateway 
into Northside and creating 
better accessibility to S. 
Cumminsville.

Creating a transit bus hub 
to reduce traffic congestion 
and encourage pedestrian 
use. 

Providing a diversified 
housing stock and a 
new mixed-use transit 
oriented development 
in Northside.

Revitalizing S. 
Cumminsville with a 
new supermarket.

2

2

1

1

3

3

4

N

Strong Residential District

Strong Central 
Business District

Expand Business District
Strengthen business district by 
expanding blocks of retail beyond 
Hamilton Avenue

Buffer Zone
Provide green/
landscape buffer 
between residential 
and industrial

Existing Industry
Maintain existing building 
as a source of employment

Mixed Use Development
Residential and commercial 
development to improve Spring 
Grove Avenue
Provides new housing options

Recreational Bike Path
Revival of Millcreek and green space
Bike path provides connection to 
multiple neighborhoods

Bus Transit Hub
Provides adequate infrastructure 
for bus transportation
Redirect bus traffic off of Hamilton 
Avenue

Roundabout
Increase access to S. Cumminsville
Create gateway into Northside

New Business Micro Brewery
Infilling empty lots with new business
Caters to wider demographics

Street Bike Route
Access for bikes on major streets
Provides non-vehicular connection 
to multiple neighborhoods

New Roadway
Improve connectivity between 
Northside and S. Cumminsville

Proposed Green Space
Expand existing park
Connection to Northside

Existing Industry
Maintain existing buildings as a 
source of employment

Buffer Zone
Provide green/landscape buffer 
between residential and industrial

Residential 
Development
Provides housing 
options to attract 
additional residents

New Grocery Store
Provides new industry 
and services not currently 
available

Mixed Use 
Development
Provides new 
housing options
New commercial 
buildings

Redevelop Wesleyan Cemetary
Create a recreational space

75’ 300’ 600’

ham
ilton ave.

beekm
an st.

spring grove ave.

I-75
I-74
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Victoria Fromme

Rachel Miller

Gateway and

Accessibility

N

A survey of approval of the Montpelier, Vermont roundabout 
was conducted before and after construction.

Limiting trac and separating the movements through the 
use of splitter islands reduces the number of conict points 
to eight in a roundabout in comparison to a common four-
way intersection with a total of 32 possible conict points.

The six way intersection in Northside—where Hoffner, Spring Grove, Hamilton, Ludlow, Old 
Ludlow converge—is essentially the gateway into Northside. However, entering from the 
Ludlow Avenue Bridge, no markers currently delineate the entrance into Northside. The six 
way intersection is confusing, unattractive, and bears a significant amount of traffic. The 
intersection currently has restrictions in times that motorists can turn in certain directions. 
Backups during peak hours occur frequently. A new design is needed at the six-way inter-
section to not only alleviate the traffic problem, but to form a gateway into the commu-
nity and link Northside and South Cumminsville. A roundabout at the six way intersection 
could relieve the traffic problems at that intersection. Furthermore, the roundabout would 
mark the entrance into Northside, serving as a gateway. Also, South Cumminsville would be 
linked to Northside through the use of a roundabout that would allow traffic to turn down 
Spring Grove and Hoffner coming from the direction of Ludlow Avenue into Northside.

45% 41%

27%32%23%18%

BEFORE AFTER

14%

very negative neutralnegative positive very positive

Before roundabout

TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL

21.5 5.3 -29%
INJURY INJURY INJURY

5.8 4.0 -31%
PDO PDO PDO
15.7 11.3 -10%

After roundabout Percent change

POINTS OF CONFLICT 

PROPOSED ROUNDABOUT

PROPOSED DIMENSIONS HOW IT WORKS

CITZEN APPROVAL

AVERAGE FREQUENCY OF CAR ACCIDENTS

source: Banks, Sharon D. “Modern Roundabout Practice in the United States.” National Cooperative Highway 
Research Program Synthesis. No 264. 1998.
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- Provides a safe, and affordable transportation option
- Walking distances on the bridge are signicantly shorter than alternative routes, so going by foot will become 
viable for daily commutes
- Provides an express connection to the business district
- Offers a quality of life amenity that promotes public health through increased physical activity
- Low-cost, high-impact infrastructure upgrade that will help improve air quality
- People driving over the brige will be educated about sharing the road with cyclists and pedestrians

Existing commercial buildings Newly proposed mixed use build-
ings surrounding roundabout

Roundabout surface: Pervious surface with filtration

TO SPRING GROVE

VILLAGE

TO SOUTHCUMMINSVILLE

BEFORE
AFTER

BENEFITS

BRIDGE EXPANSION

48ft
BEFORE

AFTER

Total expansion = 15ft.

48ft

12ft

12ft 12ft 3ft

Ludlow Avenue, looking north
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Emma ScarmackPublic Transportation

0 50’ 100’ 200’
N

Northside serves as the 2nd largest bus hub in Cincinnati 
after Government Square, thus it is important to provide 
adequate infrastructure to promote and accommodate this 
necessary service.
The proposed transit hub located on Spring Grove Avenue 
removes additional bus traffic from the current traffic con-
gestion occurring on Hamilton Avenue. By serving as a green 
public space, it provides pedestrian/bike connections be-
tween Hamilton Avenue and the William Dooley P. Bypass.

Additional roadways provide 
for increased accessibility to the 
Dooley Bypass. Also divides the 
existing land parcels into devel-
opment zones.

The transit bus hub serves as a fo-
cal service of redevelopment pro-
viding residents with an adequate 
waiting area.

Many residents of Northside are artists, how-
ever, do not have adequate gallery space. The 
public outdoor space is intended to aid in this 
while simultaneously providing green space.

The addition of a transit hub will promote 
transit oriented development around the hub. 
Phase two will redevelop Spring Grove Avenue 
incorporating mixed use development.

Improvements to existing sidewalks and an 
additional network of sidewalks promotes 
and encourages a pedestrian community.

BUS TRANSIT HUB

PUBLIC GREEN / ART SPACE

MIXED-USE DEVELOPMENT

SIDEWALK

ADDITIONAL ROADWAY

Government Square, Cincinnati

High Line Public Space, NYC

Memorial Gardens, Pentagon

Existing Northside Art

SPRING GROVE AVE.

WILLIAM P. DOOLEY BYPASS
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.

source: http://www.ickr.com/photos/theclubcreatures/2313653680/

source: www.msaarchitects.com

source: http://images.travelpod.com/users/kevsharon/1.1253632546.11-
pentagon-memorial-garden.jpg

concept
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Bike Path

Ramp

Shelter

Bus Schedule/Map

Additional Benches

Light and Wayfinding Signge

Bike Racks/Storage

Public Art Canvas

Waiting shelter serves as a canvas for art work

Drain

Bench Modular system of pervious pavers

Bus number sign and light post Shade trees

Bike rack/storage

Bus and system 
map location

Crosswalk

Public Green Space/ Art Display

Pedestrian Plaza/Waiting Area
Bus Turnout

circulation diagram

enlarged plan of transit hub

section perspective

0 10’ 20’ 40’
N
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Jessica SofferBeekman Street
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Northside and South Cumminsville lack an accessible, 
high-quality neighborhood grocery store.

N Supermarket (Kroger,IGA)
Proposed Supermarket
Convenience store/Ethnic market

Industrial zone
Green infrastructure
Proposed retail
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Supermarkets play an important role in economic develop-
ment because they generate tax revenue, create jobs, revital-
ize vacant lots, and attract other shops and investments to the 
area. There is a potential for designing this building as an en-
vironmental asset to the community serving as an example in 
green building practices.

Parking lot, Berlin

Coles Supermarket, Australia- sustainability

Traditional architectural style matches character of existing neighborhood

Solar powered 
parking lot lights

Roof drains to cistern

Pedestrian friendly 
street with trees

On-street parking

Traditional architectural style 
matches neighborhood

Trees- shading

Planting swales 
for stormwater 
collection

Reflective roof

Skylights- daylighting

Streetscape sketch, Lexington, Kentucky

Business district, Charlottesville, Virginia

Existing murals
on pedestrian 
bridge create 
gateway to neighborhood

Existing 3-story condo 
building anchors 
corner of Elmore St. and 
Beekman Ave.

Proposed street 
trees improve aesthetics 
of neighborhood

Existing park and tennis courts

Proposed 
townhouses

Proposed 
apartments with 
retail/parking 
on first level

Proposed 
supermarket with 
pharmacy at corner; 
anchors Dreman St. and 
Beekman St. 

Proposed retail, 
post office, bakery, 

laundromat, 
coffee shop

Proposed 
bus stop

Potential future redevelopment of 
existing industrial/ commercial zones

Proposed
restaurant

Proposed
restaurant

Proposed 
apartments 

with retail/park-
ing on first level

Proposed
outdoor plaza

Proposed 
bike path 
connects 
with Mill-
creek trail
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Donald Zellefrow

Eastern Gateway 

Redevelopment Plan

Currently there is no adequate gateway accurately depicting the character of Northside. Those entering the 
community from the east are greeted by unattractive industrial buildings and car lots. The streetscape is bare 
and discourages pedestrian usage due to the lack of viable pedestrian oriented business. Through the use of 
an iconic sculptural art piece where Spring Grove meets the William P Dooley Bypass a statement can be made 
reinforcing Northside’s unique character.

Northside has the second largest concentration of public transit routes in the city. Therefore, a transit hub is be-
ing proposed on Spring Grove Ave between Ludlow Ave and Blue Rock St. The development that occurs around 
the proposed hub will support it’s use and include medium density residential and commercial uses.

Much of Northside’s identity stems from the creative and eclectic residents which call it home. It has become 
a destination for the creative class, but currently there is not adequate space devoted to the arts. By in-filling 
development and creating new development along Spring Grove Ave, a mixed use area focused on gallery and 
studio space can be created helping to enforce the community identity of Northside. This new development will 
help to strengthen the Eastern gateway of Northside and create a more attractive and viable district.

With the improvement of the public space following the Mill Creek, and the development along Spring Grove 
Ave, it is becomes necessary to improve the circulation of the area. By the extending Chambers St and Fergus St 
to the William P Dooley Bypass it creates an improved circulation pattern allowing for more points of access for 
the residents and visitors of Northside to access the Mill Creek and the new development.

ESTABLISH AN EASTERN GATEWAY

SITE LOCATION

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES:

SITE CONTEXT

CREATE DEVELOPMENT SUPPORTING PUBLIC TRANSIT

CREATE A COMMERCIAL ARTS DISTRICT

IMPROVE CIRCULATION AND CONNECTION TO AMENITIES

1

2

3

4

commercial
transit-oriented development
mixed use
development site
neighborhood boundary
5-minute walk interval
vehicular traffic
development site
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WILLIAM P. DOOLEY BYPASS
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STREET SECTIONS

BUILDING MASS: north-east view BUILDING MASS: north-west view

175’
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0 175’ 350’
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commercial
transit-oriented development
mixed use
single-family
existing structure
green space
parking
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Erin Duffee

Joshua Entler

Czaee Malpani

Mark McEwan

Reconnecting Northside

and South Cumminsville

John Peet

Charlie Rowe

Our framework initiative is a concerted ef-
fort to effectively establish the neighbor-
hoods of northside and south cumminsville 
as livable, vibrant, and resilient urban areas. 
Our vision integrates a myriad of dynamic 
strategies that ultimately aim to provide 
fundamental guidelines for the creation of 
an urban context that is characterized by 
the lowest environmental impact and high-
est economic and social resiliency possible. 

boundaries circulation buildings + nbd

design concept simple land uses topo + flood plain open spaces

VISION

northside nbd
existing structures

major points of entry
hamilton avenue
rail line

100 year flood plain
millcreek

residential
mixed use
institutional
industrial
open/green space
blight/underutilization
disorganized uses

pedestrian green corridor
streetscape revitalization
grocery store, possible location
blight/vacancy redevelopment
connectivity enhancement
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Enhance open spaces and natural fea-
tures inherent to the neighborhoods 
through the provision of amenities such 
as bike trails, green corridors, shade 
structures, etc; promote, establish, and 
implement sustainable measures with 
regards to industry, community based 
agriculture, building standards, storm-
water management, and natural ameni-
ties; create a cohesive network among 
the area’s many natural assets through 
pedestrian linkages, wayfinding, land-
scaping, or gateway enhancement.

natural  areas
Coordinate land uses in a logical and effi-
cient manner by clustering specific usag-
es as well as providing buffers between 
conflicting uses (such as residential and 
industrial); assure the structures located 
in each district have access to adequate 
infrastructure or amenities and that their 
locations do not put them at risk for en-
vironmental hazards such as flooding, 
stormwater runoff damage, contami-
nants/pollutants, etc;

urban distr ic ts

Provide opportunities for residents and 
users to engage through the design of 
streetscape, sidewalk, intersection, and 
bridge connections - for example, the 
extention of the sidewalk allows for the 
incorporation of outdoor dining, or, the 
location and design of semi-circular and 
perpendicular seating in appropriate 
areas encourages interaction among 
strangers as well as facilitates ease of 
conversation among groups.

so cial  interac tion
Repair the interstate disconnect between 
northside & south cumminsville by creat-
ing a pedestrian-oriented green corridor 
along the abondoned rail line that current-
ly exists as purely vacant or underutilized 
land; allow this greenway to branch off at 
strategic locations in the form of small-
scale corridor extensions, streetscape im-
provements, signage/wayfinding, and con-
nections to various amenities.

user  exp erience

Create pleasant & experiential opportuni-
ties for both vehicular and pedestrian traf-
fic by enhancing gateways, providing traffic 
calming measures/adequate parking facili-
ties, and assuring the proper design and 
maintenance of streets; establish a neigh-
borhood that is oriented primarily towards 
a pedestrian experience; create parking 
facilities that have architectural standards 
or provide opportunities for multiple uses, 
such as rainwater collection systems, land-
scaping/permeable pavements, or garages 
with green roofs or first-floor retail.

streetsc ap e & transit

Expand and capitalize upon existing small 
businesses in order to attract new invest-
ment and promote viable economic base; 
encourage the maintenance of housing 
stock for attracting new residents; encour-
age a strong correlation between the area 
and the concept of sustainability.

identit y  & viabil it y

new grocery store

new transit hub

gateway/street 
improvement

primary gateway & 
street improvement

major pt. of entry

design site location

northside nbd

industrial district

commercial revitalization

green corridor

links to amenities

green buffer

major streets

FR AME WORK

PL AN

I-74

dreman ave.

blue rock st.

ham
ilton ave.

s. ludlow ave.

colerain ave.

vandalia ave.
spring grove ave. N
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John Peet

Erin Duffee

Neighborhood 

Connectivity

the illustrative diagram to the right was created after researching meth-
ods for traffic calming and crosswalk design. according to the federal 
highway administration, an effective traffic calming measure is raised 
crosswalks and intersections. these not only force vehicular traffic to 
slow as they approach, but they also create a seamless transition for pe-
destrians, which further emphasizes pedestrian dominance. wheelchair 
and stroller access is also improved.

this adaptive reuse restoration project aimed to return an abandoned building back to the realm of the public. loft apart-
ments constitute the top floors, while commercial development is oriented on the bottom 2 floors. by opening the two-story 
space at street level, the open space softens the massive block, giving it a more pedestrian scale.

PRECEDENT EXAMPLES

CONCEPT DIAGRAM

crosswalk & intersection design

adaptable bus stop design

lazarus building renovation
columbus, ohio; schooley caldwell associates

MIT senseable cities

image source: http://info.aia.org/aiarchitect/thisweek09/0130/0130d_columbus.cfm

original image; illustrates FHA standards for raised intersections

image + info source: http://senseable.mit.edu/bus_stop/images.html

MIT’s senseable cities lab recently de-
veloped an “adaptable bus stop” for 
urban areas which utilizes GPS infor-
mation to generate a real-time loca-
tion map of buses in the area, allow-
ing user access to estimated arrival 
times. in addition, the project outfits 
its bus stops with wi-fi access, kiosks, 
a community message board, and 
even an interactive trip planner.
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PEDESTRIAN GREENWAY

NBD expansion

traffic calming

connectivity

adaptive reuse

experiential corridor
transit hub

streetscape improvements
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USER EXPERIENCE ADAPTIVE REUSE GREEN CORRIDOR
creation of a multi-
modal space that 

encourages everyday 
urbanism; i. e. art 

exhibitions, farmer’s 
market, music venue, 

connectivity, shop-
ping & dining, park & 

ride, etc.

reinvention of the 
american can building 

into a mixed use de-
velopment that also 

houses art exhibitions, 
serves as an occa-

sional music venue, & 
provides commercial 
opportunities for us-

ers & residents.

development of an 
experiential corridor 

along vandalia, an 
abandoned rail line 

that is currently vacant 
land. This pedestrian- 

& bicycle-oriented 
path connects S. Cum-
minsville residents to 
northside’s amenities.

1

1 2 5

2

3

4

5

TRANSIT HUB
establishment of a 

transit hub along blue 
rock with amenities 

such as a kiosk, internet 
access, GPS technology, 
bike racks, and a com-

munity message board. 
the construction of a 

parking structure also 
encourages the cre-

ation of a park & ride.

4NBD EXPANSION
extension of north-
side’s hamilton av-

enue business district 
in the site through 

the creation of retail 
and dining uses, as 
well as a space for 

outdoor seating for 
dining purposes.

3

KNOWLTON ST

KNOWLTON ST

MEDILL AVE.

STREETSCAPE ENHANCEMENT
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225 spaces

mixed use develpmt.

parking structure

green roof

PEDESTRIAN CORRIDOR

bus stop
bike shop

outdoor
dining

80 residential units
50,000 sq. ft. commercial

bird’s eye rendering
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Mark McEwann

Czaee Malpani
Urban + Green

Based at the southern edge of south Cumminsville, and bor-
dering Millvale, this site is interesting for multiple reasons.
Firstly, this is an economically challenged community. Sec-
ondly, due to the decrepit and abandoned nature of the in-
dustrial belt on site, there is little opportunity for economic 
emancipation. Such factors also tie into the physical well be-
ing of the community. This particular urban design proposal 
initiates the adaptive re-use not only of the old building 
shells, but also the parcels of land that are are lying vacant 
or are not currently integral to the community structure. 
By proposing urban farming initiatives, this project aims to 
achieve two goals :

1. Economic independence and

2. An improved natural habitat

 The regeneration of Vandalia Avenue, as well as better con-
nectivity within the zone highlighted, is crucial to the pro-
gram, so as to allow an easy, unhindered and sustainable 
flow of movement on site, as well as off site.
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Perspective through Vandalia

Perspective through Fox Ln.

High Line Park, NYC
source: http://spacing.ca/wire/2008/01/13/the-highline-adaptive-reuse-

of-industrial-infrastructure/
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The idea of a continuous series of green spaces that are accessible and can be traversed is further ex-
plored through this design. By reclaiming a chained in parking lot on Beekman Ave., and using it as an 
urban plaza/ farming space, we draw the eye to that particular node, from which the rest of the inter-
vention unfolds of Fox Lane. Gilbert industry is reappropriated as a greenhouse and training center for 
urban farming, and Fox industry a small green hotel. The shelters at the lumberyards at the back have 
been retained as pavilions, to house a farmer’s market during clement weather. Vandalia (with a provi-
sion for light rail/ street car) runs abutting these interventions, and also serves as an avenue for further 
urban agriculture.
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GREENHOUSE

BOUTIQUE HOTEL

RETAIL STORE FRONT

VANDALIA CORRIDOR

PUBLIC PLAZA

URBAN AGRICULTURE

JOB EMPLOYMENT CENTER

PAVILIONS

PLOTS

Millvale Public Housing Job Employment Center Boutique Hotel

Beekman Ave. Vandalia Corridor
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Jay Boltz

Zach Fein

James Junker

Nathan Wessel

Camp Washington 

Revitalization Plan

Nicholas Workman

Nathan Zeigler

Chandler McCoy-
Simandle

A physical, economical, social, and cultural synergy must be created amongst the industries, 
businesses, and residents of Camp Washington in order to fully capitalize on the potential of 
the neighborhood’s status as a regional industrial center. 

Clustered but distinct economic 
and neighborhood zones exist 
within Camp Washington. This 
research climaxed by driving the 
vision statement. 

Economic Development Area Types:
 Light Industry & Warehousing
 Government & Institutional
 Commercial - NBD
 Commercial - Auto Oriented Dev.
Neighborhoods & Connections
 Residential Neighborhood Pockets
 Gateways & Key Entry Points
Environmental Considerations
 Brownfield Sites
Economic Development Area Types:
 Interstate Access Points
 Rail Yards
 Primary Roads
 Secondary Roads

The Neighborhood Business District along 
Colerain Avenue.

Industrial buildings along Spring Grove 
Avenue.

Looking into a residential neighborhood 
pocket from Colerain Avenue

The Crosley Building is a brownfield 
redevelopment site as well as a historic 
piece of architecture.

Vision:

Existing Conditions:

0 400 800 1600 2400
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Existing conditions shown above; new large industrial 
buildings can be built more easily by combining 
smaller plots in blighted locales.

Existing conditions shown above; medium-box store 
is demolished to make way for a buffer green space 
between Spring Grove and Hopple.

Existing conditions shown above; streetscape, 
and new businesses cap the southern end of the 
Neighborhood Business District.

Existing conditions shown above; bike oriented 
development near The Viaduct Park gateway and 
along Spring Grove Avenue.

ANALYSIS: Camp Washington is in the Mill 
Creek Industrial corridor and has a vibrant 
industrial economy.
STRATEGIES: Sustain current industry and 
encourage new; synergize industry with lo-
cal business and neighborhood residents.
ACTIONS: Create attractive physical con-
nections between neighborhood and eco-
nomic zones, amplify this with signage and 
greenspace, and provide for new industry 
and housing.
GOALS: Create a stronger community that 
feeds off its status as a regional industrial 
powerhouse.

Framework Proposal:

0 150 300 600 900

Housing - Existing

Housing - Proposed

Business - Existing

Business - Proposed

Industry - Existing

Industry - Proposed 

Institutional

Framework Focus Areas

Traffic - Hopple Corridor

Traffic - Neighborhood District

Traffic - Truck/Industrial

Inll Housing Zones (B)

Gateway Sign (C )

Wayfinding Sign (C )

Archway (C)

Individual Design Interventions

A - Kahn’s Brownfield Site Redevelopment

B - Infill Housing Proposal

C - Gateways, Signage & Waynding

D - Western Hills Viaduct Park
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Nathan WesselInfill Housing

To expand the capacity and range of housing options in Camp Washington, 
thereby improving environmental, economic, and social sustainability.

existing housing is 
scattered throughout 
the neighborhood, 
but it is clustered in 
two main areas

heavy-handed zon-
ing has palyed a 
part in the decline 
of Camp Washing-
ton’s population: 
only a tiny portion 
of the neighbor-
hood is currently 
approved for resi-
dential uses.

the construction of 
I-75 wiped out sev-
eral large blocks of 
homes

existing

proposed
currently zoned 
for housing

N

analysis

Over 200 parcels 
throughout Camp 
Washington are 
suitable for the con-
struction of various 
forms of housing

Larger lots will allow 
for more variety of 
development; new 
residences can range 
from a collection 
of smaller attached 
houses to one or 
two large apartment 
buildings or condos.

Potential development sites 
range from long narrow lots 
with 20 foot frontages to col-
lections of vacant or underused 
space that take up nearly an en-
tire block.

limited

medium variability

high degree of variability

PROPOSAL:
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typology

staging

New construction shall 
take a form that is si-
multaneously dense, 
environmentally sen-
sitive, diverse, and in-
viting to pedestrians.

The third stage will see the buildout of the remainaing res-
idential parcels. Areas to the south and west, with largely 
industrial character, are suitable for similarly large grained 
residential development. Larger parcels provide the po-
tential for high-rise apartments or condos.

Stage 1 will concentrate development 
in the two existing dense pockets of 
housing. Lots in these areas are small 
and non-adjacent, limiting the devel-
opment of stand alone structures. To 
preserve the intimate nature of the 
area, and therefore housing options 
in the neighborhood as a whole, new 
buildings should seek to replicate the 
charming character, fine grain, and 2-4 
storey height of existing structures.

In the second stage, development will 
spread out from the established residen-
tial blocks and to the surrounding streets 
where lot sizes are highly varied and uses 
are more integrated. Structures, in this 
phase, will be more eclectic. Apartments 
above retail fronts on Colerain will supply 
the growing business district with eyes 
and shoppers on the streets. Larger con-
tiguous lots encompassed in this phase 
open up opportunities for larger apart-
ment buildings, row houses, and large de-
tached multi-family structures.

GREEN ROOF

COHESIVE BUILDING TYPES RAIN CAPTURE SYSTEMSLITTLE OR NO SETBACK + HIGH FLOOR/AREA RATIO

PERMEABLE PAVERS
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Nathan Ziegler

Kahn’s Factory 

Redevelopment

The City of Cincinnati is the current owner of the old Kahn’s factory. The facility is in close proxim-
ity to large roads, railroad lines, Interstate 75, and the Ohio River.

The conceptual design for The Windmill Manufacturing Facility calls for a shared parking lot 
with the facility that is located just south of the old factory’s site. The design also calls for a railroad 
spur that will allow direct access to the rail line. Integral to the design, the historic front of the 
Kahn’s building will be preserved, but the rest of the structure will be transformed into a facilty 
that maximizes the use of the given land.

sources: http://www.edinburgharchitecture.co.uk/jpgs/caledonian_building_aw79.jpg and www.canadiansail-
ing.ca

www.albacorshipping.com/images/blades3.jpg

sources: http://thumb18.shutterstock.com.edgesuite.net and www.canadiansailing.ca
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N

Site

Rail Connections

Primary Access (regarding site)

Industrial Buildings
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Nick Workman

Signage, Gateways,

and Streetcape

In order to improve the overall aesthetics of the neighborhood as well as give Camp Washington a sense of iden-
tity, a signage and gateway program is being proposed throughout the commercial corridors of Hopple Street 
and Colerain Avenue. The signs, banners, and archways were designed to match the character of the neighbor-
hood. Other enhancements include burying the power lines, upgrading the sidewalks, and adding a tree median 
along Hopple Street.

The Short North is a strong example of successful urban revitalization and excellent streetscape design. The 
neighborhood, located to the north of downtown Columbus, experienced a rebirth in the 1990s through the 
establishment of an arts district and a thriving nightlife scene. In 2002, the neighborhood’s streetscape received 
an overhaul, including the reinstallation of the arches which once gave the city the nickname “arch city.” For Camp 
Washington, the design for the arches was inspired by the Western Hills Viaduct, a well know arterial and archi-
tecturally distinct bridge.

PRECEDENT STUDY: THE SHORT NORTH (COLUMBUS, OHIO)

EXISTING

SHORT NORTH, COLUMBUS-OH

PROPOSED

WESTERN HILLS VIADUCT
Source: Experience Columbus Source: Cincy Rails
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GATEWAY SIGN
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EXISTING HOPPLE STREET ELEVATION

PROPOSED HOPPLE STREET ELEVATION

EXISTING COLERAIN AVENUE ELEVATION

PROPOSED COLERAIN AVENUE ELEVATION

Interstate 75
Buildings
Trees

source: Live, Work, Play Portland source: LandPlan Group

source: Village of Arlington Heights
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CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

Zach FeinViaduct Park

The City of Cincinnati describes the Western Hills Viaduct as needing replacement by 2015, but the new Interstate 
75 plans do not address the interchange or the Viaduct itself. As the southern boundary of Camp Washington 
and a historic piece of transportation architecture, the Viaduct is admired by local citizens. However, the bridge 
is inadequate in terms of its fulfillment of modern vehicular and pedestrian standards, and the structure itself is 
beginning to show signs of age.

The conceptual design for The Viaduct Park calls for a landscaped promenade atop the 
old viaduct; a new viaduct would be constructed to the north. This would improve traffic 
flow, connect existing and proposed green space, encourage development, and provide 
connections between existing communities.

The first phase of the High Line Park in New York City was recently completed. The popu-
lar new park was built on an aging, abandoned elevated freight rail line. The design re-
flects the views and urban spaces beneath the elevated line.

PRECENDENT STUDY: THE HIGH LINE PARK, NEW YORK, NY

Photo of the High Line Park Photo of the High Line Park, incomplete Phase II section

Photo of the High Line Park and the development 
that has occurred alongside it.

Photo of the High Line Park, incomplete Phase II section

Site plan of the High Line Parkimage sources: www.thehighline.org

CHELSEA GRASSLANDS

10TH AVENUE SQUARE

CHELSEA MARKET 
PUBLIC ART

DILLER-VON FURSTENBERG
SUNDECK & WATER FEATURE

14TH STREET ENTRY

WASHINGTON 
GRASSLANDS

GANSEVOORT 
WOODLAND

GANSEVOORT STAIR

GANSEVOORT PLAZA

community connections green space connections
transit connections Viaduct Park focus boundary
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CONCEPTUAL DESIGN AND RENDERINGS

1 Fairmount Entrance Plaza

2 Mill Creek Water Feature

4 Industrial Forest

6 Fairview Park Plaza

5 Camp Washington Promenade

3 Rail Yard Meadow

View from the Railyard Plaza, looking west across the Viaduct Park.

View from Fairview Park.

1 2
3

4
5

6

0 50 100 200 300 feet
N

Proposed Viaduct Park as viewed from below on Spring Grove Ave., looking 
north into Camp Washington.

   New Western Hills Viaduct

Original Western Hills Viaduct
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William Porteus

Brian Bodle

Jennifer Norman

Lauren Bevilaqua

Camp Washington

CBD Plan

Kelly Hogg

Emily Hasley

Chris Cavallaro

Our vision is to rejuvenate Camp Wash-
ington while accentuating the positive 
attributes of the neighborhood. The 
proposals focus on transforming Spring 
Grove Avenue into an inviting boulevard, 
while complementing the neighbor-
hood’s thriving industrial feel; working to 
stimulate the economy; defining the cen-
tral business district; attracting new resi-
dents; and increasing traffic throughout 
the neighborhood. 

Vi s i o n

P h a s i n g

Highways
Spring Grove
Madison-MLK-WN
River Rd
Vine St
Central Parkway
Colrain Ave
Reading Rd
Clifton Ave
Winton Rd

Camp Washington
South Fairmont
North Fairmont
Millvale
South Cumminsville
Northside
Clifton
CUF
Queensgate
City of Cincinnati

R e g i o n a l 
C o n t e x t

10’ 10’ 10’10’12’ 12’ 12’ 12’2’ 2’

Phase 1 - Hopple Street
Currently serving as a crosstown access, Hopple Street carries an average of 310,000 
cars per day. This phase will focus on streetscape improvements; adding trees, up-
dating commercial uses, pulling building structures to the street, and placing park-
ing in the rear. Also, this phase includes Hopple to Spring Grove connectivity.

Phase 2 - Spring Grove Boulevard
This phase will create a boulevard along Spring Grove; softening the landscape, 
slowing traffic, and creating a pleasing environment.

Phase 3 - Colerain Avenue at Monmouth Road
Colerain, home to most of Camp Washington’s business district, will under go 
streetscape improvements and connection to Spring Grove through Marshall St. 
Also, this phase focuses on Workhouse Rd. where a new residential area will be in-
troduced. 

S e c t i o n :  S p r i n g  G r o ve  B o u l e va r d
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Buildings

Mill Creek

Institutional

Park

Multi-Family Res.

Single Family Res.

Commercial

Green Industry

Industrial

Rail Yard
Existing Character
Case Study

Proposed Light Rail Route
Proposed Bus Route
Central Parkway
Hopple
Colerain Ave
Spring Grove Ave

Gateway

Study Areas

150’ 750’450’

Fra m e wo r k  P l a n

CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY

PROJECT AREA: Monmouth Ave. 
Gateway

EXISTING CHARACTER

EXISTING CHARACTER

EXISTING CHARACTER

PROJECT AREA: extending 
the business district

PROJECT AREA: Spring Grove 
to Hopple ramps

CASE STUDY
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Cincinnati State Station
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Hopple St.

Chris Cavallaro

Light Rail

Alignment Options

0 0.50.3
N

ODOT’s original light rail alignment along In-
terstate 75 closely follows the city’s original 
subway plans. The closest station to Camp 
Washington would be located on the east-
ern side of Interstate 75 on McMicken Ave. 
Without the inclusion of wayfinding signage, 
Camp Washington could potentially not see 
any benefit from the light rail and further 
connections to the region.

Rail
Rail Underground
Office
Institutional
Church
Park
Residential
Business District
Industrial
Rail Yard
Pedestrian Movement

Rail Stop/Station

Proposed Cincinnati Streetcar and Light Rail Line
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Reestablishing a reconnection 
from Camp Washington to sur-
rounding neighborhoods will 
play an important role to creat-
ing and maintaining a healthy 
environment in order for the 
community to survive and 
thrive in Cincinnati.

Creating a light rail station at this location will 
allow for easy access to two bridges leading into 
Camp Washington. The land is currently owned 
by the city of Cincinnati.

Moving the light rail line under/above Interstate 75 
with a station stop on the Camp Washington side will 
allow for better access to the region. This will give 
Camp Washington a much needed boost to pedestri-
an movement and the possibility of economic growth 
because of the potential flow of people in the area. 
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Kelly Hogg

Monmouth Avenue 

Gateway

Camp Washington supports 5500 employees but only 1500 people live there. This presents an oportunity to de-
velop underutilized land and buildings for new dense residential developments, providing oportunities to live 
and work in the same place. A regional rail transit system proposed for the area will help spur economic devel-
opment , neighborhood connections, and increased residency, providing an oportunity for the neighborhood 
to become a destination. The potential for development along the new entrance at Monmouth Avenue on the 
neighborhood’s northeastern edge has been explored on the proposals presented here.

1

1

2

3

64 5

4

5

6

2
3

Machine Flats - market rate loft apartments

Proposed Anchor Building - 2 story mixed-use

Proposed modern infill housing

Proposed co-op / community gardenProposed iconic apartment block Proposed National Latino Education Instit.

BUS ROUTE RESIDENTIAL
LIGHT RAIL STATION INDUSTRIAL
PARK INSTITUTIONAL

GATEWAY CHARACTER

N

source: http://gazetteonline.com

source: D
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source: http://yochicago.com
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Transit Oriented Development: Bus and Light Rail

NORTHSIDE CLIFTON

WEST SIDE CUF

I-
75

HOPPLE ST.

MONMOUTH ST.
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BUS ROUTE

STUDY AREA
RESIDENTIAL POCKETS

LIGHT RAIL STATION
LIGHT RAIL LINES
MAIN GATEWAY

Proposed Housing Layout for 
Monmouth and Arlington Ave.
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Marshall Ave.

Bader St.

Colerain Ave.

Spring G
rove Ave.

Township St.

Emily Hasley

Extension of Current 

Business District

Construction of I-75 will bring more traf-
fic through Spring Grove Avenue as a de-
tour.

To create an alternative entrance to the 
business district from Spring Grove Ave.

Streetscape improvement will be a vital action for
improving the distrct.

Marshall and Colerain, looking north New entrance for business district

Spring G
rove Avenue

Jessam
ine Street

Township Street

Bader Street

Marshall Avenue Colerain Avenue

SITUATION

OPPORTUNITY

0 0.2 miles0.1
N



Colerain Ave.

Marshall Ave.

Township St.

Bader St.
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Extend the current business district on Colerain Avenue, from Township 
Street to Marshall Avenue, ending at Spring Grove Avenue.

To create two new buildings as entrance anchors for the district.

To develop infill projects to redevelop the existing buildings and district.

New buildings will resemble those from other 
parts of the business district. They will house 
office space or commercial uses.

PROPOSED NEW BUILDING FORM

PROPOSED OUTCOME

1

2

3

Spring Grove Avenue Interstate 75 Existing Buildings Proposed New Buildings

source: http://farm1.static.ickr.com/97/271934119_e913a35295.jpg
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Caroline Bigner

Daniel Elkin

Kelly Flynn

Joel Gross

Spring Grove Village 

Framework Plan

Shawn Kuhn

Quinn Kummer

Ryan Williams

Neighborhood Business District

Existing Streetscape Proposed Streetscape

Source: Dan Elkin source: Caroline Bigner

Green Industry Incubator

Longworth Hall Santa Fe Area Business Incubator

source: flickr.com source: sfbi.com

Existing Site Mockingbird Station, Dallas, TX

Transit Oriented Development

source: bing.com source: bing.com

source: phoenixprojectdayton.orgsource: bing.com

Tageted Gateways Phoenix Project, Dayton, OH

Gateway Enhancement
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This Community Framework Plan proposes to provide strate-
gies that will ensure the health and wellbeing of the Spring 
Grove Village area into the future of the City of Cincinnati. This 
plan will provide for the densification and increased efficien-
cy of the industrial district within Spring Grove Village, newly 
geared to take its place in the green economy. Strategies will 
be described to strengthen the neighborhoods within and to 
give the people who live there a more cohesive, identifiable 
and livable community, and to give the region a stronger role 
and sense of place within Cincinnati. Finally, it will develop all 
strategies with a holistic sense of environmental stewardship 
that will define both Spring Grove Village and the city at large 
as they move into the 21st century, mindful of natural resourc-
es and the human relationship to them.

V IS ION

REGIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
proposed light rail existing industry

existing rail infrastructure retail development
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zones

interventions + 
relationships

streets + gateways

mass transit

green infrastructure

FRAME WORK PLAN

0’ 100’ 250’ 500’ 1000’

RESIDENTIAL

INDUSTRIAL

COMMERCIAL

GATEWAYS

M BUS STOPS

W
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TO
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.

SPRING GROVE AVE.

ESTE AVE.

E. EPWORTH  AVE.

W. MITCHELL AVE.

I-75
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Small scale development
-No thoroughfares streets

-Increase available housing options
-Focus to primarily serve the 2,400 residents in SGV

Create a community center
-Creation of a community square or center

-Through adjustments to streetscape and building configuration
Resist competition

-Resist uses that may compete with the large scale commercial development plans

Caroline BignerRenewing the NBD
In the residential district of Spring Grove Village 
(SGV) is located the small neighborhood busi-
ness district (NBD). The exact location of the NBD 
is where Mitchell Avenue deadends into Epworth 
Avenue and Edgewood and Epworth Avenue in-
tersect. The NBD currently consists of eight build-
ings, a mix of institutional and commercial uses. 
The infrastructure was built in the 1930’s, a period 
of prosperity for the NBD. Today, the NBD is domi-
nated by vacancy. Surrounding the central NBD are 
other institutions, but the major context of the sur-
rounding area is single-family housing units. 

Once designated to serve as an open mar-
ket space, Piatt Park is used as a plaza/park 
space for downtown residents and visitors. 
The proposed community center for SGV 
reflects the design of Piatt Park with em-
phasis on heavy landscaping, creating a 
lush green area, as well as potential to be 
used as a farmers market. The dimensions 
of the community square are at a slightly 
smaller scale than Piatt Park since it is de-
signed to serve a smaller population.

-Similar building stock as SGV (older, institutions and commercial)
-Designated open space in the NBD
-Larger commercial grocery in the area
(small business in the NBD, e.g. bakery, professional offices, post office)
-No thoroughfares, NBD serves residents

FERN HILL NBD: TACOMA, WASHINGTON
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4612 EDGEWOOD AVECOMMUNITY SQUARE

PERSPECTIVE VIEW  (PROPOSED) SECTION VIEW  (PROPOSED)

DETAILS

BUILDING USES

CURRENT:
Retail/Apartment over
2-Story
5,120 ft²
0.14 acres
Year Built: 1935
Mkt. Land Value: $13,000

FUTURE:
New Structure
Commercial/Apartment over
3-Story structure
7,200 ft²
10-15 apartment units
size range (800-1,200 ft²)

-Anchor to the NBD
-Space for neighborhood interaction
-Partnership to designate a farmer’s market
-Emphasis on landscape to create a lush green area

711 Burr Oak St
   Methodist Fellowship Church
   6,106 ft²
   0.568 acres
   Year Built: 1900
   Mkt. Land Value: $44,500

711 Burr Oak St
Methodist Fellowship Church

6,106 ft²
0.568 acres

Year Built: 1900
Mkt. Land Value: $44,500

   4616 Edgewood Ave
Two Family Dwelling
1,058 ft²
0.068 acres
Year Built: 1903
Mkt. Land Value: $9,300
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   4624 Mitchell Ave
Single Family Dwelling
1,599 ft²
0.133 acres
Year Built: 1928
Mkt. Land Value: $18,300

   4612 Edgewood Ave
New structure displayed,
current structure is vacant

646 East Epworth Ave
   Harmony Lodge Rental Hall
   11,493 ft²
   0.485 acres
   Year Built: 1925
   Mkt. Land Value: $42,360

638 East Epworth Ave
   Community Center
   3,732 ft²
   0..152 acres
   Year Built: 1910
   Mkt. Land Value: $15,520
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Daniel Elkin

Business Incubator

and Shipping Center

Research shows that for every $1 of pub-
lic operating subsidy incubated busi-
nesses generate $30 of local tax revenue

NBIA reports that 84% of incubated firms 
stay within their communities

Incubated firms offer potential to stimu-
late industrial synergies and closed-loop 
product systems

Incubators reduce rate of start-up failure 
from 80% to 60% in the first 4 years, sta-
bilizing jobs 

WHY INCUBATE?

Concept Aerial

Site Plan

INCUBATOR

INCUBATOR

INFILL

GREEN COLLARS

sp
rin

g grove ave

spring grove ave

mitchell ave
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VEGETATIVE 

ROOF

REDEVELOPED

INDUSTRIAL LOT

REDEVELOPED

INDUSTRIAL LOT

CONSTRUCTED WETLAND

CURBLESS BOUNDARY

source: bing.com

source: www.NBIA.org, 2006 State of the Business Incubation 
Industry, Oklahoma Cooperative Extension Service
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Provides start-up amenity for potential tenants of Spring Grove Village
Green Incubator Services:

Start-up consultation and training
Professional front-door space for tenants
Lower-cost consolidated shipping
Competitive discount rental rates on office and manufacturing space
High business visibility and proximity to I-75 corridor
Shared telecom services
Available conference and demonstration space
Green infrastructure on campus to benefit both employees and firm image

INDUSTRIAL INCUBATOR

Rail freight is more space and energy efficient than highway freight
Railways bear the cost of small shipments
Businesses bear the cost of larger shipments
Incubator doubles as shipment consolidation and storage center
Third party bears shipment consolidation cost
Encourages use of rail freight

SHIPPING CONSOLIDATION

Typical Incubator Program

Visibility from surrounding area

Spring Grove Village Incubator Program

source: Congressional Budget Office publication- Freight Rail Transportation: Long Term Issues. January 2006
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Kelly FlynnGreen Gateways

  

  

 

 

0             0.005          0.1                                       0.2  Miles           

N

The Mitchell Ave./ I-75 interchange is currently being revitalized 
by the Ohio Greenspace Beautification Act. The area is aestheti-
cally pleasing with trees and shrubs. Much of the other designs 
for the gateways of SGV will be enhanced based on tax increment 
financing. The diagram below illustrates the existing conditions 
near each of the primary gateways.

The existing neighborhood gateway leading into SGV lacks a concrete 
quality that could make the neighborhood seem substantial. The new 
proposal for the neighborhood gateway works with more of a natural 
material similar to that of the Spring Grove Cemetery. The goal for im-
plementing this new signage is to hide the utility fence just behind the 
gateway and to create a more aesthetically pleasing entrance for the resi-
dents.

Streetscape design needs to be somewhat 
consistent throughout the gateway corridors. 
Enhancing the urban fabric with light posts, 
buffers, and greenery can make a steet look 
much more unfiied.
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The Pedestrian/Bicycle Bridge will provide more access to and from Clifton and SGV. 
Currently, the sidewalks of Clifton Avenue extend from the University of Cincinnati 
to SGV. Providing better access to SGV other than by automobile will allow more 
people to travel to the area. Also, SGV has a proposed bicycle path that lines the Mill 
Creek; this will promote even more recreational use throughout the community.

The Mitchell and Spring Grove ave. intersection has great poten-
tial to act as a gateway for the community’s green industrial and 
commercial areas. The plot of land backs up to the elevated rail-
road tracks and is currently occupied by a car wash that is not in 
the best condition. The proposal for a green gateway in Toronto 
(pictured on the right) includes a series of pathways with arches 
above that create a sense of place and a landmark for the com-
munity. The area for which this design is to be implemented in 
SGV is in a high profile and heavily traveled area. The new design 
will enhance the transportation corridor of SGV while giving it a 
memorable landmark to be recognized by all people who live, 
work, and travel through SGV.

This retaining wall is set up to complement the new open space. 
It steps up to the level of the railroad and is landscaped with well 
maintained plants.

The green intersection 
will enhance the green 
industrial theme for the 
proposed industrial area 
of SGV. The green de-
velopment is made pos-
sible by  the large setback 
present on each of the 
four corners at this inter-
section.

3

4

MITCHELL AND SPRING GROVE AVENUES

CLIFTON AVENUE

sp
rin

g grove ave.

rail stop

w. mitchell ave.

source: http://www.toronto.ca/planning/urbdesign/pdf/east_panel_jan2008_web.pdf

Section View Pedestrian and Automobile Bridge
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Quinn Kummer

Ryan Williams

Transit-Oriented

Development

Existing Conditions

Plan Rendering

The Mill Creek runs along the edge of the site.

Rail right of way elevated above the level of buildings & parking.

Car dealerships 
& parking lots
occupy much of 
the area.

Existing Land Use

Mitchell Ave.

Mitchell Ave.

Sprin
g G

ro
ve Ave.

Light Rail
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Connections

Green Space

Land Use
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